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CHAPTER I. THE PROBLEM 
Futurist Marvin Cetron (1989) states, "The high school graduating 
class of 2000 has already begun its odyssey through the American education 
system.... Its members entered kindergarten in September 1987" (p. 8). 
Consequently, the important question of whether this class receives the 
quality education it will need to be successful in the twenty-first 
century is directly linked to the nation's ability to improve the overall 
quality and effectiveness of teaching and learning. 
Introduction 
In an attempt to ensure that an affirmative response is recorded by 
those who will write the history of the Class of 2000, the issue of 
teacher performance evaluation must be satisfactorily resolved. It is, 
however, strongly debated. While some would argue whether the dominant 
strategies currently being employed actually improve teacher performance, 
many would agree with Furtwengler's (1991) assertion that "Educational 
leaders must never lose sight of the purpose of teacher evaluation; to 
improve the performance of teachers and thus the learning of students" 
(p. 787). 
Schools have demonstrated a long tradition of viewing education as a 
student's privilege and of believing that success in school is largely 
dependent upon the initiative and ability of that student. Historically, 
educators have not viewed students' failure to learn or to receive a 
quality education as a flaw in the system of schooling. Similarly, 
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industry has, by tradition, ignored the possibility that declining 
productivity and profit could be the result of businesses having ignored 
the needs and wants of its customers. 
Recently, however, businesses and corporations have been successful 
in actively pursuing the goal of achieving total customer satisfaction 
(Albrecht, 1990). Similarly, effective and excellent schools have 
rejected traditional attitudes toward students and have begun to assume 
more responsibility for ensuring that all boys and girls learn. Levine 
and Lezotte (1990) indicate that most of the research focusing upon such 
unusually effective schools supports the conclusions that these schools 
tend to rank high on specific functions commonly known as the effective 
schools correlates (p. 9). Further, Levine and Lezotte have determined 
that when educators in these schools are committed to providing students 
an education designed to achieve total customer/client satisfaction, the 
quantity and quality of learning increases. 
This change from the traditional orientation toward that of the 
student as a client or customer of the school has served to focus 
attention upon the student as an important source of information regarding 
teacher effectiveness. Bailey (1983) states, "Teachers need to identify 
the different sources of feedback they can use for instructional 
improvement; 1) students, 2) self, 3) peers, 4) administrators or 
supervisors, and 5) parents.... Soliciting student opinion represents a 
potentially large sample or measure of information" (p. 6). Bailey goes 
on to say that, currently, most of the information concerning the teacher 
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and the quality of instruction is limited to the perceptions of one or two 
administrators. 
The use of student ratings as one component of a total performance 
evaluation system, for teachers in the Kindergarten through Grade 12 
(K-12) education system, is in its infancy stage of implementation. 
Feldman, citing Cashin, indicates that in the higher education system over 
"1,300 citations can be found in the Educational Resources Information 
Center data base on student evaluation of teacher performance" (Weimer, 
1990, p. 5). Feldman also indicates that as few as 25 to 50 of these 
articles might contain directly relevant data and that for a specific sub-
topic there may only be five or fewer relevant articles. 
In this current review of literature fewer than 50 research articles 
directly relating to the K-12 education system were identified. Such a 
contrast is made even more noticeable when one compares both the quality 
of research and subsequent implementation of teacher performance findings 
at the K-12 and higher education levels. 
This point notwithstanding. Professor Abrami cautions, 
I think it would be unwise to make too much of an issue of the 
difference between, say, secondary and postsecondary teaching 
and learning. The similarities are both many and important. In 
fact, I have said in print a couple of times how postsecondary 
researchers might learn from researchers at lower levels and 
vice versa. (P. C. Abrami, personal communication, March 28, 
1991) 
Ironically, as both levels of the education system face increased 
scrutiny and accountability, each looks toward the other for insight 
regarding the process for improving instruction and teacher evaluation. 
Kenneth Feldman (1990) states. 
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From one point of view the quality [of the research] is high--
hardly a surprising observation since the research has usually 
been done by professional researchers, who generally know what 
they are doing.... From another point of view, however, I do 
want to register certain complaints. More complex, multivariate 
analyses are needed, with increased emphasis paid to the 
possible causal connections among variables, (p. 6) 
If such a need is evident in higher education then an even greater need 
for additional analyses is likely to exist at the K-12 level. 
The universal and, in particular, the North American goal of 
improving education is directly linked to the improvement of the quality 
of teaching performance. Obtaining and using student feedback is one 
significant action that can contribute to the desired improvement(s). 
Efforts to improve quality of classroom instruction have resulted in some 
school districts and their superintendents, specifically David Alexander 
of Cave Creek Unified School District and Larry Bramblett of New Hampshire 
Public Schools, to move to the leading edge and incorporate the use of 
student ratings of teachers as one component of a total performance 
evaluation system. 
According to Bramblett (L. R. Bramblett, personal communication, 
April 9, 1991), the traditional process of a single administrator 
conducting a limited number of classroom observations, for purposes of 
teacher evaluation, is just not enough. Bramblett further contends that 
the use of student feedback as an additional component of the teacher 
evaluation process provides both teachers and administrators an 
opportunity to obtain a comprehensive picture of teacher performance. 
An important philosophical and practical educational goal involves 
securing the cooperation and support of teachers and their unions 
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regarding issues of student ratings of teacher performance. School 
districts using and implementing the Iowa State University School 
Improvement Model's (SIM) Total Performance Evaluation system have been 
successful in securing high levels of teacher support for the enhanced 
teacher evaluation process. 
Specifically, school districts following the SIM Total Performance 
Evaluation system ensure that teachers account for approximately half of 
the total membership on the project's planning group called the 
stakeholders committee. Stakeholder committee members, including 
teachers, administrators, parents, and board members, are appointed by the 
superintendent and as a group serve at the pleasure of the board of 
education. Members of the stakeholders committee are told that an 
important committee task is that of "deciding to recommend" (Manatt, 1988) 
issues of planning, implementation, and evaluation criteria. 
Bramblett (1991) believes that teacher support is obtained by 
providing teachers with a direct opportunity to participate in those 
decisions that affect them personally. They must also, according to 
Bramblett, be meaningfully involved in the development of the student 
feedback process. 
When asked to comment on concerns raised as a result of the 
development and implementation of student ratings as one component of a 
total performance evaluation system. Superintendent Bramblett (1991) 
stated that teachers are legitimately nervous regarding whether student 
feedback questionnaires are as valid or reliable as they could or should 
be. Such an observation indicates that the increased acceptance and 
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subsequent use of student ratings as one component of a total teacher 
performance evaluation system is largely dependent upon the development of 
valid, reliable, and legally discriminating student ratings of teacher 
questionnaires (Abrami, 1990; Manatt, 1988). 
In conclusion, noted researchers and practitioners share the common 
concern that America's need to improve the quality of teacher performance 
will continue to increase in magnitude. Consequently, additional sources 
of information such as student ratings may inevitably become legitimate 
components of the total teacher performance evaluation system. 
Statement of the Problem 
The desire and need to improve classroom instruction is a priority 
goal for the nation's political and educational leaders. L'Hommedieu 
(1990) believes that "Researchers who address the question of improving 
instruction through systematic feedback are exploring an issue of immense 
practical value" (p. 239). The current study addresses the issue of 
instructional improvement by attempting to establish the discriminating 
power of specific student feedback items used as one component of a total 
performance evaluation system. The analysis of data obtained from all 
secondary students and teachers in one school system will serve as a 
desirable extension of the original SIM directed work undertaken by 
Hidlebaugh in 1973, Judkins in 1987, and the ongoing SIM improvements to 
specific items and the questionnaires. 
The problem for this study will be the identification of teacher 
performance evaluation rating items for use by students, based on item 
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discrimination power and grade level of instruction. First, selected 
items from the original Hidlebaugh and Judkins studies will be 
administered to all members of the Cave Creek (Arizona) Unified School 
District No. 93. Those items which continue to show discriminating power 
will be identified. 
Second, district-developed items which possess discriminating power 
will also be identified. The Menne and Tolsma (1971) methodology of 
analyzing data will be used to identify those items possessing 
discriminating power (Hidlebaugh, 1973; Look, 1983; Judkins, 1987). 
Third, the appropriateness of student feedback questionnaires as one 
component of a total teacher performance evaluation system will be 
assessed by determining the ability of items to discriminate according to 
criteria previously validated by Hidlebaugh (1973) and Judkins (1987). 
Items are judged to possess discriminating power when members of the same 
group provide similar responses and members of a second group provide 
different responses when the groups have experienced dissimilar conditions 
or events. In other words, item discrimination power exists when the 
within-group variance is low in relation to the between-group variance 
(Menne & Tolsma, 1971). 
Fourth, a measure of reliability will be calculated to determine the 
amount of internal consistency of all items with discrimination power. 
Fifth, student ratings will be analyzed to show whether differences exist 
as a result of teacher gender. Sixth, a set of school district norms for 
middle school and senior high school student ratings of teachers will be 
established. Finally, for each teacher the relationship between the 
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variance of student rating scores generated by one class and the variance 
of student rating scores generated by all classes will be examined and 
described. Related factors such as grade level, subject, core/elective, 
career ladder status, and period of the day will also be examined. 
The Research Questions 
This study will attempt to identify and refine discriminating student 
feedback items for use as one component in a total teacher performance 
evaluation system. Student ratings of all grades 6-8 (regular) teachers, 
grades 6-8 (floater) special-area teachers including art, physical 
education, band, music, special education, and English as a second 
language, and grades 9-12 teachers in one school district will be used to 
determine discriminating power of individual student feedback items. This 
study can be specifically defined by the following research questions: 
1. Do any of the items on the 6-8 regular, 6-8 floater, and 9-12 
questionnaires possess discriminating power? 
2. Is it possible for teachers at the local level to develop 
discriminating items? 
3. What effect does (a) grade level, (b) subject area taught, 
(c) middle school level or high school level, (d) period of the 
day, (e) core versus elective nature of the course, (f) career 
ladder status, and (g) teacher gender have upon the mean score 
student rating for teachers? 
4. When a factor analysis is conducted on the discriminating items, 
how many factors can be identified? 
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Definition of Terms 
The following definitions will be used in order to add clarity and 
provide for more meaningful understanding of this investigation. 
1. Criteria - a standard, rule, or test that can be used to judge 
performance based upon the research on effective teaching. 
2. Discriminating Item - an item which separates high teacher 
performance from that of average and low performance. An instrument is 
considered to be most effective when it has a high level of item 
discrimination. 
3. Evaluation - making a value judgment regarding the worth, 
quality, or effectiveness of the classroom teacher's instructional 
practice. 
4. Floater - a teacher who offers instruction to students from 
several grade levels in a special curriculum area or subject (special 
education, languages, E.S.L., music, art, physical education, and band). 
5. Improvement of Instruction - a series of steps that leads to an 
increased level of professional competence in the classroom. 
6. Mean - the arithmetic average of the total student responses. 
7. Performance Criterion - a specific teacher behavior that has been 
validated by the research on teaching. 
8. Rater - a student who uses a questionnaire or feedback instrument 
to evaluate teacher performance. 
9. Rating - an estimate of the degree to which a teacher has 
performed a given task or behavior. 
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10. Reliability - raters of a particular teacher consistently rate 
that individual teacher similarly on a specific item. 
11. Stakeholder - a school community member who has a direct interest 
in the operation and effectiveness of the school. 
12. Student Feedback - the process of collecting pupil information 
for the purpose of instructional improvement. 
13. Student Feedback Instrument - a form or tool used to collect 
student opinions regarding teacher performance. 
14. Total Teacher Performance Evaluation System - a process that 
incorporates the use of valid, reliable, and legally discriminating 
criteria for the purpose of combining improvement of instruction and 
accountability in a single evaluation system. This comprehensive process 
is intended to assist teachers in the enhancement of instructional 
performance and is based upon a belief that feedback from each of the 
individual component groups adds important information about unique 
aspects of teachers' performance. Desirable sources of information are; 
(a) supervisor evaluation, (b) self-evaluation, (c) peer evaluation, 
(d) student achievement scores, (e) student feedback, and (f) parent 
feedback. 
15. Valid Instrument Items - items that measure what they are 
intended to measure. 
16. Variance - the relationship of scores to a central value, such as 
the mean. Variance is the sum of squared deviations around the mean. It 
describes how similar or different, for a given group, the scores are from 
the mean. 
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Note: For purposes of editorial style and maintaining reader 
interest, the Cave Creek (Arizona) Unified School District No. 93 will 
also be referred to as Cave Creek, Cave Creek Public Schools, Cave Creek 
School District, or Cave Creek Unified School District. Further, the 
terms floater and special-area will be used interchangeably. 
Delimitations of the Study 
This study of the ability of teacher-rating instrument items to 
discriminate when administered to a total school population inherently 
possesses the following delimitations: 
1. This study was conducted in Cave Creek (Arizona) Unified School 
District No. 93. Schools in the district are organized into four building 
units: Cave Creek School (K-2), Black Mountain Elementary School (3-5), 
Desert Arroyo Middle School (6-8), and Cactus Shadows High School (9-12). 
In 1990, 18 teachers were rated by 383 (119 grade 6, 134 grade 7, and 130 
grade 8) students from Desert Arroyo Middle School, and 27 teachers were 
rated by 443 (129 grade 9, 113 grade 10, 109 grade 11, and 92 grade 12) 
students from Cactus Shadows High School. 
The data for this study were collected in May of 1990. Some students 
rated teachers for year-long courses and others rated teachers for courses 
taken during the second semester of the school year. Student feedback 
questionnaires were used by all students to rate their teachers. 
2. The student ratings questionnaires were administered and the data 
were collected by the school district staff. It is assumed that the 
written procedures and guidelines developed by the School Improvement 
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Model and by the researcher were implemented, in an appropriate manner, by 
the school district personnel (see Appendix H). 
3. An intact stakeholders committee determined the amount of 
demographic information that was recorded for students and teachers. 
Since information such as student gender and student achievement scores 
was not available, it was not possible to examine the relationship of 
these factors to the available student ratings. 
4. Only one school district's grades 6 through 12 students and 
teachers, grouped by classes, were used as the study sample population. 
The student raters were those individuals who comprised the teacher's 
intact class for a specific period of an instructional day. Each student 
rated several different teachers as a result of the student's 
instructional course timetable. 
5. The data collected were used as an integral component of an 
existing career ladder merit pay system. Approximately 50 percent of the 
teachers in the study were on the school district's career ladder plan. 
Inherent in the career ladder was the motivation that teachers receiving 
high student ratings would be granted higher salaries than teachers 
receiving lower student ratings. Career ladder teachers may possess 
increased motivation and therefore demonstrate differing behaviors toward 
students than do non-career ladder participants. 
6. Issues surrounding validation of the student feedback instrument 
items were not included in this study. Item validation was established as 
a part of the Hidlebaugh (1973) and Judkins (1987) research studies. 
These findings were accepted for the purposes of this investigation. A 
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simple factor analysis, however, was used to determine whether the items 
contained in the student ratings of teacher questionnaires continued to 
"load" on the specific criteria factors identified by Judkins. 
7. The student rating questionnaires included 20 discriminating 
items. Each student response was weighted from 0 to 4 points yielding a 
possible total-rating score of 80. For each teacher all of the individual 
student total-rating scores were averaged to calculate a total mean score 
rating. This total mean score was used for the purpose of showing whether 
differences among teachers existed according to the variables associated 
with this study. 
8. In 1990 teachers and administrators in the Cave Creek (Arizona) 
School District developed and administered three separate student feedback 
questionnaires. Many items are consistent between questionnaires. 
However, some differences exist due largely to an initial concern of 
special-area teachers that the student feedback questionnaires designed 
for regular education teachers were not appropriate for special programs. 
Consequently, grades 6-8 special-area teachers developed a questionnaire 
based on locally-developed criteria considered to be specific to the 
evaluation of special-area teacher performance. In 1991 the stakeholders 
committee recommended that one questionnaire be used for all grades 6-8 
special and regular education teachers and that the original 1990 
questionnaire continue to be used for all grades 9-12 teachers. 
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Human Subjects Release 
On October 25, 1990 a letter authorizing this research was written to 
Professor Manatt by Dr. David Alexander, superintendent for Cave Creek 
Unified School District No.93. The data set being used as the basis for 
this investigation is district property. The superintendent provided 
authorization to use the data set for this investigation (see Appendix M). 
The Iowa State University Committee on the Use of Human Subjects in 
Research reviewed this project and concluded that the rights and welfare 
of the human subjects were adequately protected, that risks were 
outweighed by the potential benefits and expected value of the knowledge 
sought, that confidentiality of data was assured, and that informed 
consent was obtained by appropriate procedures. 
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CHAPTER II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
President Bush and the nation's governors have agreed upon six 
challenge goals for education. Harp (1990) states, "The national goals 
for the year 2000 include decreasing the dropout rate to 10 percent, 
raising U.S. students to the top rung of international mathematics and 
science achievement, preparing all children for the 1st grade and 
improving adult literacy and continuing education efforts" (p. 29). "The 
National Governors' Association, chaired by Iowa Governor Terry Branstad, 
and the Council of Chief State School Officers are marshalling resources 
to move each state toward achieving the ambitious goals" (Bartusek, 1990, 
p. 1). 
Challenges and Opportunities 
Stiggins and Duke (1988) state, "Teacher evaluation is the key to 
school improvement. As we pursue excellence in education through the 
promotion of professional development of teachers, we cannot overlook the 
potential contribution of the teacher evaluation process to that 
development" (p. xi). In the Iowa Business and Education Round Table Task 
Force's report (Hornbeck, 1991), the goal of developing "World Class 
Schools" is presented as a challenging school improvement initiative with 
positive attention focused upon the single most important unit in a school 
system--the classroom and its students (p. 4). 
The future ability of America to compete, grow, and prosper 
(Hornbeck, 1991) is directly linked to the development of world class 
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schools. Across the nation no single focus can be of more concern than 
the classroom as the center for the delivery of instruction for students. 
The move to create world class schools assumes a need to concentrate upon 
the classroom and teacher effectiveness. With classrooms and student 
performance having become key elements in school improvement initiatives, 
the nation's focus has also shifted to the importance of teacher 
performance and subsequent teacher evaluation as key functions which 
deserve and demand additional attention (Hunter, 1988). 
In a response to increased demands for proven methods of teacher 
evaluation, this study will continue the work initiated by Hidlebaugh 
(1973), who created a model for developing a teacher performance 
evaluation system using a multiple-appraiser approach, and the more recent 
work of Judkins (1987), who studied and identified discriminating items 
for the student evaluation of teachers and the ongoing efforts of the 
School Improvement Model (SIM) team of Iowa State University. The SIM 
team and local school districts continue to collaboratively develop 
processes using student feedback instruments as one component of a total 
teacher performance evaluation system. 
In 1987 Judkins cited reports such as, "A Nation at Risk: The 
Imperative for Educational Reform" and "Time for Results, The Governors' 
1991 Report on Education," as evidence of the growing need to improve 
America's schools. Throughout the nation, the continent, and the world, 
public leaders are searching for ways to develop and assess world class 
education. In "America 2000," President Bush (U.S. Department of 
Education, 1991) remarks that "We must challenge not only the methods and 
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the means that we've used in the past, but also the yardsticks that we've 
used to measure our progress" (p. 3). Increased use of valid and reliable 
student ratings of teachers (Feldman, 1990) may be one additional strategy 
that promotes the attainment of world class schools. 
The review process 
A review of the literature related to student ratings of teacher 
performance reveals an extensive body of information associated with 
higher education and a very limited amount of information related to K-12 
education. The literature findings included in this review range in 
quality from researcher insight based upon experience to carefully 
formulated judgments which result from rigorous and extensive research 
studies. 
The focus of this review was to locate those sources of information 
which directly refer to the role of students as raters of teacher 
performance. A secondary screen was used to search for information 
directly related to the K-12 school system. Finally, those sources which 
specifically examined the areas of age, grade level, gender bias, subject 
taught, and time of day were critically reviewed. 
The review process was initiated by examining studies directly 
related to the current investigation, such as the research of Hidlebaugh 
(1973) and Judkins (1987). A deliberate attempt was made to locate 
appropriate, new, and different information from that which had previously 
been reviewed. Additionally, the present investigator sought and examined 
refereed or professional association journal reports of noted authorities. 
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These sources were identified and located by accessing the ERIC System, 
Dissertation Abstracts, Library Indexes, Educational Administration 
Abstracts, Handbook of Research on Teaching, and personal interview 
contacts, 
After having examined and reviewed a number of studies, those which 
were judged to have reported findings based on direct empirical data and 
those which had a clear and readily understood methodology were assigned 
the highest levels of credibility and importance. Specifically, the 
following factors were considered when examining and evaluating research 
studies: 1) clarity of purpose and stated hypothesis, 2) researcher or 
sampling bias, 3) sample size, 4) control of important variables, 
5) measurement techniques that yield reliable and valid results, 
6) statistical tests, and 7) quality of statistical analyses. 
In order to place this study into the context of current events, a 
review of such national and international issues as school improvement, 
teacher performance, and changing student roles was conducted by referring 
to popular publications and agency reports. Additionally, citations 
obtained from initial sources were identified and examined. 
Most studies included in this review were conducted in North American 
school systems. During the search and review process efforts were made to 
present research which was both supportive and non-supportive of using 
students as raters of teacher performance. Nevertheless, the majority of 
research reported tends to support the role of students as raters of 
teacher performance. 
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Student as knowledgeable client 
Recent demands for school improvement and reform have created an 
opportunity to consider the interaction of students and their teachers 
from the perspective of the student being in the role of a knowledgeable 
client. From this perspective, the purpose of this study was to examine 
the item discriminating power of three student ratings of teacher 
questionnaires. One questionnaire was intended for use with regular 
middle school teachers and students, the second questionnaire was designed 
to be used with special-area middle school teachers and students, and the 
third questionnaire was to be used with all senior high school teachers 
and students. 
A non-voluntarv sample 
A unique feature of this study was the collection of data from all 
teachers in a school system rather than a select sample of volunteers. 
Cave Creek Unified School District No. 93 is one of 14 school districts in 
the state of Arizona to have adopted a pay for performance system for its 
teachers. It is the only school district in the state to include student 
ratings as an integral part of the algorithm used, during the 1990 and 
1991 school years, to place teachers on the career ladder. Therefore, 
student ratings were collected and analyzed for all teachers and students 
in the school district. 
The use of a total system sample may be the most important element of 
this study. In both the 1973 Hidlebaugh study and the 1987 Judkins study 
the subjects were volunteers. Hidlebaugh originally developed a pool of 
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discriminating teacher evaluation items for use by principals. Obviously, 
normal school conditions limit the number of school principals who are 
likely to observe an individual teacher perform. Therefore, when the 
research design and data analysis procedures required a minimum of 15 
raters (Menne and Tolsma, 1971) to assess the performance of each teacher, 
Hidlebaugh used students as additional evaluators. In this manner the 
items were validated by a sufficient number of raters who collectively 
comprised a multiple evaluator system for teacher performance. 
Subsequently, Judkins continued the work initiated by Hidlebaugh and 
refined a pool of items, based on valid and reliable criteria, which 
discriminated between levels of teacher performance. The research on 
teaching was used to validate the criteria. Judkins developed a valid, 
reliable, and discriminating set of teacher evaluation instrument items 
suitable for use by secondary and elementary students. 
The current investigation and an associated K-5 study (Weber, 1992) 
continues to refine the work of Hidlebaugh (1973) and Judkins (1987). 
However, unlike the previous studies of Hidlebaugh and Judkins, this 
investigation provides the first opportunity to examine the discriminating 
power of items used with all classes, students, and teachers in a single 
school district. By using a total school sample rather than a select 
sample of volunteers, this study will determine whether or not student 
rating questionnaire items from the original Hidlebaugh and Judkins 
studies continue to be discriminating. 
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A matter of reliability and validity 
The chances of improving the reliability and discriminating power of 
each student rating questionnaire as well as the individual items which 
compose each questionnaire increases as a result of a larger variance in 
the students' ratings of teacher performance. In this study, increased 
reliability and variance were expected over that which was concluded by 
Judkins, as a result of the total sample including teachers who 
demonstrated a wider diversity in levels of teaching performance. 
Obviously, issues of reliability and validity are important 
considerations when examining the ability of items to discriminate varying 
levels of teacher performance. Most research investigations involving 
student ratings examine these issues. For example, L'Hommedieu, Menges, 
and Brinko (1990) conducted a meta-analysis designed to integrate studies 
and to examine variables that might moderate the measured effect of 
student rating feedback. With a small effect size (.342), indicating a 
positive effect for feedback but also indicating limited practical 
significance, the researchers examined the possible threats to validity 
and reliability in student ratings research. 
Focusing upon 28 studies which met the meta-analysis selection 
criteria, the researchers began by examining the area of internal 
validity. The inability of instruments to discriminate was cited as a 
common limitation of most Likert scale instruments. In almost all pre-
posttest measures examined, the pre-test score was above the mid-point and 
left little room for improved ratings. This factor limited the 
measurement of effects of student ratings feedback. 
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One specific conclusion of this meta-analysis, of particular 
importance to the current investigation, is the recommendation that 
researchers must consider using rating systems with tested reliability and 
validity estimates. For example, of the 28 studies reviewed only three 
instruments were used more than once. The researchers (L'Hommedieu, 
Menges, & Brinko, 1990) conclude that "Tests of the utility of student 
ratings feedback for instructional improvement are more easily interpreted 
if the results are not confounded with the reliability and validity 
threats associated with new rating systems" (p. 234). In the current 
study, the continued refinement of the discriminating items for student 
ratings of teacher performance, initially identified by Hidlebaugh and 
further developed by Judkins, is highly consistent with L'Hommedieu's, 
Menges' and Brinko's conclusions regarding the need for replication. 
The Menne and Tolsma methodology 
Establishing discriminating power of items is an essential step in 
the development of valid and reliable student ratings of teacher 
questionnaires. The basic design of this study will follow and continue a 
well-established and credible methodology. 
In 1973 Hidlebaugh used the Menne and Tolsma (1971) methodology to 
identify discriminating items for use in teacher performance evaluation. 
Look (1983) used this same methodology to identify effective criteria for 
the evaluation of school principals. In 1987 Judkins also used this 
methodology to identify discriminating items for use in the student 
evaluation of teachers. Most recently, Green (1990) applied the same 
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method of using knowledgeable multiple raters to identify valid, reliable, 
and discriminating criteria for use in substitute teacher evaluation 
instruments. 
When included as one component of a total teacher performance 
evaluation system, student ratings can be used to provide feedback to 
teachers and to show differences in the quality of instruction. Menne 
(1972) contends that differences in performance quality and effectiveness 
can be measured when three conditions are present: 1) there must be more 
than one rater; 2) the raters must closely agree on their ratings; and 
3) the ratings must indicate differences between the persons rated. 
In discussing the first and second conditions respectively, Menne 
(1972) concludes, 
[First,] there is no check on a single rater that would give 
evidence that he is even rating the performance aspect intended. 
[Second,] if all raters indicated that a given teacher rated a 
score of four out of a possible five points on some performance 
aspect, such as "well prepared for class" then this consistency 
of raters indicates something may have been measured. On the 
other hand, if the ratings of the same teacher varied one to 
five, then nothing has been measured--the average rating in such 
a situation would be a misleading statistic. Therefore, there 
must be a consistency or a low variance between raters, (p. 5) 
In order to serve the purpose for which they are intended, student 
feedback questionnaire items must possess item discrimination power. In 
other words, the items must yield ratings which describe differences 
between the teachers being rated. Menne (1972) clarifies and illustrates 
this point by explaining, 
If all students in a class were asked the sex of their teacher, 
there would be consistency (low, or in this case, zero variance) 
in the responses of this group of student "raters." Other 
classes, with the same or different students, should also have a 
consistent response to the question. But if the teachers are 
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not of the same sex, there will be a difference in the responses 
between classes. So teacher ratings must be consistent and also 
must indicate differences between the performance of different 
teachers. 
The present study will use the methodology described by Menne and 
Tolsma to identify discriminating items for use in student ratings of 
teacher performance. Because student ratings are one measure of teacher 
performance (Menne, 1972), an intended result of this study was to 
determine whether the conditions necessary for meaningful measurement are 
being met. 
Formative or Summative Evaluation 
McGreal (1983) argues that student ratings should not be used for 
purposes of summative teacher evaluation. He states, 
While attitudes regarding the value of student ratings vary, the 
average elementary and secondary teacher is uncomfortable with 
the concept. Teachers generally lack faith in the students' 
ability to accurately rate their performance. In many respects 
their fears are justified. There is not a great deal of support 
for the accuracy of student ratings, and the support that does 
exist is not strong enough to justify using student ratings in 
any summative sense, (p. 134) 
The practice of including students as judges of college and 
university faculty performance has continued to grow in popularity since 
its initial development at Harvard University in 1924 (Ghorpade & 
Lackritz, 1991). Nevertheless, fundamental questions regarding the 
validity and reliability of student evaluation of faculty continue to be 
asked. 
Specifically, Ghorpade and Lackritz (1991) suggest caution regarding 
serious consequences which may occur when student ratings of teachers are 
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used to influence decisions regarding retention, tenure, or promotion of 
minority faculty. Reports of increased racial and gender prejudice, 
tension, and violence are cited as reasons to "scrutinize student ratings 
of faculty for the presence of bias" (p. 63). 
Ghorpade and Lackritz (1991) designed a study to assess student 
ratings for the presence of bias. From the outset a qualification was 
made, i.e., that the purpose of the investigation is not to develop a 
definitive case of discrimination against student ratings but rather to 
scrutinize student ratings of faculty from an Equal Employment Opportunity 
perspective. 
The study utilized data from an existing published source as well as 
data collected through a student-developed questionnaire. Faculty 
teaching undergraduate classes with enrollments of 20 or more students had 
the option of participating. While the study design appropriately 
attended to a desirable number of raters, the self-selection process of 
faculty and students volunteering to participate was a weakness in 
methodological design. Nevertheless, 20,242 students (67 percent of the 
total enrollment in the classes) returned the questionnaire. By using a 
factor analysis and a subsequent analysis of variance procedure, Ghorpade 
and Lackritz made the following conclusions which are relevant to the 
current investigation: 1) Female faculty attained significantly higher 
mean student rating scores than males (N-412) on Factor 1 [seven general 
assessment questions] (3.35 to 3.26**); and 2) female faculty received 
significantly higher mean student rating scores than males on Factor 10 
[overall rating as an instructor] (3.36 to 3.27*). In other words, it was 
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concluded that a gender bias existed among the student ratings of faculty. 
An unanswered question remains as to whether the ratings can be explained 
by actual differences in teaching effectiveness and performance. 
While Ghorpade and Lackritz found gender bias in student ratings, 
Aleamoni (1987a) presents a somewhat contradictory view of male/female 
bias. Additionally, he cites little relationship between student ratings 
and several other critical variables which are a part of the present 
investigation. 
The majority of the research I have looked at indicates little 
or no relationship between such variables as class size, gender 
of the student or gender of the instructor, the time of day that 
the class is offered, the major or non-major status of the 
student or the terra or semester that the course is offered and 
the way in which students rate a course or instructor. 
Aleamoni concludes that course level and age or grade level of students 
are reported as affecting, or more appropriately being associated with, 
student ratings of teachers. 
Paradoxically, as critics and supporters of students as raters 
continue their debate, one recent study suggests that students may not 
value involvement in the process (Weimer, 1991). In a study conducted at 
the University of Washington, a team led by Robert D. Abott used a 2x2x2 
experimental design to test student satisfaction. After having collected 
students' opinions regarding their instructors, the researchers concluded 
that students were more satisfied when the instructor, following the 
process, shared comments and reactions concerning the evaluation. 
Students were least supportive of the traditional means of collecting 
student opinion when rating forms were used at the end of the course and 
when no response was given by the instructor. 
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In summary, concerns exist that would limit the role of student 
ratings solely to support summative evaluation of the teacher. 
Nevertheless, a further review of the literature will illustrate that not 
all researchers and practitioners share the concerns regarding the 
accuracy of student ratings, the presence of gender bias, or the limited 
value students attach to the rating process. The research literature is 
supportive of the conclusion that the seriousness of such concerns is 
reduced when applied to the college and university level. Murray (1987) 
concludes, "Evidence from five different sources, namely logical argument, 
personal observation, faculty surveys, field experiments and longitudinal 
comparisons supports the conclusion that student instructional ratings 
have had a positive impact on quality of teaching in higher education" 
(p. 13). 
In addition to the application of logical argument and personal 
observation, systematic research findings are used to show that student 
ratings positively influence teaching performance. In a 1980 survey study 
carried out by Outcult, 67 percent of 4,468 respondents indicated that 
student ratings had helped to improve their teaching and 78 percent 
reported they had actually made changes in their teaching as a result of 
student ratings. 
Similar findings were reported by Murray (1987) from a University of 
Western Ontario, Canada study where 54 percent of the faculty indicated 
that global student ratings provided useful feedback and 78 percent said 
that student ratings of specific teaching behaviors were valuable for 
feedback purposes. Unfortunately, weaknesses, such as unknown sample size 
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and unsubstantiated inferential judgments, inherent in the cited field 
experiments and longitudinal studies serve to mitigate against this 
study's findings. Nevertheless, the findings of additional studies 
support Murray's conclusions (Abrami, 1990; Aleamoni, 1987b; Braskamp, 
Brandenbury, & Dry, 1984; Manatt, 1988; and Stiggins & Duke, 1988). 
A valuable source of feedback 
In a similar fashion, Scriven (1990) adds. 
It should be mentioned that student ratings, if gathered in a 
suitable secure way, using a suitably designed form, can provide 
a useful basis for rating teachers. They are extensively used 
for this purpose at the tertiary level, and some tertiary 
institutions have been using them for 40 years. Their use is 
still rare at the secondary, let alone at the primary level, but 
they should work there if students and teachers are prepared for 
their use. In general, they are worth a great deal more than 
the usual reports from occasional visitors, whose reports suffer 
from samples that are inadequate in size and not representative, 
measurement artifacts, style bias, and failures of empathy and 
are usually vulnerable to personal bias. (p. 91) 
Aleamoni (1987b) has developed a useful listing of myths which he 
judges to be untrue regarding student ratings of teacher performance. The 
following selected myths are related to questions to be examined during 
the current study; 
• Students cannot make consistent judgments about the instructor and 
instruction because of their immaturity, lack of experience, and 
capriciousness. 
• Student ratings are both unreliable and invalid. 
• The time and day the course is offered affects [is associated with] 
student ratings. 
• Students cannot be meaningfully used to improve instruction. 
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• The level of course affects [is associated with] student ratings. 
• Whether students take a course as a required or elective affects 
[is associated with] student ratings. 
An appropriate response to such myths is dependent upon the findings of 
well-designed and rigorous research studies. Specifically, the ability of 
students to provide ratings of varying levels of teacher performance is 
dependent upon the development and identification of valid, reliable, and 
discriminating items. 
A non-traditional variable 
Shepherd and Trank, in a 1989 study, attempted to show that student 
construct system development is as deserving of research attention as 
other input variables such as class size, gender, level of course, 
subject, and required or elective nature of the course. The study 
involved 431 students enrolled in 28 sections of "Rhetoric" at a large 
Midwestern university. 
Student descriptors of "good and bad" teachers were used to provide 
measures of construct system development. The research team employed 
factor analyses and three pairs of hierarchical regression analyses to 
test the research hypotheses. The hypothesis which tested relational 
effectiveness as a function of construct differentiation yielded a 
significant interaction (t--2.18, df-425, p-.030). When testing construct 
differentiation and task effectiveness in predicting relational 
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effectiveness, a second significant interaction was found (t--2.62, 
df-425, P-.030). 
The researchers concluded that the findings confirmed the influence 
of the tested student input variable, construct differentiation, on 
teacher evaluation. Although this study was limited in that it focused 
upon first-year students enrolled in one course and did not account for 
varying degrees of student performance or ability, it does indicate the 
possible need to consider the impact of student ratings resulting from how 
students perceive task and relational dimensions in the classroom. 
In examining the student rating of teacher performance research, 
cited thus far in this review, the issue of whether student rating scores 
are sufficiently credible for use in summative evaluation remains 
unresolved. Therefore, in designing a suitable form or questionnaire for 
student ratings of teacher performance, the developers should be focused 
upon the identification of instrument items which possess discrimination 
power. By using the Menne and Tolsma (1971) method for identifying 
discriminating items and also by drawing upon many of the valid, reliable, 
and discriminating items previously identified by Hidlebaugh and Judkins, 
this study will attempt to provide information useful in answering the 
question of whether student feedback is best used in a summative or 
formative manner. 
Original SIM Efforts 
The current investigation is the third phase of an ongoing SIM effort 
to refine the role of student ratings as one component of a total teacher 
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performance evaluation system. In the Hidlebaugh study, 69 elementary and 
secondary teachers were rated by 1,140 students, 207 peer teachers, and 20 
administrators in Naperville (Illinois) Community District. 
A total of 94 of the original 360 items were found to be appropriate 
and to discriminate between teachers when students, peer teachers, and 
administrators rated selected teachers. According to Hidlebaugh (1973), 
"The bulk of the empirical evidence indicates that student ratings are 
probably the best single indicator of a teacher's true performance" 
(p. 96). 
Judkins (1987) laments, "One valuable source of information on 
teacher performance, students, is rarely used at the secondary and 
elementary level, although the advantages of student ratings have been 
thoroughly researched at the college level" (p. 2). After reviewing this 
research on teacher performance and student ratings, Judkins decided that 
a need remained to develop and identify items that would effectively 
discriminate teaqher performance. He developed a pool of items, based 
upon current knowledge and research, for use by secondary and elementary 
school students. 
All students and teachers who participated in the Judkins (1987) 
study were volunteers from school systems in Springfield, Missouri and El 
Dorado Hills, California. Data were collected in February and March 1986 
from 3,560 students and 188 teachers. Actual data used in the statistical 
analyses were from 2,919 students and 132 teachers. Judkins reported the 
use of volunteers as a limitation of the 1987 study. The current 
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investigation addresses this concern by using a total school system's 
population. 
In the Judkins study, discriminating items were developed for three 
performance areas generally classified by SIM as Productive Teaching 
Techniques, Organized, Structured Classroom Management, and Positive 
Interpersonal Relations. The factor analysis conducted in this current 
study will show how the discriminating items "load" or cluster in each of 
these areas. 
The number of discriminating items identified by Judkins for the four 
levels of questionnaires ranged from 18 to 52: 25 in grades K-2, 18 in 
grades 3-6, 34 in grades 7-8, and 57 in grades 9-12. Cronbach alpha 
reliability coefficients were calculated to determine the internal 
consistency of all items with a discrimination value equal to or exceeding 
13 percent. The coefficients were .859 for grades 9-12, .839 for grades 
7-8, .650 for grades 3-6, and .596 for grades K-2. 
In the current study, items will continue to be identified as 
discriminating according to the criteria and procedures employed by 
Judkins. Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients will also be calculated 
and reported to determine the degree of internal consistency of items and 
to facilitate cross-study comparisons. 
In reflecting upon the findings of the 1987 study, Judkins concluded, 
"Students from Kindergarten through the twelfth grade are capable of 
providing student feedback to teachers that discriminate among teachers" 
(p. 107). The original pool of discriminating items has provided the 
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foundation for several student ratings of teacher questionnaires currently 
being used in K-12 school systems. 
Students hold a unique perspective 
Both the initial 1973 Hidlebaugh study, which designed a pool of 
teacher evaluation questionnaire items for use by principals but also 
included students as raters, and the similar but more recent 1987 Judkins 
study have made a valuable contribution to the field of student ratings 
and teacher performance evaluation. With a similar focus on students as 
one component of a total performance evaluation system, many researchers 
and practitioners believe that students can provide reliable evaluative 
information about classroom instruction (Doyle, 1975; McKeachie, 1980; 
Manatt, 1987; Millman, 1990). 
In fact, Stiggins and Duke (1988) conclude that students may be in a 
better position than anyone else to make judgments regarding a teacher's 
effectiveness in the classroom: 
Students can provide useful data on other aspects of instruction 
besides their own achievement. For example, no one is in a 
better position to comment on the clarity of teacher directions 
than the students for whom the directions are intended. 
Students are the only observers who are in class on a regular 
basis. As a result they are in a unique position to comment on 
important dimensions of their learning environment. As long as 
they are not asked to comment on aspects of teaching for which 
they have no expertise, students constitute a rich source of 
data for professional development. (p. 139) 
Stiggins and Duke summarize their views by stating that as a result of 
their unique perspective for observing teachers, students should be 
included as a valuable information source in a total teacher performance 
evaluation system. They further contend that it is time to stop debating 
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whether students should be given the opportunity to provide feedback 
regarding teacher performance. Additionally, researchers and 
practitioners need to focus their time and energy toward developing a 
highly effective process for facilitating the collection, interpretation, 
and appropriate use of student ratings of teachers. 
A non-voluntarv sample 
Two limitations cited by Judkins in his 1987 study were, "(5) only 
teachers and students in selected volunteer schools in Springfield, 
Missouri, and El Dorado, California were involved in the study; and (7) to 
obtain the approval of the Human Subjects Research Committee to conduct 
this study, subjects were permitted to not return the feedback 
questionnaires if they chose not to participate in the data analysis" 
(p. 7). In responding to this limitation, the present study will use a 
data sample that represents the student ratings for all secondary students 
and teachers for one complete school system. 
The opportunity to conduct this investigation is a result of two 
highly desirable circumstances existing at the same time. First, the work 
of Hidlebaugh in 1973 and Judkins in 1987 have resulted in the existence 
of a well-established collection of criterion-referenced student feedback 
items which can be examined in the present study. A second vital factor 
was the willingness of one school district to involve all students as 
raters of teachers and to rate all career ladder and non-career ladder 
teachers usin^ i:he same process and the same student feedback 
questionnaires. 
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The desirability of further assessing the discriminating power of the 
questionnaire items with a total non-volunteer sample was identified by 
Judkins as a purposeful and worthy research pursuit. Consequently, this 
study is intended to add additional information and perspective to the 
existing work on Teacher Performance Evaluation conducted by the School 
Improvement Model. 
A Total Systems Approach 
Manatt (1987) contends that teacher performance evaluation is a 
complicated but necessary process. School improvement, he continues, is 
contingent upon changing how teachers perform, and in order for educators 
to begin changing the way that teachers perform, the profession must view 
school improvement as a process, not a product. 
Core to this process are four key questions which must be asked 
whenever performance evaluation is being discussed: "1) What are our 
criteria? 2) How high are our standards? 3) How should we monitor and 
report progress? 4) How shall we help the evaluatee improve after we have 
identified a profile of strengths and weaknesses?" (Manatt, 1988, 
p. 86). These simple, yet profound, questions serve to sharply and 
appropriately focus the process of a total systems approach to teacher 
performance evaluation. 
According to Manatt, the component parts of a process approach to 
teacher performance evaluation will include, formative pre-observation 
conferences, scheduled and unscheduled classroom observations, post-
observation conferences, portfolio data, a summative report, a summative 
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conference, a professional growth plan, a student achievement report, and 
a student feedback summative report. Each component part of the total 
performance evaluation system is a simple yet necessary source of data for 
effective teacher evaluation, in that the systems approach seeks to build 
as solid a foundation as possible from which to make accurate summative 
judgments. Manatt further states that many teachers support the use of 
multiple sources of teacher evaluation data and often will identify 
traditional single-indicator approaches as serious problems in performance 
assessment. 
In explaining the advantages of multiple sources of data for teacher 
performance evaluation, Manatt (1988) advocates shoring up the traditional 
single data gathering procedures by adding feedback from students. In 
fact, "Student ratings of teachers were found to be more discriminating 
than any other source of teacher data once proper instruments were 
developed" (Manatt, 1987, p. 10). By employing a total systems approach 
to teacher performance evaluation, the School Improvement Model addresses 
the limitations of each single measure by utilizing the data obtained from 
other sources. 
More is better 
The practice of using multiple sources of data for teacher evaluation 
has been widely accepted at the university level. In writing about 
faculty evaluation for higher education, Braskamp et al. (1984) state, 
"Information collected from a number of sources and by a variety of 
methods, each reflecting a diversity of criteria, is the ideal for 
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obtaining a fair and credible assessment of faculty teaching 
competence.... Sources include self, alumni, students, records and 
colleagues" (p. 33). 
Current research, then, appears to have established that multiple 
sources of data including student ratings, add to the credibility of a 
total performance picture. Student raters, however, are often judged 
according to the reliability and validity of their ratings. In the 
current study, validity of the rating criteria has been established by 
using the research on teaching. 
Reliability refers to the extent that the ratings yield information 
which is free from biases due to characteristics of the students, courses, 
and time of administration. Reliability consists of measuring agreement 
among student ratings for a teacher within a given class, and the 
consistency of the rating questionnaire to yield similar scores for a 
specific teacher and class at different times. The current investigation 
will examine the effect of these factors on student ratings of teacher 
performance. 
In conclusion, reliability of student ratings is based upon four 
generalizations from the research literature: 
1. Student agreement on global ratings is sufficiently high if the 
class has over fifteen students. 
2. Students are consistent in their global ratings of the same 
instructor at different times in the course. 
3. An instructor's overall teaching performance in a course can be 
generalized from ratings from five or more classes taught by the 
instructor in which at least fifteen students were enrolled in 
each class. 
4. The same instructor teaching different sections of the same 
course receives similar global ratings from each section 
(Braskamp et al., 1984, p. 56). 
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Developing a Complete Picture 
In order to properly produce a commercial color brochure, a printer 
must ensure that each of the base or primary colors is present. If any 
one of these colors is omitted, the results are distorted and less than 
satisfactory. It can be argued that the same basic premise must be 
considered in teacher performance evaluation. 
Duke and Stiggins (1986) identify two goals for teacher evaluation 
systems. One is the support of personnel management decisions. A second 
and equally important goal for teacher evaluation is the improvement of 
instruction by promoting the professional development of teachers. 
In commenting upon the student as a potential evaluator of teacher 
performance, Duke and Stiggins (1986) conclude. 
Student evaluation of teacher performance might be suspect in a 
termination hearing. Participants could regard students as 
easily influenced, biased, or unqualified to judge minimum 
competence. There may, however, be no more valid source of 
information on and criticism of learning environments than 
students who live and work in those environments. When their 
views are sought in careful, thoughtful ways in evaluation 
systems designed to promote teachers' continued growth, students 
can provide insights no one else can. (p. 31) 
As the evaluation of teacher performance becomes a more important 
component in the improvement of educational programs being offered to 
students, the need to improve the quality of data gathered from all 
sources will also increase. Student feedback is one desirable and 
important source of information regarding teacher performance (Aleamoni, 
1987a; Costa, 1988; Doyle, 1975; Manatt, 1987; McGreal, 1988; Popham, 
1988). 
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Although McGreal (1988) argues against the use of student ratings in 
suinmative teacher evaluation, he also concludes, "The use of student 
evaluation of teachers has long been a recommended source of data about 
teaching. Like most other sources discussed in this commonality there 
would seem to be considerable logic in asking students to provide 
evaluative judgments about their teachers" (p. 133). Soldin (1980), in a 
discussion of performance evaluation of professors, states, "It is 
manifestly true that the only direct, daily observers of a professor's 
classroom teaching performance are the students in the classroom. 
Students are thus a potentially valuable source of student judgmental 
information in the overall evaluation of the professor" (p. 36). He 
further addresses the potential for students' involvement in a changing 
educational system and states that as educators prepare to transform 
America's schools to meet the challenges of the twenty-first century, 
students should be provided with a legitimate role in the improvement of 
teacher performance. 
An Informed Client 
Almost all recent advocates of teacher performance evaluation systems 
suggest that one source of information can appropriately come from 
students' evaluations of their teachers (Braskamp et al., 1984; Herman, 
1973; Manatt, 1987; McGreal, 1988; Popham, 1988; Stevens, 1987). But as 
Harris (1986) correctly observes, "The use of data on teaching from 
students has had only limited acceptance despite obvious potential" 
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(p. 103). In the views of many educators this lack of acceptance is 
unfortunate. It is the students, after all, who have the most extensive 
opportunities of all potential observers to view the teacher's performance 
and also see a variety of teachers and performance levels over time. 
Table 1 is a synthesis of the student feedback research presented as 
a part of this current study. 
Conclusion 
Clearly, the studies conducted in higher education demonstrate that 
most concerns regarding the inability of students to accurately assess 
teacher performance are overstated. Nevertheless, continued research 
focusing upon the ability of students in public schools to provide useful 
feedback regarding teacher performance is needed if students are to be a 
legitimate source of data in a total teacher performance evaluation 
system. 
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Table 1. A synthesis of the research literature for student ratings of 
teacher performance 
Source 
researcher 
Students 
as raters 
Level 
grade/age Concerns 
Hidlebaugh Student ratings are Secondary 
probably best single 7-12 
indicator of teacher's Valid and 
true performance reliable 
Judkins Students can provide K-12 
feedback that 
discriminates among 
teachers 
McGreal® Should not be used for K-12 
summative evaluation College 
but supports formative University 
Murray 
Doyle 
Positive impact on 
quality of teaching 
Students can provide 
useful information 
College 
University 
K-12 
College 
University 
Need to validate 
items with K-6 
Volunteers and 
limited ability 
to generalize 
findings 
Teachers not 
comfortable with 
concept. 
Students cannot 
judge some teacher 
competencies 
Should be 
supported by 
expert coaching 
All characteristics 
can be a potential 
source of bias. 
Purpose of ratings 
must be clear 
Feldman Student ratings are 
multi-dimensional, 
reliable, uncontami-
nated, valid, and useful 
Manatt Student ratings more 
discriminating than 
any other source of 
data 
College 
University 
K-12 
Some effects of 
unreliability. 
Halo effect, 
limited bias 
Items must be 
valid, reliable, 
and legally dis­
criminating. 
One component of a 
total performance 
evaluation system 
®Non-supportive position regarding use of student ratings. 
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Table 1. Continued 
Source Students Level 
researcher as raters grade/age Concerns 
Stiggins Provides useful data 
Duke on the other aspects of 
instruction other than 
achievement: multiple 
sources 
K-12 Ratings may be 
suspect in a 
termination 
hearing 
Soldin 
Aleamoni 
Abrami 
Students are potentially College 
valuable source of University 
judgmental information 
in the overall evaluation 
of a professor 
Students can make College 
consistent judgments University 
one of multiple sources 
K-12 and higher College 
education more similar University 
than different. 
Students capable of 
rating teacher 
performance ' 
Support and 
coaching also 
required 
Course level 
grade level 
affect ratings 
Meta-analysis 
reveals need for 
more rigorous 
investigations to 
control for 
validity 
Popham 
Herman 
Judgment based teacher 
evaluations: students 
are one of five data 
sources 
Student as recipient of 
education is best able 
to evaluate giver 
(teacher) daily contact 
K-12 
College 
University 
K-12 
Students are 
positively 
disposed toward 
some subjects 
Student may rate 
strict teachers 
low, immature, 
peer pressure 
Harris Reliable, objective, and 
valid opportunity to 
frequently observe 
K-12 Only limited 
acceptance due 
to traditional 
attitudes 
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Table 1. Continued 
Source 
researcher 
Students 
as raters 
Level 
grade/age Concerns 
Ghorpade® 
Lackritz® 
L'Honunedieu 
Menges 
Brinko 
Potential bias raises 
questions re: validity 
and reliability of 
students' ratings 
Ratings are effective 
for evaluating and 
improving instruction 
College 
University 
College 
University 
Bias in favor of 
females versus 
males. Bias in 
favor of white 
males versus 
minority males 
Additional study 
should replicate 
using existing 
instruments 
Scriven Useful basis for 
rating teachers 
Braskamp Multiple sources are 
desirable and students 
are a legitimate source 
K-12 
K-12 
College 
University 
Must be gathered 
in a secure way 
and in a suitably 
designed form 
Students are not 
in a position to 
Judge relevance 
and recency of 
the course content 
and knowledge or 
scholarship of 
the Instructor 
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CHAPTER III. METHODS 
This study identified, refined, and tested three sets of student 
feedback items comprising separate questionnaires for use as one component 
in a total teacher performance evaluation system. The primary purpose of 
this investigation was to examine and describe the discriminating power of 
student feedback items and the effect of 1) grade and level, 2) subject 
area taught, 3) time of day, 4) gender of teacher, 5) core versus elective 
nature of the course, and 6) career ladder status, on the mean score 
student rating of teachers. All students, from one school system, in 
grades 6-12 rated their teachers' performance by completing one of three 
student feedback questionnaires. The questionnaires, subjects who 
participated, data collection procedures, and statistical analyses are 
reviewed in this chapter. 
The Questionnaires 
Seven student feedback questionnaires, used to assess students' 
ratings of teacher performance (Appendices A, B, C, D, E, F, and G), were 
developed in 1990 by teachers and administrators in the Cave Creek 
(Arizona) Unified School District No. 93. This current investigation, and 
an associated K-5 study (Weber, 1992), refined the work of Hidlebaugh 
(1973) and Judkins (1987) by re-examining the discriminating power of 
items previously validated with volunteers. 
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Developing the questionnaires 
The Cave Creek Career Ladder Plan Stakeholders Committee affirmed the 
inclusion of student ratings of teacher performance as one component of 
the career ladder algorithm. Consequently, a need existed to develop 
valid, reliable, and legally discriminating student feedback 
questionnaires. As a result of involving the School Improvement Model 
(SIM) team, and specifically Professor Richard P. Manatt, in the 
restructuring of the Cave Creek Career Ladder Plan, the stakeholders 
committee obtained a high quantity and quality of services and products. 
Specifically, SIM provided the Cave Creek Public School system direct 
access to sample questionnaires and the entire pool of discriminating 
items previously developed and identified by Judkins (1987). 
Each of the three Cave Creek student feedback questionnaires 
consisted of 20 items. Most of the items comprising the student feedback 
instruments were selected from the pool of valid, reliable, and legally 
discriminating items identified by Judkins. However, in response to local 
teacher concerns, the stakeholders committee also supported the local 
development of additional student feedback items. Specifically, Table 2 
lists the two middle school regular, five middle school floater, and two 
high school questionnaire items which were developed by local teachers and 
administrators. These items had not been previously tested for validity, 
reliability, or discriminating power. 
Table 3 contains those items which the Cave Creek Career Ladder Plan 
Stakeholders Committee identified as being negatively worded; that is, 
items which contained the words not, never, or implied a negative action 
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Table 2. Questionnaire items developed by Cave Creek Public Schools 
Questionnaire 
level 
Item 
number Item 
Middle 
school 
regular 
8 
10 
My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 
My teacher starts lessons explaining what we 
are going to do and why we are going to do 
it. 
Middle 
school 
floater 
8 
9 
My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 
My teacher explains the rules for classroom 
behavior very clearly. 
10 My teacher starts lessons explaining what we 
are going to do and why we are going to do 
it. 
15 My teacher is easy to understand when 
talking. 
16 My teacher's tests are fair. 
Senior high 
school 
16 
19 
My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 
My teacher is available to me during class-
time and other times during the school day. 
on the part of students or teachers. These items were subsequently 
revised by SIM to read as positive descriptors of teacher and student 
behaviors. Student ratings of teacher data for both 1990 and 1991 were 
examined and tested, using the Menne and Tolsma (1971) methodology, to 
identify those items which continued to possess discrimination power. The 
1991 data were added to the current study's 1990 data because it became 
available at an opportune time. Further, an opportunity was provided to 
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Table 3. Questionnaire items revised by SIM for Cave Creek Public Schools 
Questionnaire level 
Middle school Middle school Senior high 
Regular Floater 
Items Items Items 
3,5,6,7,9, 3,5,6,7,11, 3,4,6,7,8,11, 
11,15 17,19,20 12,13,14,17 
examine what differences occurred in 1991 when all grades 6 through 8 
students completed the middle school regular questionnaire. 
Deciding to recommend 
In 1991 the stakeholders committee accepted and supported a SIM 
recommendation that student ratings of teacher performance, for both 
regular and special-area teachers, be obtained by using the four regular 
student feedback questionnaires. The SIM recommendation to discontinue 
the use of the three floater questionnaires was based upon the small 
numbers of raters in several special-area classes and upon preliminary 
findings of the current investigation. The initial findings indicated 
that the floater items, especially at the primary and the elementary 
levels, did not necessarily possess sufficient discrimination power or 
reliability to warrant continued use of the questionnaires. 
Although it would have been preferable to delay the decision until 
further analysis of findings was completed, practical considerations 
associated with the ongoing refinement of the career ladder plan 
necessitated the early recommendation. Consequently, three feedback 
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questionnaires in the current study, and four in an associated 
investigation (Weber, 1992) administered in 1990, were analyzed for item 
discrimination power. 
The remaining two regular student feedback questionnaires, and two in 
an associated investigation (Weber, in progress) administered in 1991, 
were examined and tested using the Menne and Tolsma (1971) methodology to 
identify those items which continued to possess discrimination power. 
Cronbach's coefficient alpha method was also used to calculate a 
reliability coefficient. No additional statistical tests were used to 
analyze the 1991 data. Therefore, as originally planned, only the 1990 
data were used to study the effects which extraneous influences (to 
teacher performance), such as grade and level, subject area taught, time 
of day, gender of teacher, core versus elective, and career ladder status, 
have on the students' mean score ratings of teachers. 
The Sample 
Cave Creek Unified School District No. 93 is located just north of 
Scottsdale, Arizona. All secondary students from Cave Creek (Arizona) 
Unified School District No. 93 completed the student feedback 
questionnaires in May of 1990. Further, all grades 6-12 Cave Creek Pubic 
School teachers participated in the study by administering the 
questionnaires to their classes and were consequently rated by their 
students. This non-voluntary sample, consisting of the total population 
of a single school system, is an important element of this study. All 
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previous studies regarding student ratings of teacher performance have 
relied upon volunteers as subjects. 
Table 4 describes the two secondary schools, the grade levels, the 
number of teachers, and the number of students who participated in the 
study. Although the actual number of raters for each teacher varied from 
class to class, all teachers were rated by at least 15 students. 
Specifically, 45 teachers and 826 students served as the sources of data 
for this investigation. 
Table 4. Participating students, teachers, and schools 
School orofile 
School Grade Number of Student 
name level teachers enrollment 
Desert 6 5 119 
Arroyo 7 5 134 
Middle 8 5 130 
School 6 ,7,8 
TOTAL le 
CO 
18 383 
Cactus 9 129 
Shadows 10 113 
High 11 109 
School 12 92 
9,: 10.11.12 27 
TOTAL 9 .  10,11,12 27 443 
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Administration of the Questionnaires 
The Cave Creek Stakeholders Committee and the SIM team developed 
uniform and specific procedures for administering the questionnaires 
(Appendix H). Local teachers administered the questionnaire according to 
the agreed upon procedures. Exchanging classes was a recommended 
procedure for all grade levels. Secondary students recorded their rating 
of teacher performance by marking an electronic scanning (bubble sheet) 
response form (Appendix I). Questionnaires were completed and scanning 
response forms were collected and grouped by class and teacher. Forms 
were labeled and delivered to SIM for processing and analysis. 
Quality control 
The completed student response sheets were received for this study, 
and a parallel study by Weber, and were prepared for electronic scanning. 
Each of the forms was checked for proper coding and for the number of 
raters noted. Forms were organized by teacher and school level category, 
and all necessary information was recorded. All completed student ratings 
forms were scanned by the Iowa State University (ISU) Test and Evaluation 
Services department. 
After scanning was successfully completed, the data for the current 
investigation were transferred to the ISU Computation Center's mainframe 
computer. The ISU adapted version of Stanford University's WYLBUR 
computer program was used to process the data and establish data files for 
use with the SPSS-X statistical software package. The ISU Test and 
Evaluation Services department facilitated the analysis of all 
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questionnaire items using the Menne and Tolsma (1971) statistical 
methodology and computer program. In addition, Cronbach's coefficient 
alpha method was used to calculate a reliability coefficient and to 
estimate the internal consistency of the discriminating items for each 
questionnaire. 
In order to facilitate and enhance the quality of possible future 
research studies, revised procedures for administering and completing the 
student feedback questionnaires were developed on March 7, 1991. The 
revised procedures and developed forms ensured that desirable and 
necessary demographic data would be obtained and recorded during the 1991 
administration of the student feedback questionnaires. Specifically, the 
revised instruction sheets (Appendix J) were intended to collect 
additional information that 1) was more accurate and complete than the 
initial 1990 teacher demographic data, 2) identified student raters by 
gender, 3) eliminated the inclusion of extraneous information, and 
4) clarified the grade and subject area of the teacher being rated. 
Further, the procedures for grouping, labeling, shipping, receiving, and 
scanning future student ratings of teacher performance data were improved 
and described. 
Creating data management tools 
In response to the identified needs of the Cave Creek School District 
and the needs of this study, several statistical programs using the SPSS-X 
statistical software package were created. The programs were designed for 
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the purpose of tabulating data (Appendix K), recoding scores to 
numerically "fit" the Cave Creek Career Ladder Plan algorithm 
(Appendix L), and facilitating further statistical manipulation, analysis, 
and display of the data. Initially, students' ratings of teachers were 
categorized and analyzed by teacher, questionnaire item, and period of the 
school day. Specifically, a mean score and measure of standard deviation 
for each category was calculated in order to appropriately describe how 
teachers were rated by their students. These respective measures of 
central tendency and variability provide essential information concerning 
the value of student ratings as one component of a total teacher 
performance evaluation system. 
Additional computer-managed statistical programs were written, using 
the SPSS-X software package, to test the current investigation's stated 
research questions. In order to facilitate additional examination of the 
data and possible replication of the current investigation, all study data 
and computer managed statistical programs have been stored, using the ISU 
WYLBUR computer program, on magnetic cartridge tape files. 
Treatment of Data 
Hidlebaugh's (1973), Look's (1983), Judkin's (1987), Ferrare's 
(1990), and Green's (1990) application of the Menne and Tolsma (1971) 
methodology for determining item discrimination in instruments using group 
responses was used in this study to identify which of the 60 items 
contained in the three questionnaires possessed item discrimination power. 
This methodology is based on the premise that a percentage of the total 
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sum of squares which is due to groups or between-groups can be 
appropriately used as an index of item discrimination. 
According to Menne and Tolsma (1971), whether an item contained in a 
student feedback questionnaire designed to measure group responses of 
teacher performance is a discriminating one can be inferred from the 
pattern of between-group and within-group variances. Consequently, 
Hidlebaugh, Look, Judkins, Ferrare, and Green each believed that this 
procedure was advantageous because it was pragmatic to have used the 
percentage of the total sum of squares due to between-groups as an 
appropriate discrimination index. 
Specifically, Hidlebaugh (1973) observes that the ratio of between-
to within-group mean squares, under the analysis of variance assumptions, 
varies as the F statistic and is also influenced by sample size. Further, 
Hidlebaugh concludes that the percentage of the total sum of squares due 
to between groups is independent of sample size and asserts, therefore, 
that the Menne and Tolsma methodology is an advantageous procedure for 
determining item discrimination power. 
The Menne and Tolsma methodology 
By definition, for an item to be identified as possessing 
discriminating power, a certain percentage of the total sum of squares 
must be due to the variance between teachers (Judkins, 1987). The minimum 
percentage was established for this investigation based on the assumption 
of a minimum of 15 raters for each teacher. A theoretical minimum was 
required because Menne and Tolsma (1971) concluded that, "If an item is a 
discriminating one in a situation involving a few small groups, then it 
will also be capable of discriminating among more numerous and/or larger 
groups. The reverse, of course, is not true." It is possible for an item 
to be discriminating in a situation where there are several large groups 
but not discriminating in a situation involving a few small groups. 
Ferrare (1990) observes that using more than 15 students as a required 
minimum number of raters could reduce the effect of the results of this 
study in smaller school districts. Conversely, using a smaller minimum 
number would increase the difficulty of finding discriminating items and 
it would not be representative of public or nonpublic class sizes. 
Table 5 illustrates the rationale for establishing 13 percent as a 
minimum percentage for identifying discriminating items at the .05 level 
of significance. Hidlebaugh (1973), Look (1983), Judkins (1987), Ferrare 
(1990), and Green (1990) utilized this method in previous research 
studies. Ferrare (1990) concludes that 13 percent is a between-group 
minimum percentage of the total sums of squares sufficient to discriminate 
at the .05 level of significance. Further, a between-group minimum 
percentage of the total sums of squares sufficient to discriminate at the 
.01 level of significance is 22 percent. Both minimum percentages assume 
that the item distinguishes between two teachers each rated by at least 15 
students. Many more teachers and student raters were included in the data 
analyzed for this study. Based upon the assumptions of Menne and Tolsma 
(1971), it is reasonable to conclude that items selected using the 13 
percent criteria will be discriminating items. 
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Table 5. Analysis of variance for two groups with 15 subjects per group 
Source DF SS MS F 
Between groups 2-1-1 X (13%) X C 13 •) 4.20* 
lOO-x/28 (87/28) 1 
Within groups 2fl5-l^-28 100-x f87*1 100-x (87/281 
Total 29 100% 28 
Therefore : 
X 
100-x - 4.20 
28 
X - 4.20 /lOO - X \ 
\ 28 / 
28x - (4.20) (100-x) 
o
 
CM O
 
CM S
 
D X 
CO CM 
(28 + 4.20)x - 420 
32.2x - 4.20 
X - 13.04 
1 0 0 - x  -  86 . 9 6  
*The critical F value with 1 and 28 degrees of freedom at the .05 
level is 4.20. 
Look (1983) provides a caution regarding the application of the Menne 
and Tolsma (1971) methodology. For the purposes of the current study, 
discriminating items were identified based on the analysis of data for all 
teachers rated by at least 15 student raters. Look believes that the 
large number of raters ensures that the items identified as discriminating 
are representative of items which measure significant differences. 
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Nevertheless, these same items may not discriminate between teachers' 
performances when rated by fewer student raters. School districts wanting 
to use the existing discriminating items and student feedback 
questionnaires should continue to analyze the data based upon the number 
of raters completing the questionnaire for the designated teachers. 
Cronbach's coefficient alpha method was used to calculate a 
reliability coefficient and to estimate the internal consistency of all 
discriminating items at the .05 level of significance for each 
questionnaire. Cronbach's coefficient alpha is a general form of the 
Kuder-Richardson (K-R 20) formula that assesses inter-item consistency or 
homogeneity of the items and is used when items are not scored 
dichotomously. Since student participants were asked to rate teacher 
performance on each item using a five-point, Lickert-type scale, 
coefficient alpha is the appropriate method for computing reliability 
(Borg and Gall, 1989). 
Examining the effect of specific variables 
A one-way classification analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to 
show whether the group means for each level, middle school regular, middle 
school floater, and senior high school were not equal. The ANOVA one-way 
classification is the method for testing the null hypothesis, 
Ho: - iig - Hj ... H|^. 
Hinkle, Wiersma, and Jurs (1988) state, "Using one-way ANOVA, the 
equality of all population means can be tested simultaneously while 
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maintaining the preestablished Type I error rate." The Scheffé multiple 
range test was calculated to determine which group means differed 
significantly. 
A second one-way ANOVA was used to test whether a statistically 
significant difference existed among the group means for each school 
subject or course. A planned set of orthogonal contrasts was used to test 
the statistical significance of group means for the categories of 
math/science, social studies/English, fine arts, and others. 
Hinkle, Wiersma, and Jurs (1988) state, 
By definition, two contrasts are said to be orthogonal if 
knowledge of the outcome of one contrast in no way helps to 
predict the outcome of the second contrast. The hypotheses 
reflected by these contrasts are independent, and thus the 
experimentwise error rate is maintained at alpha. 
Math/science was labeled group 1, social studies/English was group 2, fine 
arts was group 3, and others was group 4. The planned orthogonal 
contrasts were calculated as follows: 
Contrast 1-1 1 -1 -1 
Contrast 2-1 -100 
Contrast 3-00-11. 
A third one-way ANOVA was used to show whether the period or time of 
day for the class being rated affected the group mean score ratings of 
teachers. Post hoc non-orthogonal contrasts were used to test for 
statistically significant differences between morning and afternoon class 
periods. In addition, four t-tests for groups were used to test whether 
group mean scores differed significantly by Grade (group 1= grades 6 and 
7 and group 2 - grades 11 and 12), Core (group 1)/Elective (group 2), 
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Teacher Gender (group 1 - males and group 2 - females), or Career Ladder 
Status (group 1 - on career ladder and group 2 - off career ladder). 
Borg and Gall (1989) state, 
The t distribution is used to determine the level of statistical 
significance of an observed difference between sample means. 
Generally, educational researchers will reject the null 
hypothesis if the t value reaches a significance level of .05. 
Borg and Gall conclude that a significance test based on the calculation 
of a t or z value is appropriate when the researcher wishes to determine 
whether the difference between two sample means reflects population 
differences. In the current investigation t-tests are calculated to 
determine whether the mean score ratings of two samples, dichotomous 
groups of students or teachers, differ, significantly from each other. 
Finally, a factor analysis was conducted on the discriminating items 
to determine how many factors could be identified among the items 
comprising the Cave Creek student feedback questionnaires. Norusis (1988) 
describes factor analysis as a statistical technique used to identify a 
relatively small number of factors that can be used to represent 
relationships among sets of many interrelated variables. 
Kim and Mueller (1978) suggest that factor analysis need not be 
confined to exploration. Since most of the original Cave Creek items were 
selected from the work of Judkins (1987), the researcher expected that 
three factors would be identified and that specific items would also be 
associated with one dimension or another. The approach taken in this 
study was to employ a confirmatory factor analysis. 
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A summary of the steps 
All data were carefully processed, coded, and electronically scanned. 
Data sets were then transferred to the ISU Computer Services mainframe 
computer and analyzed using specific computer software and statistical 
programs. Frequency listings of all data were produced and examined to 
check for errors in processing and scanning. A detailed set of procedures 
for administering and processing the student feedback questionnaire 
response forms was developed. And finally, all data have been stored on 
magnetic cartridge tape files for purposes of validation and future study. 
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CHAPTER IV. FINDINGS 
The basic problem for this study was the refinement of teacher 
performance rating items for use by students, based upon item 
discrimination power and grade level of instruction. To accomplish this 
task, 826 students completed one of three secondary level questionnaires 
in rating their teacher(s). A total of 18 middle school and 27 senior 
high school teachers were rated by students. 
Overview 
Desirable and legal discrimination 
The subjects completed a five-point, Likert-type scale to rate the 
performance of their teacher(s) on each of 20 items. Items which 
discriminated at the .05 level of significance were identified using the 
Menne and Tolsma (1971) method for determining item discrimination power. 
Subsequently, Cronbach's coefficient alpha method was used to calculate a 
reliability coefficient and to estimate the internal consistency of all 
discriminating items, at the .05 level of significance, for each 
questionnaire. 
Effect of extraneous variables 
One-way analysis of variance and t-tests for groups were the 
inferential statistical tests used to determine whether the differences 
between sample means reflect population differences (Borg and Gall, 1989). 
Specifically, these inferential techniques were used to determine whether 
two or more sample means were significantly different from one another. 
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In using one-way ANOVA it is not possible to directly determine which of 
the three or more sample means differ significantly from one another. 
Therefore, whenever significant differences were identified, the Scheffé 
multiple-range post hoc was used. 
Expecting three performance categories 
Judkins' (1987) study developed items for three performance areas 
generally classified by SIM as 1) Productive Teaching Techniques, 
2) Organized, Structured Classroom Management, and 3) Positive 
Interpersonal Relations. A factor analysis was conducted on the data for 
each of the two regular questionnaires to show how the discriminating 
items "load" or cluster into categories. Specifically, the factor 
analysis was used to describe whether the same number of factors were 
identified in the present study and whether the items contained in each 
factor were similarly grouped according to Judkins' original performance 
areas. 
In this chapter, each of the research questions presented in Chapter 
I has been restated, and a null hypothesis will be stated for each 
statistical test conducted. Further, the results of the statistical tests 
are also displayed in table form. The questionnaires used to collect the 
data for this study can be found in Appendices E, F, and G. 
Student Feedback Questionnaire 
Three questionnaires. Middle School Regular, Middle School Floater, 
and Senior High School, were used to collect the data for this 1990 study. 
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In addition, data from two questionnaires (the original Middle School 
Regular and the Senior High School) administered in 1991, were used to 
further examine the item discrimination power of the students' ratings of 
teacher performance items. 
Item discrimination 
Research Question 1 Research Question 1 asked whether any of the 
items on the 6-8 regular, 6-8 floater, and 9-12 questionnaires possess 
discriminating power. In order to have determined whether the 
discrimination power of the items differed, Hidlebaugh's (1973) and 
Judkins' (1987) adaptation of the Menne and Tolsma (1971) methodology for 
determining the discrimination index for items in instruments using group 
responses was applied to all 20 items on each questionnaire. 
The statistical analysis indicated which questionnaire items had a 
sum of squares between-group variance equal to or exceeding the previously 
established 13 percent of the total sums of squares variance criterion for 
discrimination at the .05 level of significance. Further, items which had 
a sum of squares between-groups variance equal to or exceeding 22 percent 
of the total sums of squares variance were considered to discriminate at 
the .01 level of significance. 
The null hypothesis for Research Question 1 stated that there would 
be no significant difference in the discriminating power of the items used 
in the student feedback questionnaires. The analysis indicated that a 
total of 56 of 60 items had a sum of squares between-groups variance equal 
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to or exceeding 13 percent of the total suras of squares variance and 
therefore discriminated at the .05 level of significance. 
As shown in Table 6, the 1990 6-8 regular questionnaire contained 
eight of 20 items that had a between-groups variance equal to or exceeding 
13 percent and 12 of 20 items that had a between-groups variance equal to 
or exceeding 22 percent. Further, Table 7 illustrates that the 1990 6-8 
floater special-area questionnaire contained 12 of 20 items that had a 
between-groups variance equal to or exceeding 13 percent, four of 20 items 
that had a between-groups variance equal to or exceeding 22 percent, and 
four items that had a between-groups variance of less than 13 percent. In 
addition, Table 8 describes that the 1990 9-12 senior high questionnaire 
contained 20 of 20 items that had a between-groups variance equal to or 
exceeding 22 percent. 
In comparison. Table 9 illustrates that the 1991 6-8 regular 
questionnaire contained 14 of 20 items that had a between-groups variance 
equal to or exceeding 13 percent and six of 20 items that had a between-
groups variance equal to or exceeding 22 percent. Further, Table 10 shows 
that the 1991 9-12 senior high questionnaire contained 15 of 20 items that 
had a between-groups variance equal to or exceeding 13 percent and five of 
20 items that had a between-groups variance equal to or exceeding 22 
percent. 
For the 1990 data the Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients 
calculated to determine the internal consistency of all items with a 
discrimination value equal to or exceeding 13 percent were 1) 94 percent 
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Table 6. Item discrimination power of student feedback to teachers, 
1990 6-8 regular questionnaire 
Item 
no. Item 
Item 
discrimination 
in percent 
1 My teacher makes class work interesting. 31** 
2 My teacher is fair with all. 29** 
3 My teacher maintains discipline in our classroom. 19* 
4 My teacher is well prepared for our class. 23** 
5 My teacher gives assignments related to the 
subject we are studying. 28** 
6 We discuss and summarize each lesson just studied. 26** 
7 Our discussions focus on the topic of the lesson. 26** 
8 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 18* 
9 I have more time to do my work than I need. 16* 
10 My teacher starts lessons explaining what 
we are going to do and why we are going 
to do it. 19* 
11 My teacher asks us questions in class to 
see if we understand what is being taught. 23** 
12 My teacher explains new ideas in a way that 
is easy to understand. 27** 
13 My teacher looks at our work, as we are doing 
it, to see if we understand the lesson. 19* 
14 My teacher knows more about the subject than 
other teachers I have had. 25** 
*Indicates items that discriminate at the .05 level of significance. 
**Indicates items that discriminate at the .01 level of significance. 
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Table 6. Continued 
Item 
Item discrimination 
no. Item in percent 
15 My teacher has work for me to do if I finish 
an assignment before the class is over. 15* 
16 My teacher often makes materials and 
worksheets for us to use. 21* 
17 My teacher gives tests and quizzes. 36** 
18 My teacher returns tests and assignments 
quickly. 24** 
19 My teacher uses a variety of classroom 
activities and resources. 22** 
20 My teacher gives enough time to do our work. 19* 
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Table 7. Item discrimination power of student feedback to teachers, 
1990 6-8 special-area questionnaire 
Item 
no. Item 
Item 
discrimination 
in percent 
1 My teacher makes class work interesting. 
2 My teacher is fair with all. 
3 My teacher maintains discipline in our 
classroom. 
4 My teacher is well prepared for class. 
5 My teacher gives assignments related to 
the subject we are studying. 
6 We discuss and summarize each lesson just 
studied. 
7 Our discussions focus on the topic of the lesson. 
8 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 
9 My teacher explains the rules for classroom 
behavior very clearly. 
10 My teacher starts lessons explaining what we 
are going to do and why we are going to do it. 
11 My teacher asks us questions in class to 
see if we understand what is being taught. 
12 My teacher explains new ideas in a way that 
is easy to understand. 
13 My teacher looks at our work, as we are doing 
it, to see if we understand the lesson. 
14 We do the same thing every day in class. 
26** 
16* 
13* 
21* 
11 
19* 
22** 
18* 
20* 
21* 
17* 
18* 
18* 
8 
*Indicates items that discriminate at the .05 level of significance. 
**Indicates items that discriminate at the .01 level of significance. 
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Table 7. Continued 
Item 
no. Item 
Item 
discrimination 
in percent 
15 My teacher is easy to understand when talking. 19* 
16 My teacher's tests are fair. 24** 
17 My teacher gives tests and quizzes. 11 
18 My teacher returns tests and assignments quickly. 11 
19 My teacher uses a variety of classroom 
activities and resources. 23** 
20 My teacher expects me to do the best work I can. 21* 
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Table 8. Item discrimination power of student feedback to teachers, 
1990 9-12 senior high questionnaire 
Item 
no. Item 
Item 
discrimination 
in percent 
1 My teacher makes class work interesting. 
2 My teacher asks questions to see if we 
understand what has been taught. 
3 My teacher gives assignments related to 
the subject we are studying. 
4 We discuss and summarize each lesson we 
have just studied. 
5 My teacher tells us how we can use what 
we have already learned to learn new things. 
6 My teacher maintains discipline in our classroom. 
7 My teacher returns tests and assignments quickly. 
8 My teacher gives me feedback about my performance. 
9 My teacher knows more about the subject than 
other teachers I have had. 
10 My homework helps me to learn the subject 
being taught. 
11 My teacher makes materials and worksheets for 
us to use. 
12 My teacher uses a variety of classroom 
activities and resources. 
13 The films and videotapes we watch help us 
learn about the subject we are studying. 
14 My teacher tells the class about library/ 
media materials that will help us learn about 
the subject we are studying, when appropriate. 
41** 
33** 
37** 
31** 
31** 
40** 
32** 
26** 
33** 
31** 
36** 
36** 
36** 
36** 
**Indicates items that discriminate at the .01 level of significance. 
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Table 8. Continued 
Item 
no. Item 
Item 
discrimination 
in percent 
15 My teacher is well organized. 
16 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 
17 We work in different groups depending upon 
the activity in which we are involved. 
18 My teacher encourages us to look at problems 
in new ways and find new ways to solve problems, 
19 My teacher is available to help me during class 
time and other times during the school day. 
20 My teacher looks at our work, as we are doing 
it, to see if we understand the lesson. 
37** 
34** 
35** 
33** 
37** 
32** 
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Table 9. Item discrimination power of student feedback to teachers, 
1991 6-8 regular questionnaire 
Item 
no. Item 
Item 
discrimination 
in percent 
1 My teacher makes class work interesting. 
2 My teacher is fair with all. 
3 My teacher maintains discipline in our 
classroom. 
4 My teacher is well prepared for our class. 
5 My teacher gives assignments related to 
the subject we are studying. 
6 We discuss and summarize each lesson just studied. 
7 Our discussions focus on the topic of the lesson. 
8 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 
9 I have more time to do ray work than I need. 
10 My teacher starts lessons explaining what we are 
going to do and why we are going to do it. 
11 My teacher asks us questions in class to 
see if we understand what is being taught. 
12 My teacher explains new ideas in a way that 
is easy to understand. 
13 My teacher looks at our work, as we are doing 
it, to see if we understand the lesson. 
14 My teacher knows more about the subject 
than other teachers I have had. 
25** 
19* 
19* 
18* 
24** 
19* 
17* 
15* 
19* 
19* 
18* 
20* 
24** 
18* 
*Indicates items that discriminate at the .05 level of significance. 
**Indicates items that discriminate at the .01 level of significance. 
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Table 9. Continued 
Item 
discrimination 
in percent 
Item 
no. Item 
15 My teacher has work for me to do if I finish 
an assignment before the class is over. 21* 
16 My teacher often makes materials and worksheets 
for us to use. 24** 
17 My teacher gives tests and quizzes. 34** 
18 My teacher returns tests and assignments 
quickly. 23** 
19 My teacher uses a variety of classroom 
activities and resources. 21* 
20 My teacher gives enough time to do our work. 17* 
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Table 10. Item discrimination power of student feedback to teachers, 
1991 9-12 senior high questionnaire 
Item 
no. Item 
Item 
discrimination 
in percent 
1 My teacher makes class work interesting. 27** 
2 My teacher asks questions to see if we 
understand what has been taught. 16* 
3 My teacher gives assignments related to 
the subject we are studying. 14* 
4 We discuss and summarize each lesson we 
have just studied. 13* 
5 My teacher tells us how we can use what 
we have already learned to learn new things. 19* 
6 My teacher maintains discipline in our classroom. 14* 
7 My teacher returns tests and assignments quickly. 18* 
8 My teacher gives me feedback about my performance. 13* 
9 My teacher knows more about the subject than 
other teachers I have had. 21* 
10 My homework helps me to learn the subject 
being taught. 15* 
11 My teacher makes materials and worksheets 
for us to use. 13* 
12 My teacher uses a variety of classroom 
activities and resources. 23** 
13 The films and videotapes we watch help us 
learn about the subject we are studying. 32** 
*Indicates items that discriminate at the .05 level of significance. 
**Indicates items that discriminate at the .01 level of significance. 
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Table 10. Continued 
Item 
no. Item 
Item 
discrimination 
in percent 
14 My teacher tells the class about library/ 
media materials that will help us learn about 
the subject we are studying, when appropriate. 24** 
15 My teacher is well organized. 15* 
16 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 17* 
17 We work in different groups depending upon 
the activity in which we are involved. 22** 
18 My teacher encourages us to look at problems 
in new ways and find new ways to solve problems. 18* 
19 My teacher is available to help me during class 
time and other times during the school day. 17* 
20 My teacher looks at our work, as we are doing 
it, to see if we understand the lesson. 19* 
for the 6-8 regular discriminating items, 2) 95 percent for the 6-8 
floater special-area discriminating items, and 3) 97 percent for the 9-12 
senior high discriminating items. The discrimination value for each 1990 
item is shown in Tables 6, 7 and 8. 
Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients for discriminating items for 
the 1991 data were 1) 95 percent for the 6-8 regular discriminating items 
and 2) 95 percent for the 9-12 senior high discriminating items. The 
discrimination value for each 1991 item is shown in Tables 9 and 10. In 
conclusion, this study tried to show that there would be significant 
differences in the discriminating power of the items used in the student 
feedback questionnaires and was able to do so. 
Research Question 2 Research Question 2 asked whether it was 
possible for teachers at the local level to develop discriminating items. 
All items developed by secondary grades 9-12 teachers and administrators 
of the Cave Creek Public Schools are listed in Table 11 and Table 12. 
The null hypothesis for Research Question 2 stated that there would 
be no significant difference in the discriminating power of the items 
developed at the local level. 
Specifically, Table 11 describes the six items from the 1990 data 
that discriminated at the .05 level of significance and three items that 
discriminated at the .01 level of significance. Further, discriminating 
items from the 1991 data are identified in Table 12. Specifically, 
Table 12 describes the four items from the 1991 data that discriminated at 
the .05 level of significance. 
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Table 11. Discrimination power of items developed by teachers and 
administrators at the local level, 1990 6-8 regular, 
6-8 special-area, and 9-12 senior high questionnaire 
Item 
no. Item 
Item 
discrimination 
in percent 
1990 6-8 regular 
8 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 
10 My teacher starts lessons explaining what we are 
going to do and why we are going to do it. 
18* 
19* 
1990 6-8 floater special-area 
8 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 
9 My teacher explains the rules for classroom 
behavior very clearly. 
10 My teacher starts lessons explaining what we are 
going to do and why we are going to do it. 
15 My teacher is easy to understand when talking. 
16 My teacher's tests are fair. 
18* 
20* 
21* 
19* 
24** 
1990 9-12 senior high 
16 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 
19 My teacher is available to help me during class 
time and other times during the school day. 
34** 
37** 
*Indicates items that discriminate at the .05 level of significance. 
**Indicates items that discriminate at the .01 level of significance. 
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Table 12. Discrimination power of items developed by teachers and 
administrators at the local level, 1991 6-8 regular and 
9-12 senior high questionnaire 
Item 
Item discrimination 
no. Item in percent 
1991 6-8 regular 
8 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 15* 
10 My teacher starts lessons explaining what we are 
going to do and why we are going to do it. 19* 
1991 9-12 senior high 
16 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 17* 
19 My teacher is available to help me during class 
time and other times during the school day. 17* 
*Indicates items that discriminate at the .05 level of significance. 
Nine items were developed in 1990 and 1991 by local teachers and 
administrators for the student feedback questionnaires. Thus, 100 percent 
of the locally developed items had a sum of squares between-groups 
variance equal to or exceeding 13 percent of the total sums of squares 
variance and consequently discriminated or measured differences between 
teachers. In conclusion, this study tried to show that there would be a 
difference in the discriminating power of items developed at the local 
level and was able to do so. 
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Effect of extraneous variables 
Research Question 3 Research Question 3 asked whether 1) grade 
level, 2) subject area taught, 3) middle school level or high school 
level, 4) period of day, 5) core versus elective nature of the course, 
6) career ladder status, and 7) teacher gender, have an effect upon the 
student mean score ratings for teachers. 
Research Null Hypothesis 3a stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the student mean score ratings for teachers between group 1, 
grades 6 and 7, and group 2, grades 11 and 12. In order to determine if 
there were significant differences between rater groups, a t-test for 
independent samples was utilized to examine the relationship of the mean 
score ratings for the two groups. 
For this study, 61 mean score ratings for combined grades 6 and 7 
were compared with 33 mean score ratings for combined grades 11 and 12. 
The null hypothesis that there would be no significant difference in the 
mean score student ratings for teachers between group 1, grades 6 and 7, 
and group 2, grades 11 and 12, was rejected (t--2.63, 2-tail prob.-.OlO). 
The results of the analysis are shown in Table 13. The mean score rating 
for grades 6 and 7 is 54.18, whereas the mean score rating for grades 11 
and 12 was nearly 5 points higher at 59.36. 
Research Null Hypothesis 3b stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the student mean score ratings based on subject area taught. 
In order to determine if there were significant differences between rater 
groups, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was utilized to explore the 
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Table 13. Analysis of student mean score ratings of teachers by 
grade level 
Grade 
group Number Mean S.D. t value 
6 and 7 61 54.18 8.38 -2.63** 
11 and 12 33 59.36 10.38 
**Significant at the .01 level. 
relationship among the subjects when grouped by category. Table 14 
describes the means and standard deviations for the four groups. A 
planned set of orthogonal contrasts was used to test the statistical 
significance of group means for the categories of math/science (group 1), 
social studies/English (group 2), fine arts (group 3), and other subjects 
(group 4). 
The one-way ANOVA found a significant difference in the mean scores 
for the four groups. Table 15 reveals an F value of 4.06 with an F 
probability of .008, which indicates a level of discrimination at the .01 
level of significance. Therefore, Research Null Hypothesis 3b: There is 
no significant difference in the student mean score ratings based on 
subject area taught, was rejected. Because there was a significant 
difference among the levels of the independent variable subject, a 
multiple range test would normally be used to identify which levels 
produced the difference. 
However, for this study three a priori orthogonal comparisons were 
specified. The contrast t value for group 1 and group 2 compared with 
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Table 14. Means and standard deviations of student mean score ratings 
by subject 
Subj ect N Mean 
Standard 
deviation 
Math/science 
English/social studies 
Fine arts 
Other subjects 
61 
55 
41 
64 
54. 
54, 
47, 
52, 
,98 
,20 
,24 
,14 
10.74 
9.73 
13.36 
13.02 
Table 15. One-way analysis 
by subject 
of variance of student mean score ratings 
Source df 
Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
squares F ratio 
Between groups 3 1675.98 558.66 4.06** 
Within groups 217 29855.08 137.58 
Contrast 
groups 
Contrast 
t values 
Math/science and 
English/social studies 
with 
Fine arts and 
Other subjects 3.06** 
Math/science 
with 
English/social studies 0.36 
Fine arts 
with 
Other subjects 2.09* 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
**Significant at the .01 level. 
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group 3 and group 4 was 3.06 with a t probability of .003 indicating a 
significant difference at the .01 level. Further, the contrast t value 
for group 3 compared with group 4 was 2.09 with a t probability of .038 
indicating a significant difference at the .05 level. When group 1 was 
compared with group 2, no significant difference was identified. 
It can be concluded that student mean score ratings of teacher 
performance in math, science, English, and social studies are 
significantly different than the student mean score ratings in fine arts 
classes and in other subjects. Further, no differences are found between 
the student mean score ratings in the core subjects of math and science, 
and English and social studies. However, significant differences did 
exist between the student mean score ratings in fine arts classes and the 
other remaining subject areas. Specifically, the mean score ratings in 
fine arts classes were lower than the mean score ratings in the other 
remaining subjects. 
Research Null Hypothesis 3c stated there would be no significant 
difference in the student mean score ratings for teachers among the three 
levels of the student feedback questionnaires. In order to determine if 
there were significant differences between rater groups, a one-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was utilized to examine the relationship 
among the mean scores for each of the three questionnaires. Table 16 
describes the means and standard deviations for the three groups. A 
planned set of orthogonal contrasts was used to test the statistical 
significance of group means for the middle school floater questionnaires 
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(group 1), the middle school regular questionnaires (group 2) and the 
senior high questionnaires (group 3). 
The one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) found no significant 
differences in the student mean score ratings of the three groups or 
levels of questionnaires. Table 17 shows an F ratio of .262 with an F 
probability of .7699. Therefore, Research Null Hypothesis 3c: There is 
no significant difference in the student mean score ratings for teachers 
among three levels of student feedback questionnaires, was not rejected. 
It can be concluded that the grade level of each questionnaire did not 
significantly affect the students' mean score ratings of teacher 
performance. 
Because the Bartlett-Box F equaled 5.180 with a probability of .006, 
the separate variance estimate for the t value was used for both 
orthogonal contrasts. The first contrast (group 1 and group 2 compared 
with group 3) t value of -0.79 had a t probability of 0.430 and the second 
contrast (group 1 compared with group 2) t value of 0.20 had a t 
probability of 0.843. Therefore, neither orthogonal contrast revealed 
significant differences among the student mean score ratings for teachers 
when compared by level. In other words, the student mean score rating for 
all middle school teachers was similar to the student mean score rating 
for all high school teachers. 
Research Null Hypothesis 3d stated there would be no significant 
difference in the student mean score ratings for teachers when compared 
according to the period of the day in which the ratings were completed. 
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Table 16. Means and standard deviations of student mean score ratings 
by questionnaire level 
Questionnaire Standard 
level N Mean deviation 
Middle school 
floater 21 53.67 8.333 
Middle school 
regular 78 53.24 9.722 
Senior high school 147 52.27 12.723 
Table 17. One-way analysis of variance of student mean score ratings 
by questionnaire level 
Source df 
Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
squares F ratio 
Between groups 
Within groups 
Contrast 
groups 
2 
217 
69.59 
32300.15 
34.796 
132.92 
. 2 6 2  
Contrast 
t values 
Middle school floater and 
Middle school regular 
with 
Senior high school -0.79 
Middle school floater 
with 
Middle school regular 0.20 
Bartlett-Box F - 5.180, p - .006 
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In order to determine if there were significant differences between rater 
groups, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was utilized to examine the 
relationship among the periods. Table 18 describes the means and standard 
deviations for the three groups. 
The one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) found no significant 
differences in the mean score ratings of the various periods of the day. 
Table 19 shows an F ratio of .660 with an F probability of .7057. 
Therefore, Research Null Hypothesis 3d: There is no significant 
difference in the student mean score ratings for teachers based on period 
of day, was retained. . The use of post hoc non-orthogonal contrasts to 
compare morning class periods with afternoon class periods may appear to 
be somewhat superfluous since the research null hypothesis was retained. 
Nevertheless, because some researchers have suggested that contrasts 
should be calculated regardless of the outcome of the original statistical 
test, such tests were used. These calculated contrasts showed no 
Table 18. Means and standard deviations of student mean score ratings 
by period of the day 
Period of Standard 
the day N Mean deviation 
1 37 51.27 10.38 
2 34 52.47 11.94 
3 35 54.37 11.65 
4 34 51.24 11.08 
5 33 55.58 10.89 
6 32 52.91 11.98 
7 28 52.11 11.81 
8 13 50.15 14.54 
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Table 19. One-way analysis of variance of student mean score ratings 
by period of day 
Sum of Mean 
Source df squares squares F ratio 
Between groups 7 615.53 88.08 .660 
Within groups 238 32369.74 133.42 
significant differences among the mean scores for morning and afternoon 
student ratings of teachers. Therefore, it can be concluded that period 
of the day does not have a significant effect upon student mean score 
ratings for teacher performance. 
Research Null Hypothesis 3e stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the student mean score ratings for teachers between group 1, 
core, and group 2, elective. In order to determine if there were 
significant differences between rater groups, a t-test for independent 
samples was utilized to examine the relationship of the mean score ratings 
for the two groups. 
For this study 141 mean score ratings for core subjects of math, 
science, English, and social studies were compared with 105 mean score 
ratings for all other elective subjects such as physical education, art, 
music, home economics, etc. Specifically, the mean score rating for core 
subjects was 54.54, whereas the mean score rating for elective subjects 
was nearly 4 points lower at 50.23. Further, there was a significant 
difference in the variance for the two groups (F-1.93, probability=0.001). 
A larger diversity was found among the elective subjects than was 
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identified for the core subjects. Due to this difference the separate 
variance estimate was used. The null hypothesis that there would be no 
significant difference in the mean score student ratings for teachers 
between group 1, core, and group 2, elective, was rejected (t=2.82, 2-tail 
probability- 0.005). The results of the analysis are shown in Table 20. 
It can be concluded that a significant difference does exist, with student 
mean score ratings for core subjects being higher than those for elective 
subjects. 
Table 20. Analysis of student mean score ratings of teachers by core 
and elective nature of courses 
Group Number Mean S.D. t value 
Core 141 54.54 9.57 2.82** 
Elective 105 50.23 13.31 
**Significant at jthe .01 level. 
Research Null Hypothesis 3f stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the student mean score ratings for teachers between group 1, 
career ladder participant, and group 2, non-career ladder teacher. In 
order to examine whether there was a significant difference between rater 
groups, a t-test for independent samples was utilized to examine the 
relationship of the student mean score ratings for the two groups. 
For this study, 131 mean score ratings for career ladder participants 
were compared with 115 mean score ratings for non-career ladder teachers. 
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Specifically, the mean score rating for career ladder participants was 
54.98 and the mean score rating for non-participating teachers was lower 
at 50.10. An F value of 1.13 with a 2-tail probability of 0.498 confirms 
the assumption that the population from which the study samples were taken 
were homogeneous with respect to the student mean score ratings. 
Therefore, using the pooled variance estimate the null hypothesis that 
there would be no significant difference in the mean score student ratings 
for teachers between group 1, career ladder participants, and group 2, 
non-career ladder teachers, was rejected (t=3.39, 2-tail probability™ 
0.001). The results of the analysis are shown in Table 21. It can be 
concluded that a significant difference does exist (p<.01) with student 
mean score ratings for career ladder participants being higher than those 
for non-career ladder teachers. 
Research Null Hypothesis 3g stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the student mean score ratings for teachers between group 1, 
male teachers, and group 2, female teachers. In order to determine if 
there were significant differences between rater groups, a t-test for 
Table 21. Analysis of student mean score ratings of teachers by 
career ladder participation status 
Group Number Mean S. D. t value 
Career ladder 
participant 131 54.98 10.93 3.39** 
Non-career ladder 
teacher 115 50.10 11.62 
**Significant at the .01 level. 
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independent samples was utilized to examine the relationship of the mean 
score ratings for the two gender groups. 
For this study 105 mean score ratings for male teachers were compared 
with 141 mean score ratings for female teachers. Specifically, the mean 
score rating for male teachers was 48.87, whereas the mean score rating 
for female teachers was nearly seven points higher at 55.55. Further, a 
significant difference in the variance for the two groups was found 
(F-1.88, probability-0.001) indicating a greater diversity among the male 
teachers. Due to this difference the separate variance estimate was used. 
The null hypothesis that there would be no significant difference in the 
mean score student ratings for teachers between group 1, male teachers, 
and group 2, female teachers, was rejected (t=-4.50, 2-tail probability-
0.001). The results of the analysis are shown in Table 22. It can be 
concluded that a significant difference does exist at the .01 level of 
significance, with student mean score ratings for female teachers being 
higher than those for male teachers. 
Table 22. Analysis of student mean score ratings of teachers by gender 
Teacher 
gender Number Mean S.D. t value 
Males 105 48.87 12.90 -4.50** 
Females 141 55.55 9.40 
**Significant at the .01 level. 
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Factor analysis 
Research Question 4 Research Question 4 asked how many factors 
would be identified when a factor analysis was conducted on the 
discriminating items. Research Null Hypothesis 4 stated there would be no 
factors identified which could be used to represent relationships among 
sets of the discriminating items. 
Judkins' (1987) study developed items for three performance areas 
generally classified by SIM as 1) Productive Teaching Techniques, 
2) Organized, Structured Classroom Management, and 3) Positive 
Interpersonal Relations. To test Research Null Hypothesis 4, a factor 
analysis was conducted on the data for each of the two regular 
questionnaires to show how the discriminating items "load" or cluster into 
categories. 
Although there was an expectation that three factors would be 
identified by utilizing a factor analysis, the additional discriminating 
items developed by Cave Creek teachers and administrators were not 
initially classified into the SIM performance areas. Therefore, an 
exploratory form of factor analysis was initially used in this study to 
identify the number of factors present in these data. Subsequently, the 
discriminating items developed by Judkins were analyzed to confirm whether 
they continued to load on the original factors or performance area 
clusters. 
Kim and Mueller (1978) acknowledge that the division between 
exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis methods is not always clear-
cut. They suggest that it is possible for a researcher to be aware of two 
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or three factors but also to be unable to anticipate exactly what 
variables, in this case which discriminating items and performance areas, 
will represent each. 
Borg and Gall (1989) support the use of factor analysis by the 
researcher as a helpful method which provides an empirical base for 
reducing the number of variables to a few factors by combining variables 
that are moderately or highly correlated with each other. Further, they 
define the set of variables that is combined to form a factor as a 
mathematical expression of the common element that cuts across the 
combined variables. 
In this study the variables that were specified for analysis were the 
discriminating items for the 1990 middle school regular and the senior 
high questionnaires. The goal of the factor analysis was to identify the 
not-directly observable factors by statistically examining a set of 
observable variables. The data were analyzed in raw score form and the 
criterion for extracting the number of factors was to establish a minimum 
eigenvalue of 1. Specifically, this criterion identifies and includes 
only those factors that account for variances greater than 1. 
The goal of the next step, factor extraction, was to determine the 
factors. Therefore, the correlation matrix for all variables was computed 
and the Principal Axis Factoring (PAF) method of factor extraction was 
used to obtain estimates of the common factors. A varimax rotation, a 
method of orthogonal rotation which simplifies the factor structure by 
maximizing the variance of a column of pattern matrix, was used to 
transform the initial matrix into one that was easier to interpret. 
Norusis (1988) concludes that rotation does not affect the goodness 
of fit of a factor solution. Even though the factor matrix was changed, 
the commonalities, the proportion of variance explained by the common 
factors, and the percentage of variance explained did not change. 
Commonalities with a value of 0 indicate that the factors explain none of 
the variance while commonalities with a value of 1 indicate that all of 
the variance is explained by the common factors. Norusis (1988) states, 
"The variance that is not explained by the common factors is attributed to 
the unique factor and is called the uniqueness of the variable." At the 
same time, it was important to note that the percentage of variance 
accounted for by each of the factors did change. 
The rotation redistributed the explained variance for the individual 
factors. Consequently, the rotational method employed described the items 
associated with the factors in largely similar but somewhat different 
relationships. Norusis (1988) affirms that the varimax method, used in 
this study, is the most commonly used method in attempting to minimize the 
number of variables that have high loadings on a factor. This procedure 
results in the enhanced interpretability of the factors. 
To identify the factors, it was necessary to group the variables that 
had high loadings upon the same factors. The rotation was also plotted to 
provide a secondary opportunity to examine the success of the rotation. 
Further, a sorting of the factor matrix pattern was performed so that the 
variables with high loadings on the same factor appear together. No 
loadings less than 0.5 in absolute value were displayed. 
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Research Null Hypothesis 4: No factors will be identified which 
could be used to represent relationships among sets of the discriminating 
items, was rejected. Factor analysis of the two data sets identified two 
clusters for the senior high data and three clusters for the middle school 
data. 
Table 23 presents a maximum likelihood analysis of the correlations 
among the 20 senior high questionnaire items. Specifically, two factors 
were identified for these data. Specifically, items 3, 2, 6, 9, 19, 4, 
10, 15, 20, 16, 11, 1, 8, 5, and 7 were found to load on factor 1 
(Productive Teaching Techniques) and the remaining items 12, 14, 13, 17, 
and 18 were found to load on factor 2 (Organized, Structured Classroom 
Management). 
Table 24 presents a maximum likelihood analysis of the correlations 
among the 20 middle school regular questionnaire items. Specifically, 
three factors were identified for these data. Specifically, items 1, 12, 
2, 19, 10, 14, 8, 13, and 15 were found to load on factor 1 (Productive 
Teaching Techniques), items 5, 7, 17, 6, 4, 11, 3, 16, and 18 were found 
to load on factor 2 (Organized, Structured Classroom Management), and the 
remaining items 20 and 9 were found to load on factor 3 (Positive 
Interpersonal Relations). 
Tables 25 and 26 display the SIM performance areas and the specific 
criterion associated with each item. Further, Table 27 identifies the 
specific criteria and performance areas used by SIM to evaluate teacher 
performance. By considering the information contained in these three 
tables, it is possible to make several observations. First, although 
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Table 23. Maximum likelihood factor analysis with varimax rotation 
for the 20 senior high school items 
Number Item Loading 
Factor 1 
3 My teacher gives assignments related to the 
subject we are studying. .740 
2 My teacher asks questions to see if we 
understand what has been taught. .731 
6 My teacher maintains discipline in our classroom. .679 
9 My teacher knows more about the subject than 
other teachers I have had. .675 
19 My teacher is available to help me during class 
time and other times during the school day. .673 
4 We discuss and summarize each lesson we have 
just studied. .654 
10 My homework helps me to learn the subject being taught. .647 
15 My teacher is well organized. .647 
20 My teacher looks at our work, as we are doing it, 
to see if we understand the lesson. .640 
16 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. .638 
11 My teacher makes materials and worksheets for us to use. .632 
1 My teacher makes class work interesting. .572 
8 My teacher gives feedback about my performance. .564 
5 My teacher tells us how we can use what we 
have already learned to learn new things. .559 
7 My teacher returns tests and assignments quickly. .525 
Factor 2 
12 My teacher uses a variety of classroom activities 
and resources. .647 
14 My teacher tells the class about library/media 
materials that will help us learn about the subject we 
are studying, when appropriate. .633 
13 The films or videotapes we watch help us learn about 
the subject we are studying. .617 
17 We work in different groups depending upon the 
activity in which we are involved. .599 
18 My teacher encourages us to look at problems 
in new ways and find new ways to solve problems. .543 
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Table 24. Maximum likelihood factor analysis with varimax rotation 
for the 20 middle school regular items 
Number Item Loading 
Factor 1 
1 My teacher makes classwork interesting. .703 
12 My teacher explains new ideas in a way that is easy 
to understand. .642 
2 My teacher is fair with all. .591 
19 My teacher uses a variety of classroom activities 
and resources. .584 
10 My teacher starts lessons explaining what we are going 
to do and why we are going to do it. .523 
14 My teacher knows more about the subject than other 
teachers I have had. .501 
8 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. .483 
13 My teacher looks at our work, as we are doing it, 
to see if we understand the lesson. .384 
15 My teacher has work for me to do if I finish an 
assignment before the class is over. .243 
Factor 2 
5 My teacher gives assignments related to the 
subject we are studying. .680 
7 Our discussions focus on the topic of the lesson. .622 
17 My teacher gives tests and quizzes. .584 
6 We discuss and summarize each lesson just studied. .573 
4 My teacher is well prepared for our class. .562 
11 My teacher asks us questions to see if we 
understand what has been taught. .539 
3 My teacher maintains discipline in our classroom. .486 
16 My teacher often makes materials and worksheets 
for us to use. .483 
18 My teacher returns tests and assignments quickly. .403 
Factor 3 
20 
9 
My teacher gives enough time to do our work. 
I have more time to do ray work than I need. 
.734 
.591 
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Table 25. Comparison of items by factor analysis clusters and Judkins 
(1987) SIM performance areas, 1990 senior high questionnaire 
Number Item 
SIM 
Factor 1 
3 My teacher gives assignments related to the 
subject we are studying. PT-C2 
2 My teacher asks questions to see if we 
understand what has been taught. PT-C2 
6 My teacher maintains discipline in our classroom. 0SC-C14 
9 My teacher knows more about the subject than 
other teachers I have had. PT-C7 
19 My teacher is available to help me during class 
time and other times during the school day. PT-C9 
4 We discuss and summarize each lesson we have 
just studied. PT-C2 
10 My homework helps me to learn the subject 
being taught. PT-C7 
15 My teacher is well organized. 0SC-C12 
20 My teacher looks at our work, as we are doing it, 
to see if we understand the lesson. PT-C2 
16 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. PT-C4 
11 My teacher makes materials and worksheets for 
us to use. PT-C9 
1 My teacher makes class work interesting. PT-C3 
8 My teacher gives feedback about my performance. PT-C5 
5 My teacher tells us how we can use what we 
have already learned to learn new things. PT-C2 
7 My teacher returns tests and assignments 
quickly. PT-C5 
Factor 2 
12 My teacher uses a variety of classroom activities 
and resources. PT-Cl 
14 My teacher tells the class about library/media 
materials that will help us learn about the subject 
we are studying, when appropriate. 0SC-C12 
13 The films or videotapes we watch help us 
learn about the subject we are studying. PT-C9 
17 We work in different groups depending upon 
the activity in which we are involved. PT-C15 
18 My teacher encourages us to look at problems 
in new ways and find new ways to solve problems. PT-C3 
®PT-Productive Teaching Techniques, OSC=Organized, Structured 
Classroom Management, Pl-Positive Interpersonal Relations. 
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Table 26. Comparison of items by factor analysis clusters and Judkins 
(1987) SIM performance areas, 1990 middle school regular 
questionnaire 
Number Item 
SIM 
criteria' 
Factor 1 
1 My teacher makes classwork interesting. PT-C3 
12 My teacher explains new ideas in a way that is easy 
to understand. PT-C4 
2 My teacher is fair with all. 0SC-C14 
19 My teacher uses a variety of classroom activities 
and resources. PT-Cl 
10 My teacher starts lessons explaining what we are 
going to do and why we are going to do it. PT-C2 
14 My teacher knows more about the subject than 
other teachers I have had. PT-C7 
8 My teacher likes it when we ask questions. PT-C4 
13 My teacher looks at our work, as we are doing it, 
to see if we understand the lesson. PT-C2 
15 My teacher has work for me to do if I finish 
an assignment before the class is over. PT-C9 
Factor 2 
5 My teacher gives assignments related to the 
subject we are studying. PT-C2 
7 Our discussions focus on the topic of the lesson. PT-CIO 
17 My teacher gives tests and quizzes. PT-C6 
6 We discuss and summarize each lesson just studied. PT-C2 
4 My teacher is well prepared for our class. 0SC-C13 
11 My teacher asks us questions to see if we 
understand what has been taught. PT-C2 
3 My teacher maintains discipline in our classroom. 0SC-C14 
16 My teacher often makes materials and worksheets 
for us to use. PT-C9 
18 My teacher returns tests and assignments quickly. PT-C5 
Factor 3 
20 My teacher gives enough time to do our work. PT-Cl 
9 I have more time to do my work than I need. PT-Cl 
®PT-Productive Teaching Techniques, OSC-Organized, Structured 
Classroom Management, Pl-Positive Interpersonal Relations. 
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Table 27. SIM performance area criteria® 
Criterion 
number Criterion 
PRODUCTIVE TEACHING TECHNIQUES 
1 The teacher demonstrates effective planning skills. 
2 The teacher implements the lesson plan. 
3 The teacher motivates students. 
4 The teacher communicates effectively with students. 
5 The teacher provides students with specific evaluative feedback. 
6 The teacher prepares appropriate evaluation activities. 
7 The teacher displays a thorough knowledge of curriculum and 
subject matter. 
8 The teacher selects learning content congruent with the 
prescribed curriculum. 
9 The teacher provides opportunities for individual differences. 
10 The teacher ensures student time on task. 
11 The teacher sets high expectations for student achievement. 
ORGANIZED, STRUCTURED CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT 
12 The teacher plans for and makes effective use of time, materials 
and resources. 
13 The teacher demonstrates evidence of personal organization. 
14 The teacher sets high standards for student behavior. 
15 The teacher organizes for effective instruction. 
POSITIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS 
16 The teacher demonstrates effective interpersonal relationships 
with others. 
17 The teacher demonstrates awareness of the needs of students. 
18 The teacher promotes positive self-concept. 
19 The teacher demonstrates sensitivity in relating to students. 
20 The teacher promotes self-discipline and responsibilities. 
®From Manatt and Stow (1984). Clinical Manual for Teacher 
Performance and Evaluation. Iowa State University Research Foundation, 
Inc., Ames, Iowa. 
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Judkins (1987) developed items for three performance areas, only two 
factors were identified for the senior high school questionnaire items. 
Second, this finding is not totally surprising since neither Table 25 nor 
Table 26 show that no questionnaire items were selected by the Cave Creek 
Stakeholders Committee for the third performance area of Positive 
Interpersonal Relations. Third, it seems reasonable to associate Factor 1 
with Productive Teaching Techniques and Factor 2 with Organized, 
Structured Classroom Management. And finally, items 6 and 15 would have 
been expected to be found in Factor 2 but were identified as belonging in 
Factor 1. 
The information contained in these three tables makes it is possible 
to discuss the findings of the factor analysis with some degree of prior 
knowledge and expectation. First, Judkins (1987) developed items for 
three performance areas and three factors were identified for the middle 
school regular questionnaire items. Second, Table 26 shows that, as was 
the case with the senior high questionnaire, no discriminating items were 
selected by the Cave Creek Stakeholders Committee for the third 
performance area of Positive Interpersonal Relations. Third, it seems 
reasonable to associate Factor 1 with Productive Teaching Techniques and 
Factor 2 with Organized, Structured Classroom Management. Even though 
both items 9 and 20 are identified as being associated with Productive 
Teaching Technique criterion 1: The teacher demonstrates effective 
planning skills, Factor 3 appeared to focus upon the time given for a 
student to complete assigned work and can therefore be associated with 
Positive Interpersonal Relations. And finally, item 2 would have been 
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expected to be found in Factor 2 but was identified as belonging in Factor 
1.  
Even though the factor solutions conducted in this study did not show 
the expected match or fit with Judkins' (1987) performance areas or the 
SIM criteria, the results are still important. While variables load on 
more than one factor, none of the variables tended to have large loadings 
on more than one factor. The factor analysis showed that it was possible 
to identify a relatively small number of factors that could be used to 
represent the relationships among sets of interrelated variables. 
Specifically, this approach to factor analysis is one of the first 
attempts to examine the relationship of discriminating items that are 
selected for use in feedback questionnaires to the original performance 
criteria for which they were developed to measure. That it is possible to 
identify specific clusters on the basis of underlying common 
characteristics is a significant finding. 
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CHAPTER V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, 
DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study was conducted in 1990 and 1991 with the purpose of 
identifying, refining, and testing three sets of student feedback items 
comprising separate questionnaires for use as one component in a total 
teacher performance evaluation system. To accomplish this task, 826 
secondary school students rated 18 middle school teacher and 27 senior 
high school teachers. This non-voluntary sample, consisting of the total 
population of a single school system, is an important element of this 
study because all previous and related research studies relied upon 
volunteers as subjects. Consequently, the analysis of this study's data 
has served as a desirable extension of the original School Improvement 
Model (SIM) directed work undertaken by Hidlebaugh in 1973, Judkins in 
1987, and the ongoing SIM improvements. 
A Career Ladder Stakeholders Committee in the Cave Creek (Arizona) 
Unified School District No. 93 developed three questionnaires each 
consisting of 20 items and requiring students to rate teacher performance 
using a five-point Likert-type response mode. Most of the items selected 
by the committee had been previously developed by Judkins (1987) and had 
been identified as being valid, reliable, and legally discriminating. 
Some of the items, however, were developed by local teachers and 
administrators. 
The items which were shown to have discriminated between teachers' 
performance were identified according to criteria previously validated by 
Hidlebaugh (1973) and Judkins (1987). Specifically, the Menne and 
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Tolsma (1971) methodology of analyzing data was used to identify those 
items possessing discriminating power. A sum of squares between-groups 
difference equal to or exceeding 13 percent of the variance for total sums 
of squares was the criterion established at the .05 level of significance, 
and 22 percent was the criterion established at the .01 level of 
significance. Cronbach's coefficient alpha method was also used to 
calculate a reliability coefficient and to estimate the internal 
consistency, at the .05 level of significance, of all discriminating items 
on each questionnaire (Appendix N and Appendix 0). 
Analysis of variance and t-tests for groups were the inferential 
statistical tests used to determine whether the differences between sample 
means reflect population differences. Planned orthogonal contrasts and 
the Scheffé multiple range test were used to locate the means which 
differed significantly after a significant F-ratio had been identified in 
the ANOVA. Specifically, these inferential techniques were used to 
determine the effect of specified extraneous variables on student ratings 
of teacher performance. Further, because Judkins (1987) originally 
developed items for three performance areas and since the items developed 
by the Cave Creek School District's teachers and administrators could also 
be classified according to the SIM criteria of 1) Productive Teaching 
Techniques, 2) Organized, Structured Classroom Management, and 3) Positive 
Interpersonal Relations, a factor analysis was conducted on the data for 
each of the two regular questionnaires. Specifically, the factor analysis 
was used to describe whether the same number of factors was identified in 
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the present study and whether the items contained in each factor were 
similarly grouped according to Judkins' original performance areas. 
Summary 
An analysis of the data indicated: 
1. Twenty out of 20 items on the 1990 and 1991 6-8 middle school 
regular and 9-12 senior high questionnaires discriminated or measured 
significant differences between the 45 teachers rated by students. All 
items met the 13 percent criteria and many items exceeded the 22 percent 
criteria. 
2. The 1990 6-8 floater special-area questionnaire contained 12 of 
20 items that had a between-groups variance equal to or exceeding the 13 
percent criteria, and four of 20 items equalled or exceeded the 22 percent 
criteria. Item 5, "My teacher gives assignments related to the subject we 
are studying"; item 14, "We do the same thing everyday in class"; item 17, 
"My teacher gives tests and quizzes"; and item 18, "My teacher returns 
tests and assignments quickly" were the only items failing to meet the 13 
percent criteria. 
3. Nine items were developed in 1990 and 1991 by local teachers and 
administrators for the student feedback questionnaires. One hundred 
percent of the locally-developed items had a sum of squares between-group 
variance equal to or exceeding 13 percent criteria and consequently 
discriminated or measured differences between teachers' performance. 
4. The Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient computed for each 
rater group indicated that high internal consistency existed among the 
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rating of items for each of the questionnaires. Specifically, 
coefficients for the 1990 data were: 0.935 for the middle school regular, 
0.950 for the middle school floater special-area, and 0.971 for the senior 
high school. Further, the coefficients for the 1991 data were: 0.948 for 
the middle school regular and 0.950 for the senior high school. 
5. Grades 11 and 12 student mean score rating of teachers was nearly 
five points higher than grades 6 and 7 student mean score rating of 
teachers. 
5. The student mean score ratings of teachers were significantly 
different according to the subject area being taught. No significant 
differences existed between the student mean score ratings in the core 
subjects of math and science, and English and social studies. However, 
significant differences did exist between the student mean score ratings 
in fine arts classes and the other remaining subjects. 
7. No significant differences were found in the student mean score 
ratings of teacher performance for the three groups or levels of 
questionnaires. 
8. No significant differences were found in the student mean score 
ratings of teacher performance for the various periods of the day. 
9. The student mean score rating for core subjects was significantly 
different than the student mean score rating for elective subjects. 
Specifically, the mean score rating for the core subjects was nearly four 
points higher than the mean score rating for elective subjects. 
10. A significant difference was found between student mean score 
ratings for career ladder participants and non-career ladder teachers. 
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Specifically, the mean score rating for the career ladder participants was 
over four points higher than for non-career ladder teachers. 
11. The student mean score rating for female teachers was nearly 
seven points higher than for male teachers. Consequently, a significant 
difference was found to exist in student mean ratings when grouped by 
gender. 
12. The factor analysis identified two clusters for the senior high 
data and three clusters for the middle school data. Therefore, it was 
possible to identify factors which could be used to represent 
relationships among sets of the discriminating items. Specifically, 
Factor 1 was Productive Teaching Techniques, Factor 2 was Organized, 
Structured Classroom Management, and Factor 3 was Positive Interpersonal 
Relations. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions are offered based on the analysis of data 
collected in this investigation. 
1. The Menne and Tolsma methodology (1971) for determining the 
discrimination power of items on instruments using group rater responses 
can be used to identify discriminating items for the purpose of refining 
student feedback items and student rating of teacher performance 
instruments. 
2. All items, except four of the 1990 middle school floater special-
area items (item 4, "Gives related assignments"; item 14, "Do the same 
thing everyday"; item 17, "Gives tests and quizzes"; and item 18, "Returns 
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tests and assignments quickly"), were identified as being able to 
discriminate or measure differences among teacher performance based on 
groups of 15 or more raters. Further, there is a large range in the 
discriminating power of the items on the student rating of teacher 
performance instruments used in this study. 
3. A Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient was calculated for each 
set of discriminating items. Further, Cronbach alpha coefficients for 
pools of items on similar studies utilizing the same methodologies were 
available for comparison. Specifically, Green (1990) reported a 
coefficient of .974; Look (1983) reported a coefficient for the combined 
rater group of .982; and Judkins (1987) reported coefficients of .859 for 
high school and .839 for junior high school. These high reliability 
coefficients indicated the items contained in the sets of items were 
consistently measuring what they intended to measure. 
The Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients computed for the 1990 
data in this study were: 0.935 for the middle school regular 
questionnaire, 0.950 for the middle school floater special-area 
questionnaire, and 0.971 for the senior high school questionnaire. 
Further, the coefficients for the 1991 data were: 0.948 for the middle 
school regular and 0.950 for the senior high school. By comparison, the 
items used in the student ratings of teacher performance in this current 
investigation also consistently measured what they intended to measure. 
4. The majority of items previously identified by Judkins (1987) 
continued to demonstrate discriminating power when used by students to 
rate teacher performance. Further, local teachers and administrators were 
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able to develop items that also possessed discriminating power. 
Consequently, volunteer and ad hoc committees can, with appropriate 
assistance, be useful in developing discriminating items which can be used 
by students to rate teacher performance. 
5. Students can reliably serve as one important source of 
information for the rating of teacher performance. 
6. Grade level, core and elective nature of the course, subject area 
taught, career ladder participation status, and teacher gender were 
extraneous variables found to have an effect upon the students' mean score 
ratings of teachers. The findings suggest that the highest student 
ratings were assigned to career ladder, core subject, and female teachers 
in the senior grades. It is not possible to determine whether this result 
was due to optimum teacher performance or the effect of other factors. 
7. The level of questionnaire being used, and the period or time of 
day, did not have an extraneous effect on the student mean score ratings 
of teacher performance. Therefore, similar teaching performance can be 
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considered to occur at all times of the day for each grade level. 
8. Factor analysis can be used to identify clusters of items or 
factors (Productive Teaching Techniques; Organized, Structured Classroom 
Management; and Positive Interpersonal Relations) which can then be used 
to represent relationships among sets of the discriminating items. 
9. Items originally developed by Judkins (1987) did not necessarily 
load upon the expected set of three performance criterion areas or 
categories. Such a finding is not unexpected due to the processes used to 
select the items and to develop the questionnaires. 
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Limitations 
Certain limitations were imposed due to the design of this study. 
They were; 
1. All subjects were members of a single Arizona school system where 
participation in the career ladder was voluntary. There may be unique 
attributes, not controlled for in this study, of career ladder teachers in 
a school system that implement a voluntary career ladder process. 
2. In order to obtain a total sample of non-volunteers, a school 
system in which all teachers were rated by their students was chosen as 
the study population. No previous studies focusing upon students' ratings 
of teacher performance have been conducted using a non-voluntary sample 
consisting of a total school system population. Consequently, the 
stakeholders committee had a significant and direct influence upon the 
questionnaires to be administered and the processes for administering the 
questionnaires. 
3. The performance level of the teachers was not assessed 
independent of the questionnaire results. That is to say, this 
investigation focused on the items, not the teacher as the unit of study. 
4. No attempt was made to determine whether the ability and 
performance level of students affected their rating of teacher 
performance. Student demographic data were not available or collected. 
Again, this investigation focused on the items and not the student as the 
unit of study. 
5. The discrimination value of an item does not reflect high or low 
performance, nor does it indicate which teacher behaviors are most 
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associated with effective teaching. This methodology simply provides a 
means to determine how well an item measures differences between teachers' 
performances. At the same time, the combined total of student mean score 
ratings for each teacher was used as one component of the career ladder 
algorithm. 
6. Teacher subjects were able to choose whether to participate in 
the career ladder. Different levels of motivation and attitudes towards 
student ratings of teachers may have existed as a result of the teachers' 
choice. 
7. Teachers were rated by at least 15 students. Due to the large 
number of raters for whom data were analyzed, it is believed that the 
items identified as possessing discriminating power are representative of 
items which measure differences between teachers. However, the same items 
may not be discriminating among teachers rated by fewer raters or for any 
two specific teachers within the group. 
8. Judkins (1987) developed items for all three SIM identified 
teacher performance criteria areas; however, in this study no items 
designated as belonging to performance area three, were chosen from the 
available pool of items. Therefore, when conducting the factor analysis, 
there was no expectation that items would cluster or load upon the factor 
known as Positive Interpersonal Relations. 
9. Elimination of the use of the middle school floater special-area 
questionnaire in 1991 prevented the comparative analysis of two successive 
years of data. Since the middle school population contained all teachers 
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in the 1991 data, any comparisons could be simply attributed to the 
addition of the new teachers. ' 
10. This study was conducted during the initial stages of 
implementing a revised career ladder plan. External and internal 
pressures may have influenced the results. 
Discussion 
The State of Arizona Legislature responded to students' declining 
academic performance in 1984 by passing a bill intended to support 
incentive pay for teachers. Specifically, this initiative originally 
produced 16 career ladder pilot projects and currently 14 projects remain 
operational. On the basis of data collected during an evaluative 
investigation of the Arizona career ladder initiative and the effects of 
incentive pay on student achievement, Braver and Helmstadter (1990) 
concluded that, 
1) An increase in student achievement occurred in the 
Career Ladder districts following the implementation of 
the Career Ladder Pilot Program, whereas the non-Career 
Ladder districts showed no increase. 
2) Further, this increase remained consistent from year to 
year following Career Ladder implementation. 
These findings, reported by Braver and Helmstadter (1990), affirm 
L'Homraedieu's (1990) assertion that researchers who address the question 
of improving instruction through systematic feedback are exploring an 
issue of immense practical value. The rationale for including student 
ratings of teacher performance in a career ladder algorithm is enhanced 
when it can be demonstrated that valid, reliable and legally 
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discriminating items and instruments can be developed for use by the 
students. 
The original items developed by Judkins (1987) continued to 
demonstrate discriminating power. In addition, the high reliability 
coefficients, consistent with the previous findings of Green (1990), 
Judkins (1987), and Look (1983), indicated that the items used in this 
current investigation also continued to measure what they intended to 
measure. At the same time, such high reliability coefficients may be used 
by some to argue that the items simply measure student opinion to a single 
generalized criteria such as, "I like my teacher." The credibility of 
this argument is lowered by the results of the factor analysis which 
indicated the tendency of the items to cluster into identifiable groups. 
Those few items that did not retain discrimination power were tested 
in the middle school floater special-area questionnaire. The homogeneous 
nature of the students, the smaller class sizes, unique instructional 
structures, and procedures or other unidentified factors may have been 
responsible for the inability of four items to discriminate. However, it 
is interesting to note that all five items developed by local teachers and 
administrators for use in the middle school floater special-area 
questionnaire were identified as possessing discriminating power. 
It was expected that the selection of a non-voluntary sample 
consisting of all teachers and students in a single school system would 
enhance the ability of the original Judkins (1987) items to allow student 
raters to discriminate between teachers' performances. Further, it was 
expected that with the support and assistance of the SIM Team, local 
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teachers and administrators could develop items which would be shown to 
possess valid and reliable discriminating power. This was a desirable 
action to promote local ownership of the student feedback process and 
instruments. The findings of this study affirm that both expectations 
were reasonable. 
Ideally, according to Aleamoni (1987b), one would expect that 
extraneous variables such as grade level, subject area, core versus 
elective, career ladder status, and teacher gender would not have an undue 
effect upon the students' mean score ratings of teachers. However, it was 
possible to speculate that senior students and their teachers might both 
approach the acts of teaching, learning, and the rating of teacher 
performance in a more serious manner than would younger students. 
In contrast, a common expectation is that students in elective 
courses would rate their teachers higher than in other classes because of 
the students' interest in the self-selected course. The findings of this 
study have shown that such a popular expectation is not supported. Two 
possible explanations exist which might be used to explain the findings: 
1) perhaps students are not able to truly choose their electives, or 2) 
perhaps the core subject teachers and their students, as a group, 
approach their teaching and learning in a more serious and effective 
manner. 
It was expected that career ladder participants would receive higher 
ratings than non-career ladder teachers. An initial speculation was that 
teachers who chose to voluntarily participate in the career ladder plan 
would posses higher levels of motivation, increased confidence and 
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ability, and would approach all aspects of the algorithm, specifically 
student ratings, more seriously. An additional speculation that occurred 
during the analysis of these data was made concerning certain non-career 
ladder teachers who received unusually high mean score ratings from 
students. Perhaps these teachers possess some unique reasons, such as 
length of service, proximity to retirement age, or other commitments, that 
have caused them to refrain from participating in the career ladder plan. 
The findings of the 1991 NEA study conducted by Ghopade and Lackritz, 
"Student Evaluations; Equal Opportunity Concerns," indicated that female 
faculty were favored over male faculty by the student raters. Therefore, 
an expectation existed for a difference in the students' mean score 
ratings by gender of teacher. Having identified that a difference did 
exist, it would be useful to determine through further research whether 
this difference can be best attributed to increased teacher performance by 
female teachers or a possible rater bias on the part of students. 
And finally, an initial attempt was made to identify specific 
clusters on the basis of underlying common characteristics of 
discriminating items. It is likely that the factors that the items load 
upon represent unique clusters or teaching performance criteria. Such 
findings are especially useful when revisiting the original classification 
of items according to the SIM performance areas and criteria. 
Overall, the findings of this study complement the position taken by 
Scriven (1990) that student ratings, if gathered in a suitable secure way, 
using a suitably designed form, can provide a useful basis for rating 
teachers. Even with the additional questions raised concerning the effect 
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of extraneous variables, this study clearly reaffirms the ability of 
students to rate teacher performance when using feedback questionnaires 
consisting of valid and reliable discriminating items. Students can 
provide valuable information regarding teacher performance. Such a 
valuable source of information should be used to develop a more complete 
picture of teacher performance in order that gains in student performance 
can be achieved. 
Recommendations for Practice 
The results of this study point to several suggestions for teachers, 
administrators, and superintendents. 
1. When selecting items for students' use in rating teacher 
performance, only those items shown to possess discriminating power should 
be selected. Further, items should be selected because they match the 
district's philosophy, policies, and beliefs regarding effective teaching 
practice. 
2. Discriminating items should be used within the same grade levels 
for which they were tested. If these items are to provide information 
that will discriminate between teacher performances then, due to concerns 
of readability, the items should be used at the grade levels for which 
they were developed. (See suggested sets in Appendix E and Appendix G.) 
3. Student ratings should be used as one component of a total 
teacher performance evaluation system. Students are able to provide 
valuable feedback that can be used to improve and assess teacher 
performance. 
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4. Each teacher should be rated by at least 15 students in each 
class, program, or subject area. Whenever fewer than 15 raters are used,' 
the resulting data should be analyzed to determine whether the items 
continue to possess discriminating power. 
5. It is important that all aspects of effective teaching practice 
are rated. Even though current concerns exist regarding child abuse, to 
the extent that some institutions require that office doors remain open 
during interviews or that a witness be present during conferences, the 
practice of teachers serving as confidants and a source of caring remains 
highly desirable. Therefore, consideration should be given to developing, 
validating, and subsequently adding discriminating items which match the 
criteria from the Positive Interpersonal Relations performance area. 
Essentially, such items should rate the teacher's ability to provide for 
positive student-teacher interaction, communication, and student 
confidentiality. 
6. The directions and procedures developed for administering the 
questionnaires for this study should be followed. These directions and 
procedures are intended to protect the integrity of the student ratings of 
teacher performance. 
7. District and national norms should be recorded and established. 
Students' mean score ratings of teacher performance can be appropriately 
compared once a sufficient number of mean scores have been collected for 
each grade level. 
8. Teachers should be encouraged to use the students' rating 
information as one source of valuable information when developing teacher 
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improvement plans. Detailed information can be made available to each 
individual teacher by question and class period. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
The findings of this study suggest further research. In each 
suggested study, the sample size should be as large as possible. In 
addition, whenever possible non-volunteers should be used as the study 
population. 
1. This study was intended to be a refinement of the work undertaken 
by Hidlebaugh (1973) and Judkins (1987). Further research is needed to 
ascertain if the items identified as being discriminating in this study 
would also possess discriminating power when used in other school 
districts. Such investigations could be conducted in other career ladder 
districts, and if possible, with a non-voluntary sample of teachers and 
students. 
2. The relationship between teacher effectiveness and ratings of the 
items should be explored. Specifically, the other components of the Cave 
Creek (Arizona) career ladder algorithm should be compared with student 
ratings. It would be highly desirable to explore the correlations among 
principal and peer evaluation scores, student achievement scores, parental 
ratings, and student ratings of teacher performance. By examining such 
correlations, it would be possible to describe whether the significant 
differences are best attributed to the effect of specific extraneous 
variables or specific levels of individual teacher performance. Such an 
investigation would be especially useful in examining the question: Are 
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senior high school female teachers more effective than male senior high 
school teachers? 
3. Additional student demographic data should be collected and used 
to determine whether the mean score ratings of teachers are affected by 
the students' age, sex, academic achievement, or gender. Limited research 
has been conducted on student leniency bias at the secondary level. An 
associated study (Weber, 1992) could be used as a model research design 
for such an investigation. 
4. Further exploration of the use of factor analysis should be 
applied to the data which have been collected to more closely examine the 
similarities and differences with Judkins' (1987) teacher performance 
criteria areas. The information developed from such further investigation 
could then be used to continue the refinement of the existing 
questionnaires. 
5. A longitudinal study should be conducted to determine whether 
teachers are able to improve their performance in areas identified as 
requiring improvement. The use of students as a valuable source of such 
information would be further enhanced if such a study were undertaken. 
6. A case study approach should be used to profile the teaching 
practices of those teachers receiving the highest mean score ratings from 
students. Subjects could be observed, interviewed, and anecdotal 
descriptions could be obtained from supervisors, peers, and students. 
These profiles could be further subdivided by specific items and the 
information could then be related to specific performance areas and 
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criteria. Subsequently, such Information could be used to enhance staff 
development programs and teacher training programs, 
7. The questions regarding the high reliability coefficients should 
be addressed in a future investigation. A test and re-test study design 
could be used to ensure that the items are indeed measuring what they are 
Intended to measure, 
8. An investigation should be conducted in a district which uses 
pre- and post-test measures to assess student gains in learning and 
achievement. Such a study would explore, validate, and describe the 
correlation between student ratings of teacher performance and student 
performance and achievement. 
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0. I like tlie color red. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
1. My school day is interesting. {No O} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
2. We do the same tlnng every day in class. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
3. I pay attention in class. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
4. Our discussions are about the lesson being studied. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
5. Our work is too hard for us. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
6. My teacher is usually prepared for class. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
7. My teacher comes to class on time. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
8. My teacher makes me follow tlie rules. {No 0} {? O} {Yes 0} 
9. My teacher is fair with everybody. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
10. My teacher cares if I waste time in class. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
11. I work in tliis class even if the teacher is not watching. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
12. I can get help from my teacher when I need it. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
13. My teacher tells me that I do good work. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
14. My teacher tells me where I can find more information to help me leam about the 
lesson. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
15. My teacher is ready for class when it is time to begin. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
16. I know what the teacher wants us to do. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
17. My teacher is easy to understand. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
18. My teacher has us leam hard lessons in small steps. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
19. My teacher will explain new things in a way that is easy to leam. 
{No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
20. My teacher tells us what new things we can leam in each lesson.{No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
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STUDENT FEEDBACK TO SPECIAL AREA TEACHERS 
LOWER ELENÎENTARY SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE (K.2^ 
Because lower elementary students may experience difficulty in reading their own directions, the 
adult proctor will read: 
Note to students: Please remember that completing this form is voluntary. You may keep this 
fonn if you decide not to participate. 
Directions: The statements on your sheet are designed to find out more about your class and 
teacher. For each question or statement, fill in the circle after each statement that best describes this 
class or teacher. This is not a test. Do not put your name on tiiis paper or answer sheet. Please 
answer all the statements. Carefully listen to directions for marking answers. Students are not to 
ask any questions during the survey. 
CAREFULLY FILL IN THE "NO" CIRCLE 
if tlie statement does not describe your class or teacher at all. 
CAREFULLY FILL IN THE "?" CIRCLE 
if tlie statement describes your class or teacher tlie way it is sometimes. 
CAREFULLY FILL IN THE "YES" CIRCLE 
if tlie statement describes your class or teacher the way it is almost all of the time. 
NOW LET'S PRACTICE on tlie first item marked 0 (zero) at the top of your sheet 
0. I like the color red. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
Notice that some of you may mark "yes" and some of you may mark "no", while others may 
mark "?" because each of you may have a different opinion about red. All of the questions you 
will answer today are your opinions and you may each answer differently for each question. 
Student Feedback to Teachers (Lower Elementary. K-21 
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0. I like the color red. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
1. My school day is interesting. {No O} {? 0} {Yes O} 
2. My teacher gives us enough time to do our work. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
3. I pay attention in class. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
4. Our discussions are about the lesson being studied. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes O} 
5. Our work is too hard for us. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
6. My teacher gives us homework. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
7. My teacher comes to class on time. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
8. My teacher makes me follow the rules. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
9. We often have to take a test in class. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
10. My teacher cares if I waste time in class. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
11. I work in this class even if the teacher is not watching. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
12. I can get help from my teacher when I need it. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
13. My teacher gives me new work to do when I am ready for it. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
14. My teacher tells me where I can find more information to help me leam about the 
lesson. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
15. My teacher is ready for class when it is time to begin. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
16. I know what the teacher wants us to do. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
17. My teacher gives me interesting work if I finish my work before class is over. 
{No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
18. My teacher has us leam hard lessons in small steps. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
19. My teacher gives our work back to us quickly. {No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
20. My teacher tells us what new things we can leam in each lesson.{No 0} {? 0} {Yes 0} 
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STUDENT FEEDBACK TO TEACHERS 
UPPER ELEME^R^ARY SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE G-5^ 
NOTE TO STUDENTS: Please remember that completing this form is voluntary. You may keep 
this form if you decide not to participate. 
Directions: The statements below are designed 
to find out more about your class and teacher. 
1 = Never 
2 = Not often 
3 = Sometimes 
this paper. Please answer all the statements. 
Students are not to ask any questions during the survey. 
4 = Usually 
5 = Almost always 
1 2 3 4 5 
0. I like to eat ice cream. 0 0 0 0 0 
1. My teacher makes our work interesting. 0 0 0 0 0 
2. My school day is interesting. 0 0 0 0 0 
3. We go back over each lesson when we finish it. 0 0 0 0 0 
4. My teacher gives us work to do at home. 0 0 0 0 0 
5. Our discussions are about the subject being studied. 0 0 0 0 0 
6. My teacher gives our work back to us quickly. 0 0 0 0 0 
7. My teacher makes me feel good when I do good work. 0 0 0 0 0 
8. I can get help from my teacher. 0 0 0 0 0 
9. I finish my work before class is over. 0 0 0 0 0 
10. My teacher makes me follow the rules. 0 0 0 0 0 
11. My teacher gives me new work to do without having to 
wait a long time for it. G 0 0 0 o 
12. My teacher explains the lesson clearly. 0 0 0 0 0 
13. My teacher knows me well. 0 0 0 0 0 
14. My teacher has work for me to do if I finish my assignment 
before class is over. 0 0 0 0 0 
15. My teacher has us work at the right pace. 0 0 0 0 0 
133 1 2 3 4 5 
16. My teacher tells us what new things we can learn in each lesson. 0 0 0 0 0 
17. My teacher wiU explain new things in a way that is easy to 
understand. 0 0 0 0 0 
18. My teacher is available to help me during class time and other 
times during the school day. 0 0 0 0 0 
19. My teacher uses a variety of classroom activities and resources. 0 0 0 0 0 
20. My teacher is well-prepared. 0 0 0 0 0 
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STUDENT FEFUBACK TO SPECIAL AREA TEACHERS 
llpi'ER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE (3-5) 
NOTE TO STUDENTS: Please remember that completing this form is voluntary. You may keep 
this form if you decide not to participate. 
Directions: The statements below are designed 
to find out more about your class and teacher. 
This is not a test. Do not put your name on 
1 = Never 
2 = Not often 
3 = Sometimes 
this paper. Please answer all the statements. 
Students are not to ask any questions during tlie survey. 
4 = Usually 
5 = Almost always 
1 2 3 4 5 
0. I like to eat ice cream. 0 0 0 0 0 
1. My teacher makes our work interesting. 0 0 0 0 0 
2. My school day is interesting. 0 0 0 0 0 
3. We go back over each lesson when we finish it. 0 0 0 0 0 
4. We do the same thing everyday in class. 0 0 0 0 0 
5. Our discussions are about tlie subject being studied. 0 0 0 0 0 
6. My teacher is usually prepared for class. 0 0 0 0 0 
7. My tcacher makes me feel good when I do good work. 0 0 0 o 0 
8. I can get help from my teacher. 0 0 0 0 0 
9. My teacher is fair with everybody. 0 0 0 0 0 
10. My teacher makes me follow the rules. O 0 0 0 0 
11. My teacher tells me that I do good work. O 0 0 0 0 
12. My teacher explains the lesson clearly. 0 G 0 0 0 
13. My teacher is easy to understand. 0 0 0 0 0 
14. My teacher stays in our classroom. 0 0 0 0 0 
15. My teacher has us work at tlie right pace. 0 0 0 0 0 
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16. My teacher tells us what new things we can learn in each lesson. 0 0 0 0 0 
17. My teacher will explain new things in a way that is easy to 
understand. 0 0 0 0 0 
18. My teacher is available to help me during class time and other 
times during the school day. 0 0 0 0 0 
19. My teacher knows a lot about the lesson being tauglit. 0 0 0 0 0 
20. My teacher is well-prepared. 0 0 0 0 0 
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6-8 CAVE CREEK REGULAR STUDENT RATING 
OF TEACHERS QUESTIONNAIRE 
Cave Creek Public Schools 
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April 90 
STUDENT FEEDBACK TO TEACHERS 
MIDDLE SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE (6-8) 
NOTE TO STUDENTS: Please remember that completing this form is voluntary. You may keep 
this form if you decide not to participate. 
Directions: The statements below are designed 1 = Never 
to find out more about your class and teacher. 2 = Not often 
This is not a test. Do not put your name on 3 = Sometimes 
this paper. Please answer all the statements. 4 = Usually 
Students are not to ask any questions during tlie survey. 5 = Almost always 
1 2 3 4 5 
1. My teacher makes class work interesting. 0 0 0 0 0 
2. My teacher is fair with all. 0 0 0 0 0 
3. My teacher maintains discipline in our classroom. 0 0 0 0 0 
4. My teacher is well-prepared for our class. 0 0 0 0 0 
5. My teacher gives assignments related to the subject we are studying. 0 0 0 0 0 
6. We discuss and summarize each lesson just studied. 0 0 0 0 0 
7. Our discussions focus on the topic of the lesson. 0 0 0 0 0 
8. My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 0 0 0 0 0 
9. I have more time to do my work than I need. 0 0 0 0 0 
10. My teacher starts lessons explaining what we are going to do 
and why we are going to do it. 0 0 0 0 0 
11. My teacher asks us questions in class to see if we understand 
what has been taught. 0 0 0 0 0 
12. My teacher explains new ideas in a way that is easy to understand. 0 o 0 0 0 
13. My teacher looks at our work, as we are doing it, to see if we 
understand the lesson. 0 0 0 0 0 
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14. My teacher knows more about the subject than other teachers I 
have had. 0 O 0 0 0 
15. My teacher has work for me to do if I finish an assignment 
before the class is over. O O 0 0 0 
16. My teacher often makes materials and worksheets for us to use. 0 0 0 0 0 
17. My teacher gives tests and quizzes. 0 0 0 0 0 
18. My teacher returns tests and assignments quickly. O 0 0 0 0 
19. My teacher uses a variety of classroom activities and resources. 0 0 0 0 0 
20. My teacher gives enough time to do our work. 0 0 0 0 0 
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APPENDIX F. 
6-8 CAVE CREEK FLOATER STUDENT RATING 
OF TEACHERS QUESTIONNAIRE 
Cave Creek Public Schools 
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April 90 
STUDENT FEEDBACK TO SPECIAL AREA TEACHERS 
MIDDLE SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE (6-8) 
NOTE TO STUDENTS: Please remember that completing this form is voluntary. You may keep 
this form if you decide not to participate. 
Directions: The statements below are designed 
to find out more about your class and teacher. 
This is not a test. Do not put your name on 
this paper. Please answer all the statements. 
Students are not to ask any questions during tlie survey. 
1 = Never 
2 = Not often 
3 = Sometimes 
4 = Usually 
5 = Almost always 
3 4 
1. My teacher makes class work interesting. 0 0 0 0 0 
2. My teacher is fair with all. 0 0 0 0 0 
3. My teacher maintains discipline in our classroom. 0 0 0 0 0 
4. My teacher is well-prepared for our class. 0 0 0 0 0 
5. My teacher gives assignments related to the subject we are studying. 0 0 0 0 0 
6. We discuss and summarize each lesson just studied. 0 0 0 0 0 
7. Our discussions focus on the topic of the lesson. 0 0 0 0 0 
8. My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 0 0 0 0 0 
9. My teacher explains the rules for classroom behavior very clearly. 0 0 0 o 0 
10. My teacher starts lessons explaining what we are going to do 
and why we are going to do it. o 0 0 0 o 
11. My teacher asks us questions in class to see if we understand 
what has been taught 0 0 0 0 0 
12. My teacher explains new ideas in a way tliat is easy to understand. 0 0 0 0 0 
13. My teacher looks at our work, as we are doing it, to see if we 
understand the lesson. 0 0 0 0 0 
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1 2 3 4 5 
14. We do the same thing everyday in class. 0 0 0 0 0 
15. My teacher is easy to understand when talking. 0 0 0 0 0 
16. My teacher's tests are fair. 0 0 0 0 0 
17. My teacher gives tests and quizzes. 0 0 0 0 0 
18. My teacher returns tests and assignments quickly. 0 0 0 0 0 
19. My teacher uses a variety of classrooty. activities and resources. 0 0 0 0 0 
20. My teacher expects me to do tlie best work I can. 0 0 0 0 0 
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APPENDIX G. 
9-12 GAVE CREEK STUDENT RATING 
OF TEACHERS QUESTIONNAIRE 
Cave Creek Public Schools 
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April 90 
STUDENT FEEDBACK TO TEACHERS 
SENIOR I-UGH SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE (9-12) 
NOTE TO STUDENTS: Please remember that completing this form is voluntary. You may keep 
tliis form if you decide not to participate. 
Directions: The statements below are designed 
to find out more about your class and teacher. 
This is not a test. Do not put your name on 
this paper. Please answer all the statements. 
Students are not to ask any questions during the survey. 
1 = Never 
2 = Not often 
3 = Sometimes 
4 = Usually 
5 = Almost always 
1 2 3 4 5 
1. My teacher makes class work interesting. 0 0 0 0 0 
2. My teacher asks questions to see if we understand what has been 
taught 0 0 0 0 0 
3. My teacher gives assignments related to the subject we are studying. 0 0 0 0 0 
4. We discuss and summarize each lesson we have just studied. 0 0 0 0 0 
5. My teacher tells us how we can use what we have already learned 
to learn new things. 0 0 0 0 0 
6. My teacher maintains discipline in our classroom. 0 0 0 0 0 
7. My teacher returns tests and assignments quickly. 0 0 0 0 0 
8. My teacher gives me feedback about my performance. 0 0 0 0 o 
9. My teacher knows more about the subject than other teachers I 
have had. 0 0 0 0 0 
10. My homework helps me to learn the subject being taught 0 0 0 0 0 
11. My teacher makes materials and worksheets for us to use. 0 0 0 0 0 
12. My teacher uses a variety of classroom activities and resources. o 0 0 0 0 
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13. The films or videotapes we watch help us learn about the 
subject we are studying. 0 0 0 0 0 
14. My teacher tells the class about library/media materials that will 
help us learn about the subject we are studying, when appropriate. 0 0 o 0 0 
15. My teacher is well-organized. 0 0 o 0 0 
16. My teacher likes it when we ask questions. 0 0 0 0 0 
17. We work in different groups depending upon the activity in 
which we are involved. 0 o o 0 0 
18. My teacher encourages us to look at problems in new ways and 
find new ways to solve problems. 0 o 0 0 0 
19. My teacher is available to help me during class time and other 
times during the school day. 0 0 0 0 0 
20. My teacher looks at our work, as we are doing it, to see if we 
understand the lesson. 0 0 0 0 0 
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ORIGINAL PROCEDURES FOR ADMINISTERING 
THE QUESTIONNAIRES 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENT FEEDBACK SURVEYS 
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Smdent feedback surveys are to be conducted late in each course offered at times set by 
each building faculty. Following are the instructions for those teachers who will administer 
the survey. 
1. All of your students will be surveyed. 
2. For primary grades (K-2), exchanging classes is necessary because all questions 
must be read to students. Exchanging classes is a recommended procedure for all 
grade levels. A schedule will be determined in each building. 
3. General purpose, machine-scored answer sheets (bubble sheets) will be used for 
recording answers. These will be supplied by each principal's office prior to the 
survey. A return envelope will also be provided. This should be sealed after 
inserting the answer sheets and forwarded through the principal's office for 
tabulation. 
4. Read each direction to every class regardless of age (see special instructions for K-2 
students on instrument). Students are not to ask any questions during the survey. 
5. Refrain from making any comments other than the specified directions. 
6. Insist that no names be written on the form and that "personalized" pen or pencil 
colors be avoided. Only No. 2 lead pencils should be used. Say that you want 
"confidential" answers which you will add together to "get the big picture." Make it 
clear this is voluntary. If students prefer to not participate, they simply do not 
return the questionnaire. 
7. Ask a student to pick up the completed forms (again the reason is to assure 
anonymity) and place them in the envelope. The student is to seal the envelope. 
ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIAL AREA TEACHERS. 
1. Special area teachers include Art, P.E., Band, Music, Special Education, Spanish 
(K-5), and ESL. 
2. Special area teachers are to randomly sample 1(X) of their students. Use the roll 
book and pick every third smdent until a total of 100 is attained. 
3. Special educationAesource students will have the survey questions read to them as a 
class. 
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APPENDIX I. 
50-ITEM BUBBLE SHEET 
STUDENT RESPONSE RATING FORM 
IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 
DATE SPECIAL CODES 
MO DAY YEAR A B C D E F G 
(f9 
*!*X 
0 
0 
& 
© 
0r 
® ® CO, (Ô) .0 0 0,000 
© © 0 , 0 .1 © 1 © © © 
© © ( ? ' ©  ?  ©  ©  ©  ©  
© © ( ' / ©  » .  ©  ©  ©  ©  
© © © •*> © © © 
© © (?J © »! © © © © © 
© © © '«> © (•) © © © 
© © . 7. ® 0 l'7J 0 @ @ 
0 © î © •' © © © ® 
a, 0 9  0 9 ,  © ( . » ) © © ©  
(?-. 0 
< ') © 
© 
'1' © 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
0 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
'•) © 
<•) © 
• 0,  0 (S'l 0 10 {0) 0 
:i, © (Tl © (^ (0 1 
(! © © © "V © 
>i) © (21 © <i' © <>.' 
0 © 0 © (?) © <*J 
0 © 0 © (!) © (.»' 
© © 0 © 0 © C?."' 
0 © 0 © (}> © <1> 
0 © 0 © I'!) © <•' 
0 © 0 © (5 I!' 
MARKING INSTRUCTIONS 
» Do not use ink or ballpoint pens. 
• Make heavy black marks that (ill 
the circle completely. 
• Erase cleanly any answer you wish 
to change. 
• Make no stray marks on the answer 
sheet. 
EXAMPLES 
WRONG 
1 U ' QÇ (i) ('«» 
WRONG 
2 VV ^2) •*) 6i 
WRONG 
3 (u © © 
RIGHT 
4 (z) 0 0 (6/ 
Fimted ut U S A Traiik-Oititc* liy NCS M16432 32313029 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
form no. 16432 
Name 
A B c D E A B c D E A B c D E 
1 1 2 3 4 "> 14 1 2 3 « !> 27 ' 2 -• « >• 
A B c D E A B c D E A B c D E 
2 1 2 3 4 s 15 1 2 3 « b 28 1 2 J < '• 
A B c D E A B c D E A B c D E 
3 1 2 3 4 b 16 1 2 3 « b 29 1 2 3 4 >' 
A B c D E A B c D E A B c D E 
4 1 2 . 3 « i 17 1 2 3 4 b 30 1 2 3 4 !> 
A B c D E A B c D E A B c D E 
5 1 2, 3 « 6 18 1 2 3 4 b 31 1 2 3 « 
A B c 0 E A B c D E A B c D E 
6 1 2, 3 4 b 19 1 2 3 4 b 32 1 2 3 4 
A B c D E A B c D E A B c D E 
7 •«, 
•  ? '  
• 3. 4 5 20 1 2 3 4 6 33 1 2 3 4 
A B c D E A B c D E A B c D E 
8 1 2. 3. . 4 s 21 1 2 3. 4 s 34 1 2 3 « b 
A B c D E A B c D E A B c D E 
9 . 1,; ,2 3 . 4 5, 22 1 2 3, 4 b 35 1 2 J « b 
A B C D E A B c D E A B c D E 
10 t 2 3 4 5 23 1 2 3 4 b 36 1 2' 3 « b 
A B c D E A B c D E A B c D E 
11 1 2 . 3 4 .s 24 1 2 3 4 b 37 1 2 3 4 b 
A B c D E A B c D E A B c D E 
12 1 2 3 4 6 25 1 2 3 4 b 38 1 2 3 « i 
A B c D E A B c D E A B c D E 
13 1 2 3 4 & 26 1 2 3 4 b 39 1 1 3 < 
A B C D b 
40 I 2 J 4 !> 
A B O D E  
41 I 2 Jl « 
A B C D E 
42 1 2 J 4 1, 
43 
B C D  
A B C D E 
44 I 2 J « !> 
A B C D E 
45 I 2 3 4 1. 
A 3 D E 
46 I j'-O 3 4 s 
A B C D E 
47 I 2 3 4 b 
A B C D E 
48 I 2 J 4. !> 
A S C D E 
49 I 2 3 4 5 
A B C D E 
50 I 2 3 4 t> 
• 1983 liy Nuliuliitl CuiiiputMf Synlumk. Inc 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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APPENDIX J. 
REVISED INSTRUCTION SHEETS 
FOR ADMINISTERING QUESTIONNAIRES 
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CAVE CREEK. ARIZONA 
STUDENT FEEDBACK 
In order that in the future student feedback data can be processed most 
effectively, please include the following information regarding teachers 
and/or students participating in Cave Creek's career ladder student feedback 
process. 
A. TO BE INCLUDED ON BUBBLE SHEET 
1. Teacher information: 
Code C6 digits)--The first five digits of the teacher code should be 
listed under "special codes" and may be the teacher's social 
security number or any other self-selected number. (For 
teachers participating for the second year, use the same code as 
was used previously.) The sixth digit of the code must be an 
identification number for the class (period of the day at the 
middle/high school and an appropriate identification number at 
the elementary level.) If there is no period number or other 
appropriate identification number, use 9 for the sixth digit. 
When sending the evaluation data, please include a list of class 
code numbers. (See Category B, below) 
2. SWanl Information 
Sex of Student—To be listed in the first column under the area 
designated for identification number. (Code: 0=Male, l=Female) 
The remaining 9 columns should be left blank. 
3. Date 
Do not fill in any information pertaining to month, day, or year. 
«B. ON SEPARATE SHEET. USTED BY TEACHER CODE NUMBERS 
1. Sex of Teacher 
2. Years of Teaching Experience 
3. Grade Level or Subject Taught—for each grade or subject for 
which the teacher is being evaluated 
4. nftsiynfltinn' Required or Elective Class (middle school and 
high school) 
*lf possible, we would like to have the above information on each 
participant in the 1989-90 program. 
To facilitate processing of the data, bubble sheets should be packaged in the 
following manner: 
1. Group all of each teacher's classes together—for example, put Teacher 
A's period 1 together, then period 2 etc.,—making certain that the 
sixth digit class identifier code is correct. Put all of Teacher A's bubble 
sheets inside of a large manila envelope. (Avoid wrapping bubble 
sheets with rubber bands.) On the outside of the envelope, specify; 
A) Name of Teacher 
B) Name of School 
C) Teacher Code 
D) Grade Level Designation (See Below) 
E) Designation: Regular or Floater 
2. Group manila envelopes into 7 bundles according to the following 
designations. To avoid having to mail 7 boxes, we suggest that you 
might wrap each bundle (for example, K-2 or 3-5) in butcher paper or 
a similar packaging material. Pack bundles in boxes and mail. 
A) K-2 Regular Teachers 
B) 3-5 Regular Teachers 
C) 6-8 Regular Teachers 
D) 9-12 Teachers (All) 
E) K-2 Floater Teachers 
F) 3-5 Floater Teachers 
G) 6-8 Floater Teachers 
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APPENDIX K. 
SPSS-X COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
FOR PROCESSING AND ANALYZING DATA 
l 2  3 4 b 6 7 a 9 0 | l 2  3 4 f>67U90( l 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 0|l2:Mbb7B9(l|l7.l4bb7aUojl234B67B9<^ l2 34667a90jl234S67Baojl234667a90|l23<6b7U9ojl234hb7Bao|lï:i4!>b7U«JO|l2J4t.t.7B'Jll| 
. . ...... — ,n . ^ mrcrnr&iT /?onilDC nrOFMn Ai^ TIt/ITV' b I 
h2 
63 
64 
6 & .  
66 .  
67. 
60.  
69 
70 
7 I 
72 
73 
74 
79. 
76. 
77 
78 
79. 
80 
SI. 
sa. 
83. 
84. 
85 
86.  
87 
88 
as. 
90. 
91. 
93. 
93. 
94 . 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
89. 
too. 
toi 
102. 
103. 
I04 . 
tOB. 
106. 
107. 
108 
109 
I lO 
I I I 
I 12 
I 13 
1 14 
1 15 
I 16 
I 17 
I IB 
I t'.l 
l.'ii 
NNI0I7 
NNIUlU 
NNI0I9 
NNT020 
•9 
9 
9 
*9 
DirFTRCNT GROUPS DEPEND ACTIVITY 
LOOK PRUBlCMS/NEW WAYS TO SOLVE' 
AVAILABLE CI ASS/OTHER TIMES' 
LOOKS AT WORK/SEE IF UNDERSTAND' 
VALUE LABELS 
NNTQ1 jlO NNTOaO 
CLPERNI2 
0 NEVER' i 
1 NOT OFTlEN' 
2 SOMETIMES' 
3 USUALLY' 
4 ALMOST ALWAYS'/ 
1 PERIOD 1' 
3 'PERIOD !a' 
3 PERIOD l3' 
4 'PERIOD i4' 
« 'PERIOD h' 
6 'PERIOD 6-
7 PERIOD 7' 
8 PERIOD 8' 
9 NO PERIOD LISTED 
COMPUTE TAT SCORE • ISUM (NNTQl! TO NNTQaOi) 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIAMES • TOTKORE 
/statistics - OEPjAULT \ \ 
SORT CASES BV TCHNIi2 
SPLIT FILE BV TCHNli2 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES - TOTSCORE 
/STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
F I N I S H  I i i i  
I I i I 
TEMPORARY: | 
; SELECT IFl (TCHNta 40923) j 
rFREOUENCIgS VARIABLES - NNTQIi TO NNT020/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IF (TCHNI2 EO 66587) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES « NNTQl! TO NNJQ2Ci / 
STATISITICS - OEFÎAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT if! (TCHNI2 EiO 35281) 
FREOUENCItS VARIABLES • NNTQl TO NNTQ2Q / 
STATISTICS » DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IF (TCHNI2 EO 88069) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES > NNTQl! TO NNTQ2d / 
STATISTICS " OEFiAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF! (TCHNI2 EO 81349) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABI ES = NNTOI TO NNTQ20 / 
SIAIISTICS - OEfAUH 
UMPURARY 
StIECT IF (1CHN12 EO 60I22» 
: FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NNTQIi TO NNIQ2q / 
STATISTICS » DEFAULT 
: TEMPORARY 
i SELECT IFi (TCHNt2 EiQ 06805) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NNTQl TO NNTQ20! / 
STATISTICS = DEFAUlT 
ITMPURARV 
/H'J|>|| 2.Mbb7B9o|l 2 34b6 7 89o|l2 34bb7aUo|l2;i4bb789o|l 234bb7a9o|l 2 34bb7890|l 234667a90jl 2 34bb7B9o|l 234bb7B9o|l 2:l4bb /BUOjl 2 .l4bb /U9U|| 
U1 4> 
2.»4bb/aUoj 
0 I 2 :i 4 b b 7 a 9 lO II 
l2 34bb7a9ojl234B67a9ojl234b67a90jl2 3466 7a90jl2a4567a90jl2a4667a9ojl2 34b67890jl234B67a90jl234S67a90ll234b67a90jl2 34B67B90li2 34bb789oll 
1 //cave job • 
12 II 
234B67B9ajl 2 
2 
3 
4 
b. 
fi 
7. 
a 
/•JOBPARM LINfS=80 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//0AIA4RAW 00 DSN=El$lMO.OAIA4RAW.UNI1=DISK.DlSP^SHH 
TITLE CAK/E CREEK @-13 PROGRAM 
DATA LIST: FILE«DATi^RAH RECORiDS-3 
9 /I CAROINI2 1 : 
10 SE0IN12 3-S 
1 1 TCHN12 36-i40 
12 CLPERNI2 41 1 
13. /a CAROQNU 1 J 
M SEQtNU 
15. NTQij « 1 
16. NToai 7 1 
17 . NT03 a 1 
18 NTQ4 9 i 
19 NTQSi ID ! 
20 NT06 It 1 
21 NTO^ «2 : 
23. NTOai 13 1 
23. NT@«i 14 i 
24 NTOl'p IB 1 
25 NTQIil 16 : 
26 NTQiia 17 ! 
27 . NTQI3 18 i 
28 NTQM 19 : 
28. NTOljB 30 i 
30. NTOi:« 31 1 
31 NTOI? 22 : 
33. NTQtto 23 ! 
33. NTQI9 24 ! 
34 NTQ20 25 ; 
35 . 
36 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
4 I 
42 
43 
44 
46 
46 
47 
48 
49 
bO 
51 
52 
63. 
54 
55 
56 
t>/ 
'.H 
b!l 
( . ( I  
I  J  I 4 b t i 7  
RECODE : NTOI TO KTQ20 (t 
(Gi 
VARIABLE ILABELS 
CARDlMta 
SEQINI2 
TCHN12 
CLPERN12 
SEU2NI2 
NNTOI 
NN1Q2 
NNT03 
NNT04 
NNIOS 
NNI06 
NNT07 
NNIQB 
NNI09 ; 
NNTQIoi 
NNTOI 1: 
NNT0I2' 
NNIU13 
NNI0I4 
NNIUI5 
NNIOIb 
Ln 
Ln 
O) <2 - 1) (3 - a» (4 ' 3): 
4) INrà NNTQ1 Toi NNTQaO 
REGULAR 9-12 CARD 1' ; 
SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CDI" 
TEACHER REGULAR 9-12' 
CLASS PERIOD R 9 12' 
SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CD2' 
9-tX MAKES CLASS WORK INTERESTING'! 
9-12 ASK QUESTÎIONS UNDEIKTANO IAUGHT' 
9-IX ASSIGNMEmS RELATED; TO SUBJECT ' 
9-lai DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE ElACH LESSON' 
9 12 TELIS WHAT I EARNED TO lEARN NEW 
9 12 TEACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE' 
9-12 RETURNS TEST/ASSIGNMENTS QUICKLY' 
9 12 GIVES FEEDBACK ABOUI PERFOKMANCE-
9-ia! KNOWS MORE THAN OTHER TEACHERS' 
9-12: HOMEWORK HELPS ME ItARN' 
9-12: MAKES MATERIALS/WORKSHEETS' 
9 ia USE VARIElTY ACT IVI rilES/RESOURiCES ' 
9 12 FILMS/VIOEOIAPES HELP US LEARN 
9 12 lELlS LIBRARY/MEDIA MATERIALS' 
TEACHER WIIL ORGANI/EO 
IIACMIR I IKES WHIN ASK UUESIKlNb' i  u I t »  3  1 ^ 1 1  M L - r i L  n i  i r \ c  3  « n i  M  : > r v  l J t  D  I  I  J  .  .  I  ^  ^  ,  
Umjjl ^ 3 45^ 7  89011 2 34S67a90|l 2a4567 890 | l  2 34567e90jl 234667a90(l 2 3 4 b t i 7 B 9 0 | l  2 34& 6 7U9 o | i  2 34S6 7a90|» 2;Mhb 7B90|l 2 34bb7U90|l 2 Mbb /HUO|l 2 Mhb7B90jl 2 
( f  I  2. J  * •  u  u  '  o  u  I  w  • •  . .  
2 34b67890 |H34667890 | l  234667890)1  234B67B90l l  2  34b67H90 | l  734B67890 | |  234667a90j l  234667B90 | |  23<B67a90 | l  23<b67B90 | l  2  3456Va90 | l  2  34&6 7B90 | |  2 .14&b /Bao| 
Gl 
bJ 
Ù4 
fab 
66 
67. 
68 
6» 
70 
7 I 
72 
73. 
74 
75. 
76. 
77 
78 
79 
BO 
81 
B3. 
83. 
84. 
85 
86 
87 
88 
sa. 
90 
91 
83. 
93. 
94 . 
95 
96. 
87. 
98 
99. 
IOC. 
101 
102 . 
t03. 
I04. 
lOB. 
106 
107. 
loa 
I09 
I  to  
I I I 
I 12 
I 13 
I 14 
I 15 
I 16 
I 17 
I IB 
I 11 
I .Ml 
NNT0I7 
NNlmU 
NNIUI9 
NNI020 
•9 12 DIFFERENT GROUPS DEPEND ACTIVITV 
•9 12 LOOK PHOBLLMS/NIW WAYS 10 SOLVE 
9 12 AVAIIABIE CLASS/OTHER TIMES' 
•9-12 LOOKS AI WORK/SEE IF UNDERSTAND 
VALUE LABELS 
NNT01 |T0 NNTOaO 
CLPERN12 
o 'NEVER' i 
1 NOT OFTlEN' 
2 'SOMETIIff S' 
3 USUALLV 
4 ALMOST ALWAVS'/ 
t 'PERIOD ;l ' 
3 'PERIOD i2" 
3 'PERIOD b' 
4 'PERIOD k' 
S 'PERIOD iS' 
6 PERIOD is' 
7 PERIOD 7' 
8 PERIOD 8' 
9 NO PERIOD LISTED 
i 
(NNTQ1 TQ NNTQ3Ci) 
TO NNT02Q/ 
TO NNTQSd / 
TO NNTQ20 / 
ID NNTQ20j / 
Ul 
o> 
COMPUTE TlQTSCORE - SUM 
descriptives VARIABi.ES • TOTQCORE 
/STATISTICS - OEFjAULT j 
SORT CASES BV TCHNIg 
SPLIT FILE BV TCHNT2 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES = TOTSCORE 
/STATISTICS = DEFAULT 
FINISH 
// 1 
TEMPORARII I 
SELECT IFi (TCHNI2 Ek) 40923) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES ° NNTQI 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARVi 
SELECT IF: (TCHNI2 EO 66587) 
FREQUENCllES VARIABLES « NNTQI 
STATISTICS - OCFiAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IF! (TCHNt2 Ek) 35281) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLiES » NNTQI 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARVi 
SELECT IF (TCHNI2 EQ 88069) 
FREQUENCllES VARIABLES • NNTQI 
STATISTICS " DEFiAULT 
TEMP0RAR1R 
SELECT IF! (TCHNI2 EiO 81348) 
IREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NNTQI 10 NNIU20 / 
STATISTICS = DEFAULT 
UMPORARV 
SI IECT IF (TCHNI2 EO 60I22) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NNIQ 
STATISTICS - DEFiAULT 
TEMPORARVi 
SELECT IF (T01NI2 EO 0680S) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NNTQI TO NNIU20 / 
SIAT1ST ICS ^  OtFAUl  \  
11  MI 'OKARV 
?14!>b JH'J0|l y J4tib7H9Cl|l 2;!4bb7 890|l 234b6 789o|l 2;j4b67B9o|l 2 34bb7a9o|l 2 34567B9o|l 2 34b6789l)|l 2 34bB /H9o|l 2.l4b67a9o|l 7 l4b6 7irJ0|l 2.l4bb /H9o| 
10 NNiq20 / 
0 1 2 4 b b 7 u 3 lu II 
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1 //CAVE JOB 
/•JOBPARM LINfS aO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//0AIA4RAW DO OSN'EUHHA.OA IA4HAW.UNI I=OISK.DlSP = SHR 
12 
/a90|l234567890| 
2 
3 
4 
6. 
6 
7. 
a 
35 
36 
37 
3S 
TITLE CAVE CHEEK 8-12 PROGRAM 
DATA LIST! FILE-DATi^RAW REC0lffiS«2 
9 /I CARDINI2 1 : 
lO SEQINI2 2-6i 
1 1 TCHNI2 3S-40 
12 CLPERNI2 41 ! 
t3. /3 CARtàNI) 1 
14 . SEQ3N13 2-a 
19. NTOli « 
16. NTQ2i 7 
17 . NTQ3 a 
18 NTQ4 9 
19 NTQS to 
20 NTQ& 11 
21 NTQ7i 12 
22 NTOai 13 
23. NToai t4 
24 NTQ1D 16 
25 NIQII 16 
26 NTQI2 17 
27. NTQI3 18 
28 NTQI4 19 
29. NTQIS 20 
30 NTQIie at 
31. NT0l|7 32 
32. NTQt8 33 
33. NTQIS 24 
34 . NTQ20 25 
RECODE NTOt TO t4TQ20 ( 
(Bj 
39. VARIABLE jLABELS 
40. CAROlNtS 
4 1 SEQ1N12 
42 TCHNI2 
43. CIPERNI2 
44 SEQ2NI2 
45 NNTQI 
46 NNTQ2 
47 NNTQ3 ' 
48 NNT04 
•19 NNTQS 
bO NNIQ6 
!j I NNIQ7 
52 NNIQ8 
63 NNI09 • 
54 NNTQlO 
55 NNTQI1 ' 
56 NNTQI 2: 
'j/ NNIQI3 
SH NNIQI4 
'j'l NN1U15 
(.11 NNIU le 
L n  
O) (2 I) (3 = 2) (4 = 3) 
4) INTO NNTQI Tq NNTQ20 
REGULAR 8-ta dARD 1' 
SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CO I' 
TEACHER REGULAR 9-12' 
CLASS PERIOD R 9-12' 
SEQUENCE OF ENTRY C02' 
9-IX MAKES CLXSS WORK INTERESTING'! 
9-12 ASK QUESTilONS UNOEIfêTANO TAUGHT' 
8-IX ASSIGNMENTS RELATED! TO SUBJECT' 
9-12! DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE ËACH LESSON' 
9 12 TELLS WHAT LEARNED TO 1 EARN NEW' 
9-12 TEACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE' 
9 12 RETURNS TEST/ASSIGNMENIS QUICKIV 
9 12 GIVES FEEDBACK ABOUT PERfORHANCE-
9-12 KNOWS MOR£ THAN OT>CR lEACHERS' 
9-12 HOMEWORK HELPS ME UEARN' 
9-12-: MAKES MATÏRIALS/WOfWSHEETS' 
9 12 USE VARIEfTV ACTIVITIES/RESOURCES' 
9 12 FIIMS/VIOEOIAPES HE IP US LEARN 
9 12 TEH S LIBKARY/HEDIA MATERIALS' 
9 12 IE ACHE H Wt I L GKUANI2IIJ-
12 HACHER IIKtS WHEN ASK UUESIUINS 
2 346ti7B90|l2 34&6 7B90|l 234667890|l 234b67890|l 2 34S6789o|l '2 3 4bt)7B9<j|l 7 lUbt 7BU<»|l V l4hb7BU()|l 7 J4ti(i 7BUo|l 7 :)4bb 7B90|t 2 »4h»»/B1»0|I 7.14hb B JOj 
2 J4&67B90|| 
bl 
bJ 
63 
64 
6b. 
66 
67. 
60 
69 
70 
7 I 
72 
73 
74 
75. 
76. 
77 
78. 
79. 
80. 
Bl . 
sa. 
83. 
84. 
85 
86.  
87. 
88 . 
89. 
90 
8 t .  
M. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
87. 
98. 
89. 
too. 
lot 
1U2 
103 
104 
lOB. 
106. 
I07. 
108 
I09 
I 10 
I I t 
I 12 
113 
I 14 
I IS 
I 16 
I 17 
1 IB 
I l<l 
• I .'II 
I  . '  1 4 ' . u  ' H ' J 0 |  
234667890(1 234b67a90|l 2U4S>t.7U90|l 234!>b ijl 234B67B90jl 234667a9o|l 2 34567890j| 2346b7a90|l 234567a90ll 2 J4&67a9o|l 234bb7Uyu|l 234bb/b9 
NFEUI6 F 8 ItSIS ARt FAIR' 
NftOI7 F 8 GIVES ItSlS AND Olll/fcS' 
NFF0I8 F 8 RETURNS ItSIS/ASSICNMENIS QUICK* 
NFE0t9 t-a VARIETY Of ACTIVITIES/RESOURCES 
NFE03d F 8 EXPECTS BESj WORK 1 WN' 
VAIUE lA^lS 
NFEQt TO NFE020 j O 
2 
3 
: 4 
CLPERFS 1 
9  
a 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
I • 
COMPUTE rOTSCOAE • jSUM 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABtLES 
/STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
SORT CASES BY TCHF@ 
SPLIT FILE BY TCHFK 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES 
/STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
FINISH I 
// i i 
NEVTR' 
NOT OFTEN 
SOMETIMES' 
USUALLY' 
ALMOST ALWAYS'/ 
1' 
3 '  
3' 
4 '  
5' 
6* 
7' 
PERIOD 8' 
•HO jPERtOO LISTED'/ 
(NTCOll TO NFEOad) 
• TOTSjCQRE 
I i 
TOTSiCORE 
"PERIOD 
PERIOD 
'PERIOD 
'PCRilOD 
PERIOD 
PERIOD 
'PERIOD 
i 
TEMPORARY; 
SELECT IF: (TCHF8 EO 63380) 
FREOUENCljES VARIABLES = NFEOI TO NFEQ20t/ 
STATISTICS » DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IFl {TCHF8 E0i05670 
FREQUENCliES VARlABljES - NFEQIi TO NFE02Q/ 
STATlSiTICS - DEFiAULT 
TEMPORARY; 
SELECT IF (TCHF8 EQi 02544 ) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NFEOI TO NFE020/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
lEMPORARvi 
SELECT IF! (TCHF8 EQ° 30541) 
FREQUENCliES VARIABLjES • NFEOlj TO NFE020/ 
STATISTICS • DEFiAULT 
SORT CASES BY CLPERFS 
SPIIT FILE BY CLPERF8 
UMPORARY 
SIIECT IF (TCHF8 EO 63380) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NFEQIj TO NfEQ2q/ 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF! (TCHF8 EQi 0567 I ) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NFEOI TO NFEU20/ 
SI ATISTICS = OEFAUlI 
II MPdHAHY 
bl I I CI U I II Ml 8 10 02b44) . i . i  ^
I / MiiO / ti9u|l 2 3466 7B90|l 234bb7890|l 2 3466 7B90|l 2 3456 7B90|| 2 3456 7 890|l 23466789o|l 2 346b7B9o|l2 :i4t»b /H9«)|l 2 J 4t>6 7 B90|l 2 J4t»to7 
Ul 
00 
B9u|l 2 34t)b /H9 
I  2 a 4 b 6 7 a g a | l  3 3 4 b 6 7 B 9 0 j l  334667a9(l|l 234B67B90jl 234667aB0jl 234e67B90|l 234667a90|l 234667a9ajl 234667B90|l 234b67a90|l 234& 6 7 8 9 0|l 33466/ U 9 0 | l  2  34be7a9( 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
4b 
46 
47 
48 
49 
bO 
b I 
b3 
b4 
56 
5b 
'.)/  
'.I H 
! l M  
( > ( )  
//CAVE JOB 
/•JOBPARM LINES'SO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//DA1A7RM DD DSN«E 1»WHA .DAIA7HAW.UNI 1 =DISK .01 SP'SIIR 
TITLE CACVE CREEK FLOATER 6 * PROGRAM 
DATA LISTÎ FIIE'DAT^RAW RECOÀS-2 
9 /I CAROIFB 1 
lU SEQIF8 2-5 
1 1 TCHFS 36-
12 CLPERFB 41 
13. /a CAROéF# 1 
14 SEQ»# a-# 
15. FEOIj « 
16. fEQ3 7 
17 FEQ3 8 
18 FEQ4 9 
19 F EOS ID 
20 FEQ6 It 
21 . PEOT la 
aa. Fcoai 
23. FEOfl! M 
24. FEOlb IS 
25 FEQIit 16 
26 FEQia 17 
27. FEQI3 IB 
28 FEQI4 19 
29. FEQli# ao 
30. FEOliS ai 
31. FE0I.7 aa 
33. FEQi'p aa 
33. FEQI@ 24 
34 . FEQ2b as 
RECODE FEjOt TO FEQ20 
i i 
( 1  
(5 
O) 
!*) 
( 2  -  1 )  (3 
INTO NFjEQI 
' 2) (4 : 
TO NFejoao 
3) 
VAFTUBLE JLABELS 
CAROIF'a 'FLOATiER 
SEOIFS 
TCHFS 
CLPERF8 
CARD2F8 
SEQ2Fa 
NFEQ1 
NFE02 
NFE03 
N^EU4 
Nfl05 
NFEU6 
NFE07 
NFE08 
NFEQ9 
NFEOia 
NrEon 
NI (012 
NI tUI3 
NI I U 14 
NI 1016 
s-s CADID I 
SEQUENCE OF ENTTIV CO I' 
TEACHER FLOATER 6-8' 
CLASS PERIOD F 6-8' 
FLOATER 6-8 CARD 2' 
SEQUENCE OF ENTKV C02' 
F-B TREACHER MAIZES INTERESTING' 
F-8 TiACHER FAIR WITH AIL' 
F 8 TEACHER MAINTAINS OlSlCIPLINE' 
F-8 lEACHER WELL PREPARED 
F-a GIVES ASSIGNMENIS RELAIED SUBJ 
F-8 DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE LESSON' 
I 8 DISCUSSIONS ON TOPIC OF lESSON 
F-8 LIKES WHEN HE ASK QUESTIONS' . 
F-B EIXPIAINS RULES FOR BEHAVIOR' 
F-B EXPLAINS LEjSSON AND M1V DO IT' 
F 8 ASK QUESTlONS/UNOERSTiANO TAUGHT!' 
I 8 EXPLAINS IDEAS EASY UNUERSTAND' 
F 8 LOOKS AI WORK SEE WE UNDERSIAND' 
I a UO SAME IHING IN CLASS EVIKY DAY 
f B IE ACME R lASY 10 UNDLRSIANI) 
Ln 
I 4 ! i b  / U U u j l  I 3 4 S < > 7 a » 0 j l  2  3 4 & G 7 B U 0 j l  2 3 4 b 6 7 B 9 ^ l  2  3 4 & e 7 B 9 o | l  2  3 4 & e 7 a 9 0 | l  2  3 4 b t i 7 a 9 u | l  2  3 4 b 6 7 8 9 o | l  2  3 4 b 6  /  B U o j l  7  ; ) 4 f i » i 7 U 9 o | l  2  ; l 4 : i b  7 a ' J l ) | l  Ï  3 4 h b V  H 9 0 | l  2  M h b  / U ' J I  
734(1 (> 
fa I 
bJ 
63 
64 
fafi. 
66 
67. 
68.  
69 
70. 
71 
72 
73. 
74 
75. 
76. 
77 
78. 
79. 
80 
81 
82 .  
83. 
84 
85. 
86 
87 
88 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
toi. 
I02 . 
I03. 
104 
lOB. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
I09 
I lO 
I I I  
I  12 
I 13. 
I 14 
I 15. 
1 16 
I 17 
I 18 
I n  
I.'() 
I  I ' l l  
2 
7 8 9 o|l 23466789011 234667a90|l 234667B90jl 234&67890jl J34567B90(| 234B(57B90jl î34667B90jl 234667a90|l 234567a90|l 234667B90ll 2.14bb7a90|l 234!>b7B9oll 
NFEOI& F 8 TESTS ARE FAIR' 
NFE017 'f 8 GIVES ItSlS AND UUIZES' 
NFE018 F 8 RtlURNS TESIS/ASSIGNMENIS QUICK' 
NFEQ19 F 8 VARIETY OF ACIIV11 IES/RE SOURCE S' 
NFEQ3a f 8 EXPECIS B£S|l WORK I CAN 
VALUE LA^LS 
NFEOI Tb NFE020 1 0 
I 
i 2 
: 3 
' 4 
CLPERFBi 1 t 
! 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9  
COMPUTE rblSCORE - jsUM 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES 
/STATISTICS # OEFjAULT 
SORT CASES BV TCHF8 
SPLIT FILE BV TCHFB 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES 
/STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
FINISH 
NEVtR' 
NOT OFTEN 
SOMETIMES 
USUALLY' 
ALMOST ALWAYS'/ 
1 *  'PERIOD 
PERIOD 3' 
PERIOD 3' 
'PER^IOD 
'PERIOD 
'PERIOD 
PERIOD 
4 *  
5' 
6* 
7' 
'PERIOD 8' 
'NO jPCRIOD LISTED'/ 
(Nfcoli to NFEOaOi) 
• TOTSjCORE 
= TOTSCORE 
c\ 
TEMPORARY; O 
SELECT IF (TCHF8 EO 63380) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NFEQI TO NFEQ2Q/ 
STATISTICS « DEFAULT 
TEHP0RAR\H 
SELECT IF! (TCHF* ED 05671) 
FREQUENCljES VARlABLjES « NFEQIj TO NFE02(V 
STATISiriCS - DEFiAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF: (TCHF8 EO 02544 ) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NFEOI: TO NFEQ2Q/ 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARVI 
SELECT IF! (TCHF8 EQt 30541) 
FREQUENCliES VARIABljES » NFEOI; TO NFEOaoj/ 
STATISTICS - DEFIAULT 
SORT CASES BY CLPERFS 
SPL I I FILE BY CLPERF8 
ILMPORARV 
SLLECT IF (TCHFB EO 63380) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NFEQII TO NFEQ2Q/ 
STATISTICS « DEFiAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF! (TCHF8 EO 05671) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NFEOI 10 NI EQ20/ 
STATISTICS = DEI Am T 
11 MPOHAKY 
SI I I CI If I 1(1118 I (J 0:!b441 . , 
?:m;»<i7H90|| 2 3 46b7B'J«)|l 'J :]4â6 7B90|I 2.1456 7BBo]I 2 4h67a9o(l 2 34h67a9o|I 2 34fi67a9t)|I 2 3-456 7BUOJI 2 3456 7H90jI 2 34hb7BUOjI 2 3456 / U90jl ? 14 56 /H9o|l 
Q  ,  2  3  4  6  6  7  B  a  l O  I I  I V  
1 2346678B0|| 334667a90|l 2346"67B9ojl 234667B90|l 234667B90jl 23466789oll 234667890(1 234B67a9o|l 234BG7890|l 234667a90|l 234b67890|l 234&67B90|l 2 34667a9o| 
//CAVE JOB 
/•J08PARH LINES^aO 
//SI EXEC SPSS* 
//DAIA7RAW DO OSN=E l$LMO.0ATA7RAW.UNIT=DISK.01SP=SHR 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
e 
7 
B 
9 
to 
11 
12 
13 
14 
19 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
33 
33 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2S 
30 
a t  
33 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4 I 
42 
43 
44 
46 
46 
47 
48 
49 
bO 
b I 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
!•/ 
!iH 
'.I'.l 
liO 
I 2 MhU f 
TITLE CAVe CREEK FLOATER S-ft PROGRAM 
DATA 
/I 
/a 
list! FILE«DATi^ lR*W REC0R|DS-2 
CAROIFS 
SE0IF8 
TCHF8 
CLPERFS 
CAROQF* 
SEOê# 
FEOtj 
fE43 
FE03i 
FEQ4: 
fEQS 
FEQ6 
FEQTj 
FCOSi 
FEOfl! 
Fi«1p 
FEOm 
FEOia 
FEOia 
FEQM 
FEQi;» 
FEOIIS 
FEOlïî 
FEQIji 
FE0«;8 
FEQ30 
t 
2-S J 
36 401 
41 
I 
i-P 
6 
7 
8 
8 
to 
tt 
la 
13 
14 
19 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
31 
aa 
aa 
34 
35 
RECOOE FE01 TO FEO^O 
I 
( I 
(tt P (2 - 1) (3 INTO NFiEQI ' 2) (4 = 3) TO NfEjoao VARIABLE I.A8ELS 
CAROIFiB 'FLOATtR fi-t CA* 1' 
'SEQUENCE OF ENTHY CO I 
TEACHER FLOATER! 6-8' 
•CLASS PERIOD F fe-B' 
'FLOATER 6-8 CARD 2' 
"SEQUENCE OF 
'F-8 TREACHER 
SEOIFg 
TCHF8 ! 
CLPERFS 
CARD2F8 
SEOaFBl 
NFE01 
NFE03 
NFE03 
NFE04 
NH05 
NHQ6 
NFE07 
NFE08 1 
NFEQ9 ! 
NFEOld 
NFEOI1 
NI L0I2 
Ni 1013 
NI Ful l 
NI lu lb 
ENTRY COS' 
MAKiES INTERESTING' 
F a TREACHER FAIR WITH ALLj' 
'F-8 CACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE 
'F-8 lEACHER WELL PREPARED 
F 8 GIVES ASSIGNMENTS RELAIEO SUBJ 
Fa DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE LESSON' 
F 8 DISCUSSIONS ON lOPIC OF LESSON 
'F-8 LIKES WHEN WE ASK QUESTIONS' 
'F-8 EÎXPLAINS RUKES FOR BEHAVIOR' 
'F-8 EiXPLAINS LESSON AND WHY 00 IT' 
F 8 ASK OUESTIoiNS/UNOERSTiANO TAUGHT 
•F B EXPIAINS IDEAS EASY I^IUFRSIANO' 
• f  8 LOOKS AT WORK SEE WE UNOEHSIANi)' 
I 8 00 SAME HUNG IN CI ASS IVLKV WAY" 
mi ia f 8 TEACHER f ASY 10 UNniKSIANU' , 
U'JiiJl 2.MbU7a90|l 2;i46b7B90jl 234667a'jn|l 7.14!]67B90|l 2 34b67B9u|l 234bb7U<Ju|l 2;i4hb7B9o|l ï34bU7a9o|l 2.>4&67B9u|l 7:l4bU »H90jl i I4!,U fllJUjl V.14bb7aJO| 
I y :4h67H90| 
b I 
by 
63 
64 
6b 
66 
67. 
68 
69 
70 
7 I 
12 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77 
78 . 
79 
80. 
81 
83 
83. 
84 
85 
86 
87. 
88 
89. 
90. 
91 
83. 
93 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103 
t04. 
I06 
106. 
107. 
108 
I09 
I in 
I  I  I  
I  12  
I  I J  
1 14 
1 15 
I 16 
I 17 
I  IB  
I  19  
l.'O 
I J I4!>h /a90| 
l 2  34b67B9o| l2 : l4667a90 j l2 r )4b fa7Byo | l 7 . )4b67B9o| l3 .14e67a90 j l234&6789o| l2  34667a90 | l2  34&e7a90| l2  34&67a90 | l2  34&67H9( l | l ? J4hb ;U90 | l2J4bb7B ' Ju |  
NSE0I4 
NSL0I5 
NSEQI6 
NSEQI7 
NSEQia 
NSE0I9 
NSEQ30 
•6 8 KNOWS MORE IHAN OIHER lEACMERS' 
6 8 WORK lU no IF IINISH CLASS OVER 
'6 8 MAKES MA1ERIALS/W0RKSHEEIS USE' 
'6 8 GIVES TESTS ANO QUIZES 
'6-8 RETURNS TESTS/ASSIGNtKNTS QUICK: 
'6-0 VARIETV OF 
6-B EHOUOH TIME 
ACnviTIESi/RESOURCEg 
TO DO OUM WORK' 
VALUE LABELS 
NSEQI TO NSE020 
CLPERSai 
0 
t  
2 
3 
4 
1 
3 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
8 
NEVER' : 
"NOT OFTEN' 
'SOMETIMES' 
'USUALLY' 
•ALMOST iALWAVS'/ 
'PERIOD h' 
'PERIOD 12' 
'PERIOD 3' 
PERIOD A-
PERIOD 5' 
PERIOD 6' 
'PERIOD .7' 
•PERIOD *' 
'NO PERLJDO LISTED'!/ 
COMPUTE TDTSCORE • ISUM (NSEOli TO NSEQ20j) 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABi.ES « TOTàZORE 
/STATISTICS - OEFÎAULT 
SORT CASE'S BY TCHSS 
SPLIT Fll# #* TCHF« 
DESCRIPTIVES V4RIAm.ES « TOT^ORE 
/STATI^ICS - OEFjAULT 
FINISH I 
o\ 
to 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF; (TCHS8 EO 4 11821) . 
FREQUENClieS VAHIA8UES « NSEQlj TO NSEQ2q/ 
STATtSHlCS - DEFAULT 
TEMPONAPn 
SELECT IF! (TCHSa EO 476861) . 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NSEQI TO NSE020y 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF (TCHS8 EO 486581) 
FREQUENCljES VARIABUES > NSEQll TO NSEQ20|/ 
STATISTUCS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF! (TCHSB Ed 66012t) 
fUEUUENCIES VARIABLES = NSEUI TO NSE030/ 
SIAIISIICS - OEFAULI 
IEMPORARV 
SLLECT IF (TCHS8 EO 231361) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NSEQI! TO NSEQ20i/ 
STATISTICS " DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IF! (TCHS8 EOi 879982) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES « NSEQI TO NSEU26/ 
STAl1ST ICS = DEFAULT 
UMPORARV 
SM ECT IF (ICHS8 fO 869171) ^ 
I  2  34S6  7890 | l  234667890 | l  2  34  567B9o | l  2n4567a90 | l  2  34567B90 | l  2 3 4 S 6 7 B 9 0 | l  2  34667B90 | l  2  34B67B9o | l  2  34b67a90 | l  2  34567B90 | l  2  34b67e90 | l  23466 /890]  
l234b67B90| 
1 
2 
3  
4 
B 
6 
7. 
8 
9  
,  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  1 0  I I  I J  
I  3 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 0 | l  2  3 4 6 6 7 8 9 0 | l  234B67S90jl 234667ago|l  234667a90|l  234 667890|l  234667S90 | l  2346'67a90|l  234B67B90|l 334 667890{l 234& 6  7a90|l  234667a9 
//cave job 
/•JOBPARM I INES ^ SO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//OA1A3RAW UD DSN=EULMQ.DAIA3RAW.UNIT=piSK.DlSP-SMR 
TITLE CAjVE CREEK 6-8 REGULAI^ PROGRAM 
DATA LIST! riLE'DAT^RAW RECai*S-2 
/I CARD ISB I 
lO SEUIS8 2-5 i 
11 TCHS8 36-40i 
12 CIPERS8 41 1 
13 /2 CAR0!2S# 1 
14 SE03S# a-» i 
IS SEOli « 
16 SEQZ; 7 1 
17 SE03 8 
IB SEQ4 9 
19 SEQS: ID 
2U SEOe 11 
21 SEOT 13 
22 SEQ»: 13 
23. SEOfl! 14 
24 SEOto IS 
25 SEon 16 
26 SEQI2 17 
27 SEOia 18 ][ 
28 SEQ 14 19 
28. 5EQ« 30 
30. SEOIjS 31 1 
31. SC01-7 33 
33. SEQlè 33 
33 . SEQI9 24 
34 . SEQ2b 25 
35. 
36 
37. 
38 
39. 
40 
4 I . 
42 
43 
44 
46 
46 
4 7  
48 
4 9  
bO 
SI 
bJ 
b3 
b 4  
55 
50 
!i / 
'.iH 
5 1 
ill) 
I J M!l<> /U!l(l| 
RECODE SEjOl TO SE02i0 
VARIABLE LABELS 
( 1 • O); (2 • 1) : (3 - 2) (4 
(S * 4)j INTO NSEOjl TO NSEQ:^ 
3) 
o\ 
w 
CAROISE '6-8 REGULAR CARD I' 
SEOtSE SEQUENCE OF ENliRY COI 
TCHSE TEACHER REGULAR 6-8' 
CLPERSEi 'CLASS PERIOD R B-B' 
CAR02SE: '6-8 ÂGULAR CA(Â 2' 
SE02SE ' 'SEQUENCE OF ENTSV C02' 
NSEQI I '6 8 MIAKES CLASSi WORK INTEiRESTING' 
NSE02 6 8 TEACHER FAIR WITH AIL' 
NSE03 6 8 IEACHER MAINIAINS DISCIPLINE 
NSEQ4 6 8 TEACHER WEI  PREPARED' 
NSEQ5 6 8 GIVES ASSIGNMENTS RELATED SUBJ 
NSEQ6 i '6-8 aiSCUSS/SUIWARIZE LESSON' 
NSEQ7 : '6-8 DISCUSSIONS! ON TOPIC OF LESSON'! 
NSEOa 6 8 LIKES WHEN WE ASK QUESTIONS' 
NSEQ9 '6 8 MORE TIME TO WORK THAN NEED' 
N^ilUlU 6 8 EXPLAINS LESSON AND WHY DO I I 
NStUII 6 8 ASK OUESIIONS/UNDERSTAND TAUGHT 
NM(JI2 6 8 EXPIAINS IDEAS EASY UNDERSTAND' 
Nblgrj b 8 lOUKS Af MURK SU Wf UNDERSIANO- , , ..... 
l?;i4bb7a9<)|l2a4bb7a90|l2.14bb7H9u|l 734b67B9o|l 2  34B67a90|l  2.l4bb /  U90|l 2  : i 4 h 6  7 BUo|l Ï  ;i4!.b7BUi)|l  2  : l4bS 7HUo|l Ï  1 4 !.b /Bitl) | l  i  I4bl.  /l lJOjl 2 14f>b 
I 73466 
(> I 
(>2 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67. 
68 
69 
70 
7 I 
72 
73. 
74 
75. 
76. 
77 
78 
79 
BO 
81 
82 
83. 
84. 
95 
96 
97 . 
98 
B9. 
ICO. 
101. 
103. 
103 
104 . 
105 
106 
I07. 
loa 
109. 
I lO. 
II I 
1 1 2 .  
I 13 
I 14 . 
115 
116 
1 17. 
I 18 
I 19 
I20 
12 1 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
I2H 
I.Ml 
I 1(1 
I t 14!,». 
/ B 9 0 | l  2 ; i 4 6 e 7 B 9 0 | l  2  3 4 b b 7 H 9 0 | l  234b6 7890| l  7 34667U90|l 2 3466 7a90|l7 346G7B90{l 234b67B90|l 234&67a9o|l 2  34&67e9o|l 2 3 4&67B9o|l 7:i4bb7H90| l  2a4t>b7 89o| 
NSrOM b 8 KNOWS MORE IHAN OlMfR ICACMERS 
NSEOIb b 8 WORK 10 UU II EINIbM CI ASS OVER 
NSE016 6 8 MAKES MATERIA!S/WORKSHEEIS USE' 
NSE017 6 8 GIVES lESIS AND QUIZES' 
NSEQia : '6-8 «LURNS TESIS/ASSIGNITFNTS OUICK!' 
NSEQI9 i '6-8 VÎARIETV OF IACTIVIT lESi/RESOURCESI' 
NSE030 : '6-8 EiNOUGH TIME! TO DO OUR WORK" 
VAIUE I ABEIS 
NSEUI TO NSE020 
CLPERSS. 
O NEVER" • 
1 "NOT OFTEN' 
2 SOMETIMES' 
3 'USUALLY" 
4 'ALMOST IALWAYS'/ 
1 I PERIOD H' 
a I PERIOD 12' 
3 PERIOD 3' 
4  PERIOD 4 -
5 'PERIOD S 
6 PERIOD 6' 
7  I 'PERIOD ?' 
a  1 'PERIOD ia* 
8 1 'NO PERIPO LISTED 
o t-
TEMPORARV 
SELECT IF' (TCHS8 EO 41182) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES « NSEQl! TO NSEQ20t/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT XM (TCHS8 EOt 47686) 
FREQUENCIJES VARlABLjES " NSEOIj TO NSEOZO/ 
STATISfJCS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF; (TCHS8 EO 48658) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NSEQl TO NSE020y 
STATISTICS « DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IR (TCHS8 EQI 96012) 
FREOUENCljES VARIABILES ' NSEQl! TO NSEQ2(^ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
1EMP0RARY: 
SEIECI IF: (TCHS8 EQ 23136) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES < NSEQl: TO NSE02Q/ 
STATISTICS « DEFAULT 
i TEMPORARY! 
I SELECT IF! (TCHS8 EOt 87098) 
: FREQUENCIES VARIABILES - NSEQl: TO NSEQ20y 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
lEMPORARV 
SlllCT IF (TCHSB EO 86917) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NSEQl TO NSEQ20/ 
SIATISIICS ' DEFAULT 
lEMPORARV: 
SEIECT IF (ICHS8 EOi 40119) 
FREQUENCES VARIABLES - NSEQl; TO NSEQ2Q/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
lEMPORARV 
'jlllCI IF ( ICHS8 EU 06858) 
IHIUUENCIES VARIABIEb = NSIOI 10 NSEU20/ 
'H!)o|l 234567890jl 234567890|l 234567890jl 234567B90|| 234&67B9u|l 2 3 4 b 6 7 B 9 o | l  2 3 4 6 6 7 B 9 o | l  234667B90|| ?34S67a9o|l 234b67890| l  234!>b7B90|l 234bb/89oj 
Q I 2 J # a a ' a 3 # w « I I / 
I 23«bt>7B90jl 234B67B90|| 2 34b67890jl 234B67B90jl 234667a90|l 23.«b67890|l 234667890jH34667a90ll 2346"67a90|l 234667a90jl 234667890|l 234h6/B90|l ï346b7B9ol 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
£ 
7 
a 
a 
10 
11 
13 
13. 
14 
IS. 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20.  
2 1 .  
33 
23. 
24 
25. 
26 
27 
28 
28. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33 
34 
35 
36. 
37. 
38 
3». 
40. 
41 
43 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 . 
48 
49 
bo 
51 
52 
63 
54 
55 
56 
•j7 
i.?» 
(.() 
//CAVE JOB 
/•JOBPARM lINES^aO 
//SI exec spssx 
//DAIA3RAW DD DSN-t l$WMA 0AIA3RAW.UNI I IIISK.OISP-SUR 
TITLE Ciiye CREEK G-B IIEOUIA0 PROGRAM 
DATA LIST: FILE«DATid3R*W RECOÀS-2 
/I CAROIS8 I 
2-5 i 
36-40i 
41 
à-9 i 
: I 
/a 
SEoisa 
TCHS8 
CI PEfisa 
CARDÊ25a 
SEoaisa 
SEOli SEQ:^ 
SE03 
SEQ4 
SE OS 
SEO& 
SEOlj 
SEQ*! 
SEOfl! 
SEQIp 
SEOI:< 
SE0I3 
SEQt3 
SEQt4 
SEOi;» 
SEOI'S 
SEOI? 
SEQ18 
SE0I9 
SE 020 
a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
19 
16 
17 
ia 
19 
ao 
31 
33 
33 
24 
25 
RECODE SEQI TO SEQ20 
VARIABLE LABELS 
CARD I sa 
SEQIS8 
TCHS8 
CLPERSai 
CARDZSg 
SE02S8 
NSE01 
NSE02 
NStU3 
NSE04 
NSE05 
NSEQ6 
NSEQ7 
NSEQS 
NSE09 
NSlOlO 
NbtOI I 
NSKJI2 
Nt»(QI3 
( 1 
(5 
O) 
4) 
CTi Ul 
( 2 = 1 )  ( 3 = 2 )  ( 4  =  3 )  
INTO NSEQjl TO NSEQ^ 
'6-a REGULAR CARD 1' 
•SEQUENCE OF ENTRY C01' 
•TEACHER REGULAR 6-8* 
'CLASS PERIOD R 6-8' 
6-a KGULAR CAli} 2' 
SEOUENCE OF ENTPV C03' 
'6 8 HiAKES CLASS; WORK INTElRESTING' 
6 8 TEACHER FAIR WITH ALL' 
6 8 TEACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE 
6 8 TEACHER WELL PREPARED 
"6 8 GIVES ASSIGNMENIS RELATED SUBJ 
6 8 OilSCUSS/SUIWARIZE LE!âON' 
'6-8 oilSCUSSIONS! ON TOPIC OF lESSOM' 
6-8 LilKES WHEN jWE ASK QUESTIONS' 
'6-8 NbRE TIME Tb WORK THAN NEED' 
-6-8 EXPIAINS LESSON AND WHY DO 11 
•6 8 ASK UUESIlONS/UNOERSIAND lAUGHI' 
'6 8 tXPIAINS lUtAS EASY UNDERSTAND' 
•6 8 inOKS AI WORK SIE WE UNUFRSIAND f»ij fMXWi-' ool ijij^  o Ml wuKPv aL #. wc w ur w j i * 1*47 /J 
J 4 f » b 7 B t > o | l 2 3 4 6 6 7 B 9 0 | l 2  3 4 B 6 7 B 9 0 | l 2  3 4 6 6 7 B 9 0 | l 2 3 4 b 6 7 a 9 o | l 2 3 4 6 6 7 a 9 0 | l 2 3 4 & 6  / B 9 o | l 2  3 4 5 b 7 a 9 o | l  2 3 4 B 6 7 a 9 o | l 2  3 4 h b 7 B 9 o | l  v : i 4 h b 7 B 9 o | l  7  : i 4 b b / B 9 0 | l 2  M b 6  7 B 9 0 j  
123456 
63 
' 63 
64 
66 
66 .  
67 
68.  
60.  
70 
7 I 
72 
73 
74 . 
75 
76. 
77 
78. 
79. 
80 
81 
8 2 .  
83 
84. 
86.  
86 
87 
88 
89 
SO. 
91 
92. 
83. 
94 . 
95 
96. 
97. 
88. 
98. 
100. 
101. 
102 . 
I03. 
104 
105 
I06. 
107 
108. 
lOS. 
110 
I 11 
I 12 
I 13 
I 14 
1 lb 
1 16 
I 17 
I 18 
I l<J 
ll'O 
U' I 
I  . '  1 4 ! , I  
7890|l 234667890|l 2346e7a90|l 234b67B90|l 234&67B90|| 2'J4Be7a90|l 2 a4&67B90jl 234667890(1 234&67B90|l 234b6 7a90|l 234&e7ago|l V:Mhb/a90|l 2 J4b6/aaojl } 
NFrOIS 'f 5 WORK AI THf RIGHI PACE' 
NI » 016 -r b lEIlS NIW IHINGS I EARN IN IESSON 
NFE017 f 5 EXPLAIN WAY EASY TO UN0ERS1ANQ' 
NFFQia f b IEACHER AVAILABIE lOMElP* 
NFFOIS F 5 .TEACHER KNOW ABUUI IJESSON TAUGHT 
NFFQ2d. F-5 jlEACHER WEjLl PREPARED" 
VALUE LA^LS 
NFFQ1 TO NFF020 
CLPERFS; 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
# 
a 
COMPUTE rOTSCORC * &UM (NFFQt 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES - TOTSjCORE 
/STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
SORT CASES BY TCHFS 
SPLIT FILE BY TCHFS 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES • TOTSjCORE 
/STATISTICS • OEflAULT 
FINISH 1| 
TEMP0RAR\R i 
SELECT IF; (TCHFS £0 07481) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES « NFF01 TO NFFQ2a/ 
STATISTICS - DEFIAULT 
TEHPORARiri 
SELECT IFi (TCHFS EO 22106) 
FREQUENClks VARIABUES " NFFQIl TO NFF02Ci/ 
STATIC ICS • OEFidULT 
TEMPORARY I 
SELECT IF; (TCHFS EO 60669) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES ' NFFQIi TO NFF020/ 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IFi (TCHFS EO 76111) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NFFQIj TO NFFQ20i/ 
STATI^ICS - DEFIAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF (TCHFS EO 84801) 
FRtUUENCIES VARIABLES = NfFOI 10 NFFU20/ 
SIATISTICS « DEFAULT 
StlRI CASES BY CLPERFb 
SPLII FILE BY CLPbltfS 
TEMPORARY; 
SELECT IF! (TCHFS EQ 07481» 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLiES - NFFQl! TO NFFQ2Qi/ 
STATISTICS ' DEFAULT 
IIMPORARV 
SI I I CI IF I ICHFb to 22IOG1 
IKIyUlNCIlb VAHIABIIS " NI 101 lO Nil 020/ 
•NEVER' 
NOT OFTEN 
'SOMETIMES' 
USUALLY' 
'ALMOST i^WAYS'/ 
'PERIOD li' 
'PERIOD ai' 
PERIOD 3' 
PERIOD 4' 
•PERIOD S' 
"PERIOD 6' 
"PERIOD t-
'PERIOD W' 
'NO PERIOi) LISTED'/: 
TO NFFQ2Gi) 
ON ON 
I  K l  W i l l  M l .  :  C  a  « K  I  M O I  ^ I t » It I I  . . . . . J  .  
Hi)o|l /  /WUOjl 2 34567a90|l 2:J4h6 /B90|l 2:i4&b7a9u|l 2:)4b6 7BBO|l 2 :)4 t i6 7 titiojl 2 34 6 6 7 a9o| I 2: l4S67HU4*|l / J4!,bVHUu|l 2 :i4b( i7UU0{l / 14 bb 7 I / J4hb /bat)|l J 
u 
I 234b6 
2 
3 
4 
, 2 3 4 S 6 7 a 9 10 II 17 
ra90|l 234b67B90|l 234b67890|l 2 34&67890|i 234667B90jl 234&e7a9njl 234b67890{l 234667890|l 234667a90|l 234b67890|i 2 34b67a9(l|l 2 3-l!>b/a<lo|l 234ae7aao| 
//CAVE JOB 
/•JOBPARM I INES^aO 
//St tXEC SPSSX 
36. 
37. 
38 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46. 
47 
48 . 
49 
bO 
b I 
52 
63 
64 
55 
56 
57 
58 
•I'J 
(.() 
(• I 
t 1 I4!,li 
5 //DAIA6RAW DO 0SN=E ISWIIA .0AIA6RAW.UN1 
6. 
7 . TITLE CAjVE CREEK FiLOATER 3"^ PROGRAM 
8 . 
9 DATA LIST! FILE-DATI^RAW RECOlÂS-2 
ID /I CAROIF5 1 
1 1 SE0IF5 2-5 i 
12 TCHFS 36-40i 
«3 CLPERF5 4t 
<4. /2 CAROQFS « i 
15 SEO^B a-9 i 
16. FFOli c 
17 ffQi ^ 1 
IS FFQ3 8 
19 FF04 9 
20 FF05 ID 
21 FFQ6 tl 
22. fFQTl 13 
33. FFoai 13 
24. FFO« 14 
25 ffOljO IS 
26 FFQIl 16 
27 FFOia 17 
28 FF013 18 
29 FFQI4 19 
30. FFQIB ao 
31 FFQIIB 21 
32. FFOlj? 33 
33. FFOliB aa 
34 FFQ19 24 
35 FFQ2J0 25 
RECOOE FF{Ot TO FF03P ( t 
(S 
VARIABLE LABELS 
CARDIF'S 
SEQIFS 
rcHfs 
ClPtRF5 
CAROaFS 
SEQ2FS 
NFFOI 
NFF02 
mFU3 
NI ( U4 
NfFOb 
NFFOe 
NFF07 
NFFQS 
NFF09 
NFFOld 
NItOII 
NI IUI2 
NI lu 13 
NI I 014 
O) (2 • I) <3 = 2) (4 = 3) 
4) INTO HFFQI TO NFjF020 
-FLOATER 3-5 CARD I 
'SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CO I 
'TEACHER FLOATER 3-5' 
'CLASS PERIOD F 3-5* 
'FLOATER 3-6 CARD 2' 
'SEQUENCE OF ENTRY C02 
'F-9 MAKES WORK INTERESTING' 
F 5 ISCHOOL OA^ INTERESTING' 
F 5 GO OVER EACH LESSON FINISHED" 
F 5 DO SAME THING EVERY DAY 
F 5 DISCUSS ABOUT SUBJECT SlUDIED 
F 5 TEACHER USUALLY PREPARED 
•F-B MAKES FEEL! GOOD / GOOD WORK' 
•F-5 CAN GET HEjlP FROM TEIACHER' 
F 5 .TEACHER FAIR WITH EVERYBODY' 
•F 5 MAKES FOLLOW RULES' 1 
- F 5 I EU S ME I DO GOOD WORK ' 
I 5 tXPlAINS IISSIIN CLLARIY-
I 5 IIACHIR EASY HI UNO!RSI AND 
I LACHER SIAYS IN CIASSHUIIM' 
7H9o|l 2 :l4bb7a90|l 2 34567B9l)|l 2.l4h6 / 89il|l 2:i45b7H90|l 234&6 7B9o|l Ï :i4 5b 7 a'JI)|l 2 :l4!>«i 7U!Hl|l 2 I4bb789ll{l 7 l4hli7Hyil|l 7 J4t>b /BU<>|| t 14!it. I Hhb ;U90j 
u I 2 J 4 t> b / u a lo II 
I  2 1 4 6 6  7B9< l l l  234667B90|l 2  3456789011 234667a90|H34b67890ll 23<567a90| l  234567a90|l J34B67B90|| 234667B90|l 23<667890jl 23 456789011 234bt/U90| l  
_ .  . . .  _ .  ^  ^ .  V v&jr nii^ilT « r> I 
bj 
63 
64 
6B. 
66 
67. 
68 
69 
70 
7 I . 
72 
73. 
74 . 
79. 
76. 
77 . 
78. 
79. 
80. 
St. 
83. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
8 6 .  
87 . 
88 
89. 
90. 
91. 
93. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97 
98. 
99. 
100. 
toi. 
I02 
I03. 
I04 
lOB. 
loe. 
107. 
108 
I OU 
I lU 
I I I 
I 12 
I 13 
I 14 
I 15. 
I 16 
I 17 
I 18 
I  l < >  
NFFOIS 
NI F Q16 
NFF0I7 
NFF0I8 
NFFQIB 
NFFQ20I 
5 WORK AT THE RIGHT PACE 
5 Ttl LS NEW THINGS I EARN IN LESSON' 
5 EXPIAIN WAY EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 
5 TEACHER AVAILABLE TO HEIP' 
7B90|l 
F-B Teacher know ABOUT LESSON TAUCMT' 
F-s Neacher WÂL PREPARED* 
VALUE LABELS 
NFFOI TO NFF020 
CLPeRFs; 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
% 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
# 
NEVER' 
NOT OFTEN 
'SOMETIMES' 
USUALLY' 
•ALMOST ALWAYS' 
'PERIOD 
•PERIOD 
•PERIOD 
'PERIOD 
•PERIOD 
•PERIOD 
'PCRIOD 
'PERIOD 
î 
3' 
4 '  
S' 
S-
î 
'NO PERIOJD LISTED'^ 
COMPUTE TiDTSCORE - SUM (NFFQlj TO NpFFQ^) 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES • TOTSCORE 
/STATISTICS • DEAULT 
SORT CASEIS BY TCHFg 
SPLIT FILE BY TCHF^ 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES » TOT^ORE 
/STATISITICS - OEFJUUUT ! 
FINISH f 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF!(TCHF5 EQ 0748I) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES < NFFOI TO NFFQ2(V 
STATIsiTICS » DEFAULT 
TEMPORAR\d 
SELECT IF! (TCHFS Eq 22tOfi) . 
FREQUENCIES VARIABUES <• NFFQIj TO NFFQ30t/ 
STATl^iCS - OEFîAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF: 
ON 
00 
(TCHFS eo 60669) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NFFQI TO NFFQ20/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF! (TCHFS CO 76111) 
FREQUENCES VARIABUES •> NFFQIj TO NFF030(/ 
STATIC ICS - OEFjAULT 
TEMPORARY; 
STLECT If (TCHF5 EQ 8480I) 
IHlUUENCIES VARIABLES = NFFQI TO NFFQ20/ 
STATISTICS ' DEFAULT 
SORT CASES BY CLPERF5 
SPLIT FILE BY CLPEIFFB 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IFI (TCHFS EQ 07481) 
FREQUENCIiES VARIABUES - NFFQI; TO NFFQ20i/ J 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TFMPORARY 
SUICT IF (TCHFS EO 22 tOG » 
I .'I I IHIOUENCIES VARIAUIES - NI f til 10 NI f020/ , , , , , 
14!,,. .'IIUIl|l Ï.14 56789^ 1 2 34567B90|l 234S6789o|l 234667B90|l 234567890|l 23456789ojl 23456789o|l 234&67B9o|l 23456/Uao|l 23456789o|l 234b67890|l 23456 aUOj 
I  234f>67a90 | l  
I 
2 
•J 
4 
6 .  
6 .  
7. 
35 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
, 2 3  4  6  6  7  a  a  1 0  I I  
234e67a9a]l 234667a9a|l 234e6789o|l 234b67aeojl 234B67a90|l 23466789a|r2 34B678B0|l 2 34B67a90|l 234667B90|l 2 34Be7B90|l 2 3456 7a90|l 
//CAVE JOB 
/•JOBPARH 1 INESSO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//OAIASRAW 00 DSN=EISLMO.OAIASRAW.UNII=DISK,DISP^SHR 
riTLE CAcVe CREEK FkoATER 3-® PROGRAM 
12 II 
234667a90|l 2 
a. DATA LIST! FILE-OA 
9 /I CARDIF5 1 
to SE01F5 2-5 
11 ICHFS 36-
12 CLPERFS 41 
13. /2 CARCàFS 1 
14 SEQtfS a-8 
15. FFOli « 
16 ffQi 7 
17 FFQ3 8 
18 FFQ4 9 
19 FFQg 10 
20 FFoe 11 
21 ffqt 12 
33. fFQft 13 
23. FFQ8. 14 
24. ffolb IS 
25. FFOIil 16 
26 FFQ12 17 
27 FF013 18 
28 . FF014 19 
28. FFOljB 30 
30. FFQliB 21 
31. ff0i:7 23 
32. FFOljB 93 
33. FF019 24 
34 . FFQ20 25 
RECOOE FFpt TO FF02p <1 O) (2 - I!) (3 • 2) (4 = 3) 
(8 4) INTO r^ FQI TO NF}=Q20 
4 1 CAR0IF5 "FLOATER 3-5 CA'RO 1 ' 
42 . SEQ1FS 'SEQUENCE OF ENTRY C01" 
43. TCHF5 'TEACHER FLOATER 3-5' 
44 CLPERfS CLASS PERIOD F 3-5' 
45 CAR02FIB 'FLOATER 3-5 CARD 2' 
46 SEQ2FS •SEQUENCE OF ENTRY C02' 
47 NFFOt ! 'F-S HAKES WORK INTERESTING' 
48 NFr02 : F S SCHOOL DAY: INTERESTING' 
49 NFm3 •F-S GO OVER EACH LESSON FINISHED 
50 N1FU4 F 5 00 SAME THING EVERY DAY' 
bl NFfOS •f 5 DISCUSS ABOUT SUBJECT STUDIED 
52 NFFQS F 5 TEACHER USUAllY PREPARED' 
63. NFF07 i F 5 MAKES FEEU GOOD / GOOD WORK' 
54 NFFOa 1 •F-5 icAN GET HEIR FROM TEiACHFR' 
55 NFF09 : F-S TEACHER FAIR WITH EVERYBODY' 
50 NfFOlO •f 6 MAKES FOLLOW RULES' 
'j / Nf t 01 1 •1 5 THIS ML I 00 GOOD WORK' 
' . I I I  NI >012 •F 5 EXPLAINS IfSSON CILARIY' 
NI 1 0 1.3 F 5 IIACHIR EASY 10 UNDERSIANO' 
1,11 NI 1 014 1 b ItACIIFR STAYS IN ClASSROOM' 
l 4SI>7U ' J ( l |  2 34B67B9u | l  2 34  667  89  }|l234b67a90|l 2 34&67890 123456789 
cr\ 
I 2:M!ib7aau|i ; 
123466 
6 I 
b2 
bJ 
64 
68. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71 . 
72 
73. 
74. 
79. 
76 
77 
78 
79 
SO 
81 . 
83. 
83. 
84. 
85 
86 
87 . 
88 
88. 
90. 
91. 
S3. 
93. 
94 . 
95 
96 
97. 
98. 
89. 
100. 
lOI 
102. 
I03. 
I04 
lOB. 
t06 
107. 
t08 
l()9 
I  I I )  
I  I  I  
I  t j  
I IJ 
1 14 
1 15. 
t 16 
I 17 
I  IH  
I  I ' l  
I  . ' 11  
7BU0|| 234b67B90jl 234b67a90jl 234bB /B'J0jl 2;i4!jb/BBO(l 234bl)7U90jl 23466 7B9(^ I 23466 709011 p4S67U90|l 2a4!>67a90ll 2 34S>b /uao|l 234tib /B9ujl 2 J4!jb /uai 
NI50I4 
NI5U15 
NIS016 
NI50I7 
NIBQia 
NT9QI9 
NT5Q30 
3 5 WDHK TO 00 FINISHED BtFORE OVER' 
•3 5 WORK AI IHt RIGHI »»ACt * 
•3 5 ULLS NEW IHINGS I EARN IN LESSON' 
•3-5 EXPLAIN WAV EASY lO UN0ERS1AN0' 
3 5 liEACHER AVAilLABLt 10 HELP' 
'3-9 VMRIETV ACrilVITlES RESSOURCES' 
'3-5 TiE«CHER WEWL PREPAREOj' 
VALUE LABELS 
NT501 TO NT5020 
CLPERTBi 
0 NEVER' 
1 NOT OFTEN' 
2 'SOMETIMES' 
3 'USliALLV 
4 'ALlèST AtWAVSi 
1 'PERIOD 1' 
3 'PERIOD 2' 
3 PERIOD 3 
4 'PERIOD 4' 
5 PERIOD 5' 
6 'PERilOO 6' 
7 'P(f<IOD 7 
• 'PEI^IDO «' 
0 "NO iPERlOO LI&tEO'/ 
COMPUTE TOTSCORE > SUM (NTSQi: TO NT5020) 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES ' TOTStORE 
/STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
SORT CASEiS by TCHTSi 
SPLIT FUIE BV TCHTBi 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIAMES ' TOTSlCORE 
/STATISTICS - OEFiAULT 
FINISH 
o 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF! (TCHT5 EO 26671) 
FREQUENCiIES VARIABUES - NTSQIj TO NT80201/ 
STATISTjiCS - OEFAjULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF: <TCHT5 EO 01552) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES « NT50I TO NT5Q20/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT If: (TCHT5 EO 2074») 
FREOUENClkS VARIABUES " NTSQIj TO NTBQ2ai/ 
STATISTICS • DEFALT 
TEMPORARY! 
SLI EC I IF (TCIi15 EO 44699) 
lUIUUENCIES VARIABLES = NI5Ut 10 NI5U20/ 
blAIISIICS ^  UEFAULI 
IfMPORARY 
SELECT IF (ICHT5 E0 0S055) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABljES = NIBQIi TO NT5020/ 
STATISTICS » OEFAjULT 
: TEMPORARY: 
bflECI IF (ICHI5 EO 42558) 
FHiOUENCIES VARIABltS - NIbQI 10 NI5U20/ 
MAI Ibl ICS = Dtf AUI I 
11 MI'ORARY 
«)jl J l4!jti7B9o|l 2  34h6 71)90|l 7:i4hr>789o|l 2:I4567B90|| 2 1 4 &67b9o|l ï 3 4 h 6 7 B 9 o | l 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 o | l 2 : i 4 & b 7 B 9 o | l ï  Hb(.7H9ll|l?J4bli7H9<l|lï l4!ib7h9l)|lï >4hb7HU( 
,  2  3  4  b  e  7  B 9  lO I I  
1  2 3 4 6 b 7 a 9 0 j l  2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 0|l 234667890(1 2 34667B90(l 234667B90|| 234Bb7B90jl 2.1466789011 2 34667a90jl 234667890|| 234667a90ll 23456 7aU0|l 2: i4bb 
//CAVE JOB 
I  2  I I  
7B90 | |  2345b7B90 | l  2  
1 
2 
3 
4 
6. 
6 
7. 
a. 
9 
10. 
11 
ij 
43. 
14 . 
15. 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2t . 
a a .  
33 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 . 
28. 
30. 
, 31. 
33. 
33. 
34 . 
35 
36 
37. 
36. 
39. 
40. 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
bï 
bB 
'.)'J 
(•() 
I  i  I4bt>  
/•JOBPARM LINES'BO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//0ATA2RAW 00 OSN=EIJWHA OATA2RAH.UNII-01SK.01SP=SHR 
tiile ca,ve creek «guuar 3-5! program ! 
DATA list! FILE-DATAi2RAW RECûRpS-2 
/I CAROITS I 
SE0IT5 a-5 : 
TCHIS 3«-4ia 
CLPERT5 41 i 
/a CAROàTQ 1 
SEQ^ T» 2-
TSOl! 6 
T80i 7 
tsq:^  8 
TS04i 9 
I5Q& lO 
T506 11 
TSQTi 12 
TBOat 13 
TBQ« 14 
TSQ1D IB 
T50II 16 
T5012 17 
T50I3 IB 
T50I4 19 
TBoiB ao 
TB01« 21 
TBOt? 32 
TSOliB 23 
TS019 24 
TS02P 25 
RECODE T%1 TO T5Q2.0 
VARIABLE jLABELS 
CAROITS 
SE01I5 
TCHT5 
CLPERTbi 
CAR02T@ 
SE02T5 i 
NTeoi I 
NI5U2 
NI5U3 
NI5U4 
NI5Q5 
NI 506 
NTS07 
NTSOS 
NTS09 
NI5Q1U 
NI501I 
NI5012 
(I ' 0) (2 < I) 
(B " |«) INTO N 
<3 - 2) (4 = 3) 
n$o< TO NTBjoao 
•REGULAR 3-5 CARD f 
• SEQUENCE OF ENTRY C01' 
'TEACHER REGULAR 3-5' 
•CLASS PERIOD R 13-5' 
•regulIar a-s card 2' 
•SEOUEInce of enttry c03' 
'3-S itoKES work iXNTERESTING' 
•3-5 SCHOOL DAY INTERESTING* 
3 5 GO OVER EACH LESSON FINISHED 
'3 5 GIVES WORK TO DO AT »UME' 
3 5 DISCUSS ABOUT SUBJECT STUDIED' 
•3-5 GIVES WORK BACK QUICKLY• 
•3-5 MAKES FEEL jcOOO / goc* WORK' 
•3-5 C^N GET HELP FROM TE/^HER' 
'3-5 FINISH WORiq BEFORE CLiASS OVER' 
3 5 MAKES FOLLOW NULLS 
3 5 NlW WORK WITHOUT WAIIING' 
3 5 tXPIAINS LESSON CLEAR!V 
•3-5 TEACHER KNOWS ME WILL N l b U I 3  -j a it i-MtK r.iMuw:> t wiii. , , , «1. n , 
7BUaj l  2 3 4 6 6  7B9o| l  2 3 4 b 6  7B90 | l  2 3 4 B 6 7 B 9 0 | l 2 3 4 5 U 7 B 9 0 | l 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 0 | l 2 3 4 & 6 7 8 9 0 | l 2  3 4 b b 7 H 9 < ) | l 2  3 4 S «7BU0| l2 : i4667HUo| l2  34br.7HUI) l l ï l -«!>ta /HJ0j l2  "I 
I I.KbbTBSoj 
6 i 
bJ 
63 
g4 
66.  
66 
67. 
68 
69 
70. 
7 i 
72 
73. 
74 
75. 
76. 
77 
78 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86.  
87. 
88 
80. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96 
07. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101 . 
i02 . 
i03. 
i04 . 
tos. 
106. 
107. 
t08 
i09 
t lO 
i i i 
i u 
i 13 
1 14 
1 15. 
116. 
i 17 
i ib 
i i'j 
l.'tj 
I  J  I4SO/a9u|  
i J 
l234667B90jlï34B67B90|l2 3.«567890|l2 3'466789o|l234667890jl2 34567a9o|lî34667890jl234567a90jl234 567B90ll234B6 7B90ll2a4 66/890|l2 34 66 7B90| l  
nt50i4 
nisuis 
ni5qi6 
ni50i7 
Nf6Qia 
NT9019 
NTSQ20 
•3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
'3-5 
*3-5 
WORK TO 00 FINISHED BEFORE OVER 
WORK AT IHE RIGIII PACE' 
TELLS NEW THINGS LEARN IN ItSSON 
EXPLAIN WAV EASY TO UNOERSTANO' 
TÏACHER AVAilLABLE TO HELP" 
viARIETV ACTilVITlES REiSOURCES 
TSACHER WEML PREPARER' 
VALUE LABELS 
NTSOI TO NT5020 
CLPERTBi 
0 
1 
2 
9 
4 
1 
2 
5 
« 
•NEVER' 
NOT OFTEN 
SOMETIMES 
'USUALLY' 
'ALMOST ALWAYS 
'PERÉIOD 
'PERIOD 
'PERIOD 
'PERIOD 4' 
PERIOD 5' 
'PENjlOO 6' 
'PEfUOO 7 
'PECliPO 
1 '  
2 '  
3' 
' /  
I I e «NO jPERIOO LI^VeO'/ 
COMPUTE TOTSCORE - iSUM (NTSOli TO NTSQ20) 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES - TOT^ORE 
/STATISTICS -  DEFiAULT 
SORT CA$lj9 BY TCHT^ I 
SPLIT F I U E  BY TCHTOj j j 
OESCRIPTIVES VABIAei.ES « TOTSjCOBE 
/STATISTICS # DEFAULT 
FINISH lo 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF! (TCHTS EO 28671) 
FREQUENCIiES VARIABUES " NTSOli TO NT50ao|/ 
STATISTICS • OEFAjULT 
TEMPORAR^ d 
SELECT IF: (TCHTS EQ OISS2) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NI501: TO NT5Q20i/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
temporary: 
SELECT IFi (TCHTS EO 20749) 
FREOUENCiIeS VARIABUES • NTSOli TO NT8030[/ 
STATISTICS • OEFAiULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF (TCHTS EO 44699) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES ' NI5QI TO NT5Q20/ 
STATISTICS = DEFAULT 
UMPORARV 
SELECT IFl (TCHTS EOl 08056) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABUES " NTBQIj TO Nieoaol/ 
STATISTICS • OEFMJLT 
TEMPORARY: 
SEIECT IF (TCHTS EO 42558) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NI6QI TO NI5Q20/ 
STATISTICS = DEFAULT 
ii mi'orary . 
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//cave Job 
/•vJOBPARH LINES-SO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//0aia2raw od DSN=El$lmo oaia2raw.unit=piSK.01SP=SHH 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5. 
6 .  
7. 
8 
37. 
3B. 
39. 
40. 
41 
TITLE CAVE CREEK l&WJLAR 3-9i PROGRAM 
DATA LIST! FILE-DATidSRAW RECORbs-2 
9 /I CARD US 1 
lO SEQIT5 a-5 i 
1 1 TCHI5 36-4Ù 
.12 CIPERTS 41 i 
13. /3 CAROâTS 1 ! 
14 . SEQ%T5 a-8 I 
19. TOOlj • \ 
16 TSOi 1 i 
17 T503 8 
18 T504: a 
19. TSOS io ! 
20 T506: 11 
21 TBO^  u i 
aa. T6Q« 13 i 
23. TSOSi M 1 
24 T8Q1D IB 1 
25 TSOIt 16 ; 
26. T5QI2 17 i 
27 T50I3 18 n 
28 T5QI4 19 : 
28. TSOliS 30 1 
30. TBQlie 31 1 
31. TSOljT 32 1 
32. TSOia 33 1 
33 TS0II9 24 : 
34 . T502P 35 i 
35 
36 RECODE TSQ1 TO T502p 
variable Labels 
(1 « O) (2 « n (3 • 2) (4 • 3) 
(9 > j4) INTO N^QI TO NTBÎQZO 
42 CARDITS 'REGULAR 3-5 CARD 1' 
43 SE0t(5 'SEQUENCE OF ENTjRV COI ' 
44 TCHIS 'TEACHER REGULAR 3-5' 
45 CLPERTEl 'CLASS PERIOD R IS-S' 
46 CARD21S 'REGULjAR 3-9 CAW 2" 
47 SE02T5 ; 'SEQUENCE OF ENTitY C02' 
48 NT60I i '3-5 MAKES WORK ilNTERESTING' 
49 NI5U2 •3-5 SCHOOL DAY INIERESIING 
50 NI 503 3 5 GO OVER EACH LESSON FINISHED' 
SI NI 504 3 5 GIVES WORK TO DO AT HOME' 
52 NI 505 3 5 DISCUSS ABOUT SUBJECT STUDIED 
53 NI606 : •3-5 GIVES WORK BACK QUIClàV' 
54 NT507 ! 3-5 •ÙKES FEEL ÎGOOD / GOO0 WORK' 
55 NT508 : •3-5 CAN GET HEqP FROM TEAÎCHER' 
56 NT509 ' '3 5 FINISH WORK! BEFORE CUASS OVER 
•.i7 NI5UIO 3 5 MAKES FOLLOW RULES 
bU NI50It •3 5 NEW WORK WITH0U1 WAITING^ 
î>9 NI50I2 •3 5 EXPIAINS LESSON CI EARLY 
<>() NI50I3 3 5 H ACHER KNOWS ME WELI • 
W 
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I  2  3 4 6 e 7 a 9 0 | l  2 3 4 6 6 7 B 9 a j l  234B67890| |  234667a90j l  2 J4b67a90| l  234667S90| l  234&678B0| l  234667890(1  234667a90| l  234S67a90| l  234 567a90| l  234&67B90j l  2  34i l ( i7a9(  
6 1 NF20I7 F 2 lEACHER EASY 10 UNOERSIANO' 
bJ N#2018 F 2 lEAHN HAND I ESSUNS SMALL SIEPS" 
63 NF20I9 F 2 EXPLAIN MAYS EASY TO UNOERSTANO' 
64 NF2020 F 2 TEACHER TELLS NEW IHINGS LEARN' 
66 
66. VALUE LA*IS 
67. NFaol Tjo NFzqao [) NEVER!" 
68. 1 2 SOMETIMES' 
69 4 'ALMOST ALWAYS'/ 
70 CLPERF2 t 'PERIOD 1' 
71 2 PERIOD 2' 
72 . 3 PERIOD 3" 
73. ! ( PeRIOb 4' 
74 i 1 PERIOD 8' 
75. : 1 'f>CRl(V 6' 
76. r PERlOb T 
77 8 PERIOD 8' 
78 9 NO PERIOD LISTED 
79 COMPUTE TOT SCORE - !SUM (NF2QI TO NF2020) 
80. 
81 
83. 
83 
84. 
85 . 
86 
87. 
88 
88. 
SO. 
91. 
»2. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
87. 
98. 
99. 
IOC. 
101. 
t02. 
I03 
I04. 
tOB. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109 
I  lO 
I  I  I  
I  12 
I 13 
114 
1 15. 
t  16  
I  17 
I  18 
I 19 
I. '(I 
. '  t 4 b t .  ' S ' J C I  
TOTSjCORE 
TaTsicoRi 
4^  
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABjLES • 
/statistics " pei^uilt 
sort cases by tchfa 
split fiue by tchf3! 
descriptives variames -
/statisîtics - oefiault 
FINISH 
" 
TEMPORARvi 
SELECT ir- (TCHFa EQl 31212) 
freouenciies variabmes - nfsoij to nfa02q/ 
statistics " oefajult | 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF: (TCHF2 EO 24281) 
FREQUENCliES VARIABLES = NF20li TO NF2020/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IR (TCHF2 EOt 87743) 
FREOUENCljES VARlABLjES - NF30li TO NFlOZq/ 
statislllcs ' def4ilt 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF! (TCHF2 EO 88500) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NF2Q1; TO NF2020i/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
SORT CASES BY CLPERÎF) 
SPLIT FIUE BY CLPEI»2 
TEMPORARii 
SELECT IF! (TCHF2 EOi 31212) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NF2QI TO NF2026/ 
STATISTICS » DEFAULT 
UMPORARY 
SELECT IF (TCHF2 EO 34281) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES • NF2Ql! TO NF2Q2Qi/ 
statistics - default 
temporary! 
SELECT IF; (TCHF2 EO 87743) 
FRfOUENCIES VARIABI  I  S =  NF20I  10  NF202O/  
STAT IS I  ICS = OEf  A. . .  I  
HMPORAKV 
SU EC!  I f  ( ICHf2 to  8Bb(H))  .  ,  
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35 
36 
37. 
38 
39. 
40. 
4 I. 
42 
43. 
44 . 
4B. 
46 
47. 
48 
49 
b(> 
51 
52 
63 
54 
55 
5G 
!>/ 
SH 
'.i!l 
1,11 
//CAVE JOB 
/•JOBPARM IINtS^aO 
//SI IXEC SPSSX 
//DAIA5RAW OD OSN=EItWHA.DAIA5RAW.UNI I=DISK.01SP = SHR 
TITLE CAVE CREEK fLoATER K-ï PROGRAM 
DATA LIST! FILE^DATiÙSRAW RECOPbs-2 
9 /I CARD If 2 t 
10 SEQIF2 2-5 
1 1 ICHf 2 36-4 
12 CIPERF2 41 
13. /A CARDÉ2Fa 1 
14 . SEQÂ^Z a-B 
15. FEOLI « 
16. FEQAJ 7 
17 FEQ$ 8 
18 FEQ4 9 
19 FEQ5 10 
20 FEQ& 11 
21 FEQTJ 13 
32. FE08Ê 13 
23. FEQFLI 14 
24 FEOIP IS 
25 FEQlil 16 
26 FEQI3 17 
27. FEQI3 18 
28 FE0I4 19 
29. FEQLJS 30 
30. FEQIFI 31 
31. FE0LJ7 33 
33 FEQ18 33 
33. FEQI9 24 
34 . FEQ20 25 
RE CODE FE.QI TO FE02.0 (I ' O.) (2 • 2) (3 = 4) 
I INTO ii>30i TO NFagao 
variable Labels l 
cardif:^ 'floatïh k-s cabp i-
seqtfa j 'sequence of enhbv coi' 
TCHF2 ! 'TEACHER FLOATER K-2' 
CIPERF2 'CLASS PERIOD F K-2' 
CARD2F2 FLOATER K-2 CARD 2' 
SEQ2F2 'SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CD2' 
NF20I i F 2 tn SCHOOL DMV INTERESTING' 
NF2Q2 i 'F-2 ob SAME THI^ EVERY DiAV' 
NFaQ3 : F-2 PiAY ATTENTIjON IN CLASjS 
NF2Q4 : 'F-2 CtlSCUSSIONSi LESSONS StUOlEO' 
Nf205 f 2 WORK TOO HARD' 
Nf206 f 2 TEACHER USUALLY PREPARED 
NF207 •f-2 TEACHER COMES ON IIME 
Nf208 -F-2 MAKES FOLLOW RULES' 
NF2Q9 : 'F-2 FAIR WITH EVERYBODY' 
NFaOtO i 'F-2 ci»RES IF WjJSTE TIME 
NF2Q1I : F-2 WORK IF TEAjCHER NOT WiATCHINQ' 
NF20I2 'F-2 6AN GET HE UP WHEN NEED IT 
NI 2013 -F-2 III IS MF 1 00 GOOD WORK-
NI 2014 -12 mis WHERE 10 FIND INFORMAI ION 
NI 201b -I 2 IIAClUR READY f OR 01 ASS' 
NI 20l(. I 2 KNOW WIIAI ItACIItH WANIS-
Ln 
nr^ W t' ^ im # k M » j . , 
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NK20I5 
NK2QI6 
NK2QI7 
NK20IB 
NK20iai 
NKa02d 
'K 2 lEACHfR READY FOR CI ASS 
'K-2 KNOW WHAT TEACHER WANTS' 
'K-2 INTEREST WORK BEFORE CI ASS OVER 
'K-2 LEARN HARD LESSONS SMAIL STEPS' 
•k-2 GIVES WORK BACK QUICKLV 
'K-a TELLS NEW [THINGS TO TEARN 
VALUE LA&LS 
NK20I TO NK2020 
CLPERK2 
0 
2 
4 
1 
9 
a 
4' 
9 
6 
7 
8 
9 
I ' 
NEVER' 
'SOMETIMES' 
'ALMOST ALWAYS'/ 
PERIOD I' 
'PERIOD 2* 
'PERIiOO 3' 
«PERIPD 4' 
'PGRljDO B' 
'PERIOD 6' 
'PERIOD 7' 
'PERlbo 8' 
NO PERIOD LISTED'/ 
J COMPUTE TtoTSCORC « jSUM (MCaOl; TO NK2QaCi) 
DESCRIPTIVES VARlA8l.es - TOTttQRE ; 
/STATISTICS • OEf^AULT i 
SORT CASES BY TCHK2i 
SPLIT FILE BY TCHK2 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIAMES • TOT^CORE 
/STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
FINISH 1 I 
temporary! } ; 
SELECT IFl (TCHKa EQ 24190 
FREQUENCIiES VARIABLES « NK20I 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF (TCHK2 EQ 25238) 
FREQUENCIiES VARIABLES » MOQI 
STATIsrilCS « OEfAjJLT 
TEMPORARl^  
SELECT if! (TCHKa EO' 26597 ) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES ' NK20I 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF (TCHK2 EO 36103) 
FREQUENCIiES VARIABLES " NK2Q1 
statismcs - default 
temporary 
SELECT IF! <TCHK2 Ed 44634) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES ' NK2QI TO NK2020|/ 
STATISTICS = DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SElECT IF (TCHK2 EO 28084) 
FREQUENCIiES VARIABLES - NK2Q1 
statistiics - defajult 
temporary! 
SELECT IF! (TCHK2 EO 60398) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NK3QI TO NK2Q20/ 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
TO NK2Q20y 
TO NK3Q20|/ 
TO NK2Q20/ 
TO NK2Q20i/ 
TO NK2Q2q/ 
. /liuojl 2.14b6 7B90ll 2 34b67890|l234b6 7 890|l 2 34567a90jl 234B67B9o|l 23456 7a9o|l 234B6789o|l 2346G789o|l 2:l4567890|l i34b6789o|l 2 Mbb7B90|l 2.14 66/B9o|l 
o I 2 3 * 5 6 7 a 9 10 II I ; 
I  2 3 4 b e 7 a 9 ( ] j l  2 3 4 6 6 7 a 9 C l j l  234667B90 | l  p4B67a9o| l  234B67B90| |  2346e7a90 | l  234667S90 | l  234667a90| l  234é67B90jl  234B67a90| l  234&e7a90| l  2.14&b7a90| l  234567 89 
//cavé'job 
/•jobparm iines^bo 
//si exec spssx 
//datairaw dd DSN«E; I $ W H A  . dat A  iraw.uni t'di sk . d1sp-siir 
1 
2 
3 
4 
B. 
6 .  
7. 
8 .  
35 
36. 
37. 
38-
39. 
40. 
TITLE CAVE CBECK I^OULAB K-*- PROGRAM 
DATA LIST! FILE'DAT^IRAW RECARBS«2 
9. /I CARDIK2 1 
lO SEQIK2 2-6 
1 1 . TCHK3 36-
12 CLPERK2 41 
13. /a CARDQKa 1 
14. SEa»3 a-» 
19. K301! s 
18. Kao^ 7 
17. K20$ 8 
18. K2Q4i 8 
19 K20Si 10 
20. K20e 11 
21. K3Qlf 19 
aa.  K3MI 13 
33. K30fl! 14 
24. KaOlO 15 
25 K20I1 16 
26 K2012 17 
27. K20ia 18 
28. K20i;4 19 
28. KaQij» 30 
30. KaatiE 31 
31. K30t7 33 
32. KaQIjB 93 
33. K20I9 24 
34 . K2Q2P 25 
RECODE KM* TO K3Q20 
VARIABLE LABELS 
( l ' 0 ) ( 2 ' 3 > : < 3  =  4 )  
INTO TO NK^020 
-sj 
4 1 . CAR01K3 'REGULAR K 2 CAIRO 1' 
42 SEQIKZ SEQUENCE OF ENTRY COI' 
43 1CHK2 ' TEACHER REGULAlR K-2' 
44 CLPERK2 'CLASS PERIOD R K-2' 
45. CAR02IC2 'REGULAR K-2 CANO 2' 
46 SEQ2KÏ 'SEQtàNCE OF EffTRV CD2' 
47. NK201 j 'K-2 [SCHOOL DAY: INTERESTING' 
48 NK202 : •K-3 nriME TO DOi OUR WORK'! 
49 NK203 K 2 PAY ATTENTION IN CLASS' 
50 NK2Q4 'K-2 DISCUSSIONS LESSONS STUDIED 
51 NK205 K 2 WORK TOO HARD' 
52 NK2Q6 : 'K-2 GIVES HOMEWORK' 
53. NK207 i 'K-2 -TEACHER CQiMES ON TIW' 
54 NK308 i 'K-3 MAKES FOLLiQW RULES' 1 
55. NK208 i 'K-2 iDFTEN TAKR TEST IN CLASS' 
56 NK20tOi K 2 iCARES IF WASTE TIME'! 
57 NK20n •K-2 WORK IF 1EACHER NOT WATCHING' 
bB NK2UI2 ' K - 2  CAN GET HELP WHEN NEED IT' 
b9 NK2013 K - 2  GIVES NEW WORK WHEN I AM READY' 
bO NK2QI4 ' K - 2  T E L L S  W H E R E  T O  F I N D  I N F O R M A T I O N -lj rv  ^ icllo mficwc lu r «rM-f i nr i •  ^ tuâ» 
IÏ.J46b7a90jl234667ë9o|r234B67B9û|i234667H90|"l234b67a9o|l234&67B90|l23-4Bti7a90||2 346tt7B9o|l 'i;i4b67Ha()|l2.Mhb /B90|l ./J4bG7H9l>|l V Mhh/B90|l 2-»4bb 
I734b67890 |  
61 
62 
b3 
64 
6 6 .  
6 6 .  
67. 
6a. 
234667a90 | l234ee7a90|l234&67B90|l234b67aii0|l234B67a90|l234667B90|l234b67B90jl234Be7a90{l334b67B9a| l234667a90|l 2  34bb7a90|l 2 3 4 b 6 7 a 9 0|l 
NK3Ut5 K 2 IlACHtR READY FOR CLASS' 
NK2Qie K 2 KNOW WHAT TEACHER WANTS* 
NK20I7 K 2 INIEREST WORK BEFORE CLASS OVER' 
NK20IS K 2 LEARN HARIX LESSONS SMAt L STEPS' 
NK20tei "K 2 GIVES WORK BACK QUICKLY-
NK3Q20| 
VALUE LABÏLS 
K-3 iTELLS NEW H^HINGS TO LEARN" 
69 NK2Q1 TO NK2Q20 0 NEVER' 
70. 2 -SOMETIMES' 
71 4 'ALMOST ALWAYS' J 
72. CLPERK2 1 -PERIOD 1 
73. 3 'PERljDD 3' 
74 a 'PERIiOD 3' 
75. 4 «PERljOO 4' 
76. # 'PERIjOO B' 
77 6 'PERIOD 6-
78 . 7 PERIOD 7' 
79. 8 'PERIOD 8' 
80. 9 "NO I^RIOD LISTED / 
81 
83 
83. 
84 
85 
86.  
87. 
88 
89. 
90. 
91. 
93. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
87 
98. 
89. 
ICO. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
I04 . 
lOB. 
106. 
107. 
toa. 
t09. 
I  t o  
I I I 
I 12 
I 13. 
I 14 . 
115. 
1 16 
I 17 
t IB 
I  1 9  
I . ' ( )  
I  1  l 4 t » U  / B S 0 |  
: ! ; 
COMPUTE TiDTSCORE - SUM (NK3ai1 TO NK2Q30i) 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIAMES - TOTiKORE 
/statistics • dsrault ! ! 
SORT CASES BV TCHK3! 
SPLIT FILE BV TCHKZ 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIAMES • TOTSiCORE 
/STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
FINISH 
TO NK2Q2Q/ 
TO NK3Q3Ci/ 
TO NK2020/ 
TO NK3<)2q/ 
C3 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IFi (TCHKa E(^ 34191) ; 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLjES - NK3QI 
STATISTICS - OEFMJLT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF (TCHK2 EO 25238) 
FREQUENCIES VARXABUES • NK3Q1 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY I 
SELECT IFj (TCHKZ EOi 38897) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES • NK3Q1 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF; (TCHK3 EQi 36103) 
FREQUCNCIËS VARIABLjES • NK3Q1 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IFi (TCHK3 EO' 44634) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES • NK2Q1 TO NK2Q20/ 
STATISTICS » DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IF (TCHK2 EQ 28084) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES « NK3Q1 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IFi (TCHK2 EQ' 60398) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES • NK2QI TO NK2Q2Q/ 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
I 2  34S6 7 a 9 o | l  2  34b6 7 a 9 0 | l  2  34S67a90|l 2 3 4 b 6 7 B 9 o | l  234b67B90jl 2  34b67a90jl 234667a90|l 2 3 4 b 6 7 a 9 o|l 2  3 4 b 6 7 B 9 o j l  2 3 4 b 6 7 8 9 o j l  2J4h67890jl234bb7a90|l. 
TO NK2Q2q/ 
U ,  ï  3  4  S b 7  a  a 10 I I  
1  2  34667B90j l  234667B90 | l  234667891^1 234B67B9oj l  23466789(^1  23466789^1 234667a90 | l  234667S9o | l  23466789( l | l234567890 | l23466789o | l2  34567UWo| l  
i //cavè job 
12 II 
234667890 | l  i 
•J 
3 
4 
fi. 
6 
7. 
5 
/*JOBPARM l INES^eO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//OAlAIRAW DD DSN=El»LMO DAIAIHAW.UNII=OISK.01SP=SHH 
TITLE CAÎVE CREEK ttOUUAR PROGRAM 
DATA LISTÎ FILE«DATidlRAH RECOlÂS-2 
9 /1 CARDIK2 1 
lO SEQIK2 2-5 
1 1 TCIIK2 36-40i 
13 CLPERK2 41 
13. /2 CARDÉ2K3 t 
14 . SEQ3Ka 3-9 
19. K20li « 
<6. K2Q2i 7 
17 K20S 8 
18 K204 9 
19 K20& 10 
20 K3Q6: 11 
21 K2Q7i ta 
23 . Kao* 13 : 
23 K3O0. M : 
24 K39ljD 15 
25. K201:t 16 
36 K20I3 17 
27. K2013 18 
28. K2Q14 19 
20. K3Q1!S 30 1 
90. i KaoDs ai 
31. K2Q1|7 33 1 
32. *20 Ij» 33 1 33. K20ia 24 
34 . K2Q:^ 25 
35 
36. : RECODE K2gi TO K202.0 (1 *Q)(2°2):(3'4) 
37. i 1 INTO » K201 TO NK3Q2Q 
38 1 i i 
39. 
• 
40. i VARIABLE LABELS 
4 1 CARD 11(2 REGULAR K-2 Ci^D 1' 
42 . SEQ1K2 'SEQUENCE OF ENTRY COI' 
43 TCHK2 'TEACHER REGULAiR K-2' 
44 CIPERK2 'CLASS PERIOD R K-2' 
4fi. CAR02K2 'REGtJLAR K-2 CARD 2' 
46 SE02KÏ 'SEQl^NCE OF ErfTRY CD2' 
47 NK201 i 'K-2 jSCHOOL OA^ INTERESTING' 
48 NK202 i 'K-2 -TIME TO DOi OUR WORK'I 
49 NK303 'K-2 PAY AITENTION IN CLASS 
bl) NK304 •K-2 DISCUSSIONS LESSONS STUDIED^ 
51 NK205 •K-2 WORK TOO HARO* 
52 NK3Q6 'K-3 GIVES HOMEWORK• 
63. nk2u7 i 'k-2 ^TEACHER COMES ON iii* 
54 NK2Q8 i •k-2 MAKES FOIliow RULES' ! 
55 NK208 i •K-2 OFTEN TAKE TEST IN qUASS' 
5b nk2oi0i •k-2 CARES IF WASTE TIME'! 
!>/  NK2UI1 •K 2 WORK IF lEACHEK NOT WATCHING' 
VO 
tiH 
(> (>  
i  14SU7 
NK2UI2 K 2 CAN CEI HELP WHEN NEED 11' 
NK2U13 K 2 GIVES NI W WIIKK WHl N I AM MEADV 
NK20t4 K 2 uns WHl ME 10 FIND INIOHMAI ION 1  I  j  i i t n c  I W  r  *  i r * r  u n F i M  I  i  .  , l  .  
B90|l 2  34667â90| l  2 345Ci7B90| l  2  34Sti7a90| l  2  34b67 890| l  2 34b67a90| l  2 34b67a9o|t 2 34 5h7BUo|l v :i4bb7a9o|l 2  34bb7a90|l 2:i4bfa7B9o|l J i4b<» /a90| l  2  Mbfa B JOjl i 
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APPENDIX L. 
CAVE CREEK CAREER LADDER PLAN ALGORITHM 
181 
Scoring of Student Feedback Summative Report 
Student feedback surveys are conducted by each teacher late in each course offered 
(semester or year). Primary grades (K-2) are surveyed with an instrument that uses a 
three-point scale; upper elementary, middle school and high school surveys use a five-point 
scale. 
The primary grades' instrument has 20 questions which will be tabulated with the 
following values: [This item describes my teacher] 
No a* 0 
Somedmes =2 
Almost always = 4 
Thus a teacher receiving an "almost always" rating on each of the 20 items would receive a 
total rating of 80. Next, all of the ratings of all of his/her students would be averaged and 
the average radng would be transfonned by the following conversion table: 
Average Raring Total romposite Score 
70-80 10.0 
60-69 7.5 
50-59 5.0 
<50 2.5 
Scoring for teadters in the tq)pef elementary school, middle school and high school 
would be done in a similar manner. Hie rating scale for these grades uses the following 
response mode and values: [Describes my class or teacher] 
Never «0 
Not Often > 1 
Soxnetimes »2 
Usually • 3 
Almost always « 4 
182 
APPENDIX M. 
HUMAN SUBJECTS RELEASE LETTER 
FROM DAVE ALEXANDER 
183 
October 25,1990 
Dr. Richard P. Manatt, Director 
School Improvement Model 
Iowa State University 
2926 Monroe Dr. 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Dear Dr. Manatt: 
This memorandum grants you permission to use Cave Creek School 
District student feedback data for conducting analysis of same for 
District purposes. 
You also are authorized to use such data, assign such data, and to 
have analyzed such data, for use in dissertations by appropriate 
candidates under your supervision. 
David C. Alexander, Ed.D. 
Superintendent 
DCA:ijr 
Cactus Shadows High School — 488-2620 
Middle School Division — 488-2373 
Black Mountain School — 488-9200 Cave Creek School — 488-3382 
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APPENDIX N. 
1990 CAVE CREEK STUDENT RATINGS OF TEACHERS 
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY 
CAVE CREEK ELEMENTARY MENNE-TOLSMA REG* 1990 CAVE CREEK STUDENT RATINGS OF TEACHERS 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 465 SUBJECTS IN 19 GROUPS. 
-
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTIVE N MEAN VARIANCE ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
1 SR K-2 SCHOOL DAY INTERESTING' 429 2. 27972 0.59309 6% 
2 S K-2 TIME TO DO OUR WORK' 423 2.52246 0.50481 14% 
3 S K-2 PAY ATTENTION IN CLASS' 422 2. 82938 0.19364 8% 
4 SR K-2 DISCUSSIONS LESSONS STUDIED' 424 2.40802 0.51984 8% 
5 S K-2 WORK TOO HARD' 426 1.44836 0. 47738 5% 
6 SR K-2 GIVES HOMEWORK' 428 2. 53972 O. S0S43 25% 
7 SR K-2 TEACHER COMES ON TIME' 427 2. 61593 0. 41455 6% 
B CC K-2 MAKES FOLLOW RULES' 427 • 2. 79391 0. 28071 8% 
9 S K-2 OFTEN TAKE TEST IN CLASS' 428 2. 01636 0.70768 20% 
10 SR K-2 CARES IF WASTE TIME' 426 2. 46714 0.65268 6% H-
11 SR K-2 WORK IF TEACHER NOT WATCHING' 427 2.56674 O. 56405 a% 00 
12 SR K-2 CAN GET HELP WHEN NEED IT' 425 2.62353 0.38533 11%  ^
13 SR K-2 GIVES NEW WORK WHEN I AM READY' 427 2. 43794 0.55528 13% 
14 S K-2 TELLS WHERE TO FIND INFORMATION' 426 2.40610 0.61208 7% 
15 SR K-2 TEACHER READY FOR CLASS' 428 2.72196 0.33625 6% 
16 SR K-2 KNOW WHAT TEACHER WANTS' 429 2. 21445 0.67662 11% 
17 SR K-2 INTEREST WORK BEFORE CLASS OVER' 422 2.16588 0.67391 17% 
18 S K-2 LEARN HARD LESSONS SMALL STEPS' 422 2.33649 0.64507 9% 
19 S K-2 GIVES WORK BACK QUICKLY' 424 1.95755 0.68688 23% 
20 SR K-2 TELLS NEW THINGS TO LEARN' 424 2.55660 0.45434 11% 
CRONBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 6 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >= 13% IS 0.968 
DESCRIPTIVE . an abbreviated label used to Identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE = S = original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
SR- revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
M = total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
MBJm = the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each item. 
VARIANCE « the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores are, from the mean, foe a 
given group. 
ITEM DISCRIMINATION = A question is considered to be most 
effective when it has a high level of item discrimination. 
This means that the question is useful in separating hlg.i 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13% equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value ot 
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level ot 
significance. 
CAVE CREEK SPECIAL MENNE-TOLSMA 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 339 SUBJECTS IN 4 GROUPS. 
1990 CAVE CREEK 8TUDBMT RATINGS OF TBACHBH3 
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTIVE N MEAN VARIANCE ITEM DISCRIMINATION « 
1 SR 'F-2 MY SCHOOL DAY INTERESTING' 286 2. 25874 0. 59739 1% 
2 S 'F-2 DO SAME THING EVERY DAY' 285 1. 56842 0.56313 2% I 
3 S 'F-2 PAY ATTENTION IN CLASS' 281 2. 76868 0.27034 3% •" 
4 SR 'F-2 DISCUSSIONS LESSONS STUDIED' 281 2. 32028 0.54510 3% 
5 S 'F-2 WORK TOO HARD' 281 1. 53381 0.52644 2% 1. 
6 SR 'F-2 TEACHER USUALLY PREPARED' 283 2. 53004 0. 52472 1% 
7 SR 'F-2 TEACHER COMES ON TIME' 285 2. 50877 0. 45343 1% 
8 CC 'F-2 MAKES FOLLOW RULES' 277 2. 70758 0.40903 4% 1 
9 S 'F-2 FAIR WITH EVERYBODY' 284 2. 59155 0.46697 4% 
10 •" SR 'F-2 CARES IF WASTE TIME' 280 2. 44643 0.63284 2K 
11 SR 'F-2 WORK IF TEACHER NOT WATCHING' 281 2. 45196 0.65339 3'i 00 
12 SR 'F-2 CAN GET HELP WHEN NEED IT' 275 2. 52000 0.46051 4% a> 
13 CC 'F-2 TELLS ME I DO GOOD WORK' 271 2. 53137 0. 41876 
14 S 'F-2 TELLS WHERE TO FIND INFORMATION' 281 2. 20996 0.63545 3% ( 
15 SR 'F-2 TEACHER READY FOR CLASS' 284 2, 53099 0.44062 2% 
16 SR 'F-2 KNOW WHAT TEACHER WANTS' 282 2. 14894 0.69413 1% 
17 CC 'F-2 TEACHER EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 283 2. 47350 0. 51785 9% f 
13 S 'F-2 LEARN HARD LESSONS SMALL STEPS' 281 2. 16370 0. 69913 2% 
19 s 'F-2 EXPLAIN WAYS EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 285 2 55088 Cv 50706 
20 S 'F-2 TELLS NEW THINGS TO LEARN' 255 2. 53947 0. 40340 3% ( 
CRONBA-H ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 0 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >= 13% IS" 0.000' 
DESCRIPTIVE = an abbreviated label used to identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE = S = original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
SR= revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
H = total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
MEAN = the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each item. 
VARIANCE = the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores are, from the mean, for a 
given group. 
ITEM DISCRIMINATION = A question is considered to be most 
effective when it has a high level of Item discrimination. 
This means that the question is useful in separating high 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13% equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value oE 
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level of 
significance. 
MENNZ-TÛLSMA (R) Bfl ELEMENTARY 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 805 SUBJECTS TN 36 GROUPS 
1990 CAVR rpwBK STUDENT RATINGS Qg TBACHBHS 
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTIVE N MEAN VARIANCE ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
_6_ 
7 
8 
-2_ 
10 
11 
_12_ 
13 
14 
_L2_ 
16 
17 
IS 
S 
SR 
SR 
"S 
SR 
S 
"S 
s 
s 
ce 
SR 
s 
"s 
SR 
SR 
"s 
S 
cc 
S 
SR 
'3-5 MAKES WORK INTERESTING' 
'3-5 SCHOOL DAY INTERESTING' 
'3-5 GO OVER EACH LESSON FINISHED' 
'3-5 GIVES WORK TO DO AT HOME' 
'3-5 DISCUSS ABOUT SUBJECT STUDIED' 
'3-5 GIVES WORK BACK QUICKLY' 
'3-5 MAKES FEEL GOOD / GOOD WORK' 
'3-5 CAN GET HELP FROM TEACHER' 
'3-5 FINISH WORK BEFORE CLASS OVER' 
'3-5 MAKES FOLLOW RULES' 
'3-5 NEW WORK WITHOUT WAITING' 
'3-5 EXPLAINS LESSON CLEARLY' 
'3-5 TEACHER KNOWS ME WELL' 
'3-5 WORK TO DO FINISHED BEFORE OVER' 
'3-5 WORK AT THE RIGHT PACE' 
'3-5 TELLS NEW THINGS LEARN IN LESSON' 
'3-5 EXPLAIN WAY EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 
'3-5 TEACHER AVAILABLE TO HELP' 
'3-5 VARIETY ACTIVITIES RESOURCES' 
'3-5 TEACHER WELL PREPARED' 
798 
799 
79a 
798 
791 
798 
797 
798 
798 
799 
799 
799 
796 
799 
793 
796 
799 
796 
79-i 
3.68546 
3. 40676 
3.47995 
3.61153 
4. 20607 
n 29A99 
4.05646 
4. 36341 
3.66541 
4.65707 
3.75970 
4.33166 
4.32915 
3.49186 
4,03253 
3.79397 
4.14268 
5.90327 
3.81234 
4.  a i  
CRONBACn A^ PHfi RELIABILITY BASED ON 12 ITEM5 WITH DiSCRîKÎH-.TIOrJ 13% IS 0. SS2 
1. 40357 23% 
1.46784 19% 
1 54784 10% 
1. 43556 30% 
1.04603 11% 
1 4A443 20% 
1.44098 16% 
0.90302 11% 
1 0B730 12% 
0.52821 7% 
1.32899 10% 00 
Q 90502 I e% ^ 
1.12031 " 11% 
1.66921 11% 
], 40746 14% 
1.44499 14% 
1.17864 17% 
1. 29843 13% _ 
1.45723 2i% 
C. 99764 :%% 
DESCRIPTIVE = an abbreviated label used to identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE = S - original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
SR= revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
M = total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
MEAH = the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each item. "" '• 
VARIANQg =• the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores are, from the mean, for a 
given group. 
ITEM DISCRIMINATION = A question is considered to be most 
effective when it has a high level of item discrimination. 
This means that the question is useful in separating high 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13* equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value oC 
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level of 
significance. 
SPECIAL B . M. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MENNE-TOLSMA 1990 CAVE CREEK STUDENT RATINGS or TEACHERS 
aNAI vcyq HAÇÎFn HN 414 Ql m.lF.-TQ TU R CP HI IP q 
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTIVE N MEAN VARIANCE ITEM DISCRIMINATION • 
1 S 'F-5 MAKES WORK INTERESTING' 407 3. 76413 1. 92471 13% 
2 SR 'F-5 SCHOOL DAY INTERESTING' 407 3. 59214 1. 65183 12% 
n SR 'F-5 GO OVER EACH LESSON FINISHED' 407 •T r.nR4s ? 42461 10% 
4 S . 'F-5 DO SAME THING EVERY DAY' 407 2. 49877 2. 20577 16% 
5 SR 'F-5 DISCUSS ABOUT SUBJECT STUDIED' 406 3. 95813 1. 67559 9% 
A SR 'F-5 TEACHER USUALLY PREPARED' 407 4 iPor^9 1 49656 17% 
7 S 'F-5 MAKES FEEL GOOD / GOOD WORK' 407 3. 68059 2. 07488 6% 
8 S 'F-5 CAN GET HELP FROM TEACHER' 407 3. 79115 I. 59029 6% 
9 s 'F-5 TEACHER FAIR WITH EVERYBODY' 405 3, 97284 1 59679 t% 
10 cc 'F-5 MAKES FOLLOW RULES' 407 4. 36855 1. 24009 15% 
11 CO 'F-5 TELLS ME I DO GOOD WORK' 406 3. 55665 1. 87241 7% 00 00 12 S 'F-5 EXPLAINS LESSON CLEARLY' 406 4. 00985 1. 47774 9% 
13 cc 'F-5 TEACHER EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 404 3. 64653 1. 62496 12% 
14 SR 'F-5 TEACHER STAYS IN CLASSROOM' 406 4. 05172 1. 63033 13% 
15 SR 'F-5 WORK AT THE RIGHT PACE' 407 3, 1. 79843 •j% 
16 S 'F-5 TELLS NEW THINGS LEARN IN LESSON' 406 3. 57882 1. 95807 3% 
17 s 'F-5 EXPLAIN WAY EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 407 3. 88452 1. 32721 10% 
18 CC 'F-5 TEACHER AVAILABLE TO HELP' 406 3. 56158 1. 67478 2% 
1? SR 'F-5 TEACHER KNOW ABOUT LESSON TAUGHT' 40 i 4. 42365 1. 14565 
20 SR 'F-5 TEACHER WELL PREPARED' 397 4. 21159 1. 42123 
CRONDACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 5 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION :•= 13% IS 0.701 
DESCRIPTIVE s an abbreviated label used to identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE = 8 = original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
SR= revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
N = total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
MBAH = the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each item. 
VARIANCE = the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores are, from the mean, for a 
given group. 
ITEM DISCRIMINATION = a question is considered to be most 
effective when it has a high level of item discrimination. 
This means that the question is useful in separating high 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13% equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value of 
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level of 
significance. 
HENNE-TOLSMA (R) D. A. MIDDLE SCHOOL 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 1626 SUBJECTS IN 78 GROUPS.. 
1990 CAVH CRBBK STUDBMT RATINGS OP TB»f!HWHa 
ITEM CODE DE 
1 S '6-8 
2 S '6-8 
SR '6-8 
4 S '6-8 
5 SR '6-8 
6 SR '6-8 
7 SR '6-8 
8 CC '6-8 
9 SR '6-8 
10 CC '6-8 
11 SR '6-8 
12' S '6-8 
13 S '6-8 
14 s '6-8 
15 SR '6-8 
16 s '6-8 
17 s '6-8 
IR s '6-8 
19 s '6-8 
20 s '6-8 
SCRIPTIVE N MEAN VARIANCE ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
MAKES CLASS WORK INTERESTING' 
TEACHER FAIR WITH ALL' 
TEACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE' 
TEACHER WELL-PREPARED' 
GIVES ASSIGNMENTS RELATED SUBJ' 
DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE LESSON' 
DISCUSSIONS ON TOPIC OF LESSON' 
LIKES WHEN WE ASK QUESTIONS' 
MORE TIME TO WORK THAN NEED' 
EXPLAINS LESSON AND WHY DO IT' 
ASK QUESTIONS/UNDERSTAND TAUGHT' 
EXPLAINS IDEAS EASY UNDERSTAND' 
LOOKS AT WORK SEE WE UNDERSTAND' 
KNOWS MORE THAN OTHER TEACHERS' 
WORK TO DO IF FINISH CLASS OVER' 
MAKES MATERIALS/WORKSHEETS USE' 
GIVES TESTS AND QUIZES' 
RETURNS TESTS/ASSIGNMENTS QUICK' 
VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES/RESOURCES' 
ENOUGH TIME TO DO OUR WORK' 
1623 
1625 
1622 
1622 
1620 
1620 
1623 
1607 
1615 
1620 
1621 
1618 
1621 
1610 
1619 
1618 
1617 
-jja-i-
1616 
1593 
3.43993 
3.71631 
4 07152 
4.17201 
4. 29136 
3.69877 
4.02403 
3.75233 
2 92384 
3.58642 
3. 90253 
3. 67182 
3. 58112 
3. 63727 
2.9048S 
3. 64400 
3. 98949 
Jl. 
3.53106 
5.55744 
1.91367 
1. 70844 
!..25382 
31% 
29% 
19% 
1. 22627 
1.26943 
1 73025 
1.29887 
1.43337 
1. 65426 
23% 
28% 
26% 
26% 
18% 
16% 
1.68080 
1.53276 
1.67413 
19% 
23% 
27% 
1.77087 
1.69824 
I 86371 
1-7% 
1. 64706 
1.56884 
J. .Z27M-
1.6902: 
1 82737 
21:: 
36": 
1 9% 
00 
vo 
CRONBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 20 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >= 13% IS 0.935 
DESCRIPTIVE c an abbreviated label used to identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE = S = original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
SR= revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
" = total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each item. 
VARIANCE = the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores are, from the mean, for a 
given group. 
MEAN 
ITEM DISCRIMINATION = a question is considered to be most 
effective when it has a high level of Item discrimination. 
This means that the question is useful in separating high 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13% equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value of 
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level of 
significance. 
DESERT ARROW MIDDLE -SPECIAL- MENNE-TOLSMA 
1990 CAVB CRKBK STUDENT RATINGS OF T8ACHBH8 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 517 SUBJECTS IN 21 GROUPS. 
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTIVE N MEAN VARIANCE ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
1 S F-B TEACHER MAKES INTERESTING' 516 3.22868 2. 02910 26% 
2 S F-8 TEACHER FAIR WITH ALL» 517 3.30948 1. 94678 16% 
3 SR F-8 TEACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE' 517 3.56673 1.85870 13% 
4 S F-8 TEACHER WELL-PREPARED' 514 3.75875 I.80172 21% 
5 SR F-8 GIVES ASSIGNMENTS RELATED SUBJ' 512 3.43945 2. 54712 11% 
6 SR F-8 DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE LESSON' 515 3.23301 2.10493 19% 
7 SR F-8 DISCUSSIONS ON TOPIC OF LESSON' 509 3.53438 1.96984 22% 
8 CO F-8 LIKES WHEN WE ASK QUESTIONS' 511 3. 34834 1.80430 18% 
9 CC F-8 EXPLAINS RULES FOR BEHAVIOR' 512 3.46289 2. 01034 20% 
10 CO F-8 EXPLAINS LESSON AND WHY DO IT' 514 3.50584 1.98927 21% 
i " SR F-8 ASK QUESTIONS/UNDERSTAND TAUGHT' 517 3.37718 2.07244 17% S 1 12 S F-8 EXPLAINS IDEAS EASY UNDERSTAND' 513 3. 33138 1.91358 18% o ! 
13 S F-8 LOOKS AT WORK SEE WE UNDERSTAND' 512 3.25000 2.27734 13% 
14 s F-8 DO SAME THING IN CLASS EVERY DAY' 514 3.14008 2.14380 8% 
15 CC F-8 TEACHER EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 515 3.36505 2.04150 19'C 
16 CC F-B TESTS ARE FAIR' 516 3.40891 2.13705 24% 
17 SR F-8 GIVES TESTS AND QUIZES' 516 3.46899 1.87695 11% , 
18 S F-8 RETURNS TESTS/ASSIGNMENTS QUICK' 516 3.21705 2. 06529 11% 
19 SR F-8 VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES/RESOURCES' 514 3. 50778 1.99702 23% 
ZC SR F-8 EXPECTS BEST WORK I CAN' 503 3. 78728 2. 19928 .-2t% 
CRQNBACH ALPHA RELIAB LITY BASED ON 16 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >= 13% IS 0. 950 
ITEM DISCRIMINATION = A question Is considered to be most 
effective when it has a high level of item discrimination. 
This means that the question is useful in separating high 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13% equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value of 
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level of 
significance. 
group. 
DESCRIPTIVE = an abbreviated label used to identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE = S = original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
SR= revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
N = total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
MEAN = the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each item. 
VARIANCE = the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores are, from the mean, for a 
MENNE-TÛLSMA C. S. HIGH SCHOOL 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 2551 SUBJECTS IN 139 GROUPS. 
1990 CAVK CREEK 8TUDBMT RATINGS OP TgACHBH8 
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTIVE -, N MEAN VARIANCE ITEil DISCRIMINATION < 
1 S '9-12 MAKES CLASS WORK INTERESTING' 2496 3. 30329 1. 91563 41% ji 
2 
_ S '9-12 ASK QUESTIONS UNDERSTAND TAUGHT' 2497 3.71005 1. 64280 33% ( 
3 SR '9-12 ASSIGNMENTS RELATED TO SUBJECT' 2473 4.01051 1. 61574 37% ' 
4 SR '9-12 DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE EACH LESSON' 2490 3.70602 1. 64290 31% 31 . 
5 S '9-12 TELLS WHAT LEARNED TO LEARN NEW' 2489 3.42909 1. 87695 31% 
6 SR '9-12 TEACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE' 2495 3.78277 1. 77325 40% 
7 SR '9-12 RETURNS TEST/ASSIGNMENTS QUICKLY' 2482 3.37631 1. 93736 32% » 
8 SR '9-12 GIVES FEEDBACK ABOUT PERFORMANCE' 2487 3.47165 1. 76106 28% V 
9 S '9-12 KNOWS MORE THAN OTHER TEACHERS' 2485 3.78551 1. 78941 33% 
10 S '9-12 HOMEWORK HELPS ME LEARN' 2456 3.59731 1. 88141 31% 
11 SR '9-12 MAKES MATERIALS/WORKSHEETS' 2470 3. 61012 1. 86297 36% VO 
1 12 SR '9-12 USE VARIETY ACTIVITIES/RESOURCES' 2452 3. 42863 1. 90478 36% •' 
1 13 SR '9-12 FILMS/VIDEOTAPES HELP US LEARN' 2405 3. 19293 2. 36527 36% 
14 SR •9-12 TELLS LIBRARY/MEDIA MATERIALS' 2436 3. 03777 2. 36311 36% f 15 S '9-12 TEACHER WELL ORGANIZED' 2481 3. 60419 1. 83608 37% 
16 CO '9-12 TEACHER LIKES WHEN ASK QUESTIONS' 2482 3. 72280 1. 75153 34% 
17 SR '9-12 DIFFERENT GROUPS DEPEND ACTIVITY' 2468 3. 32455 2. 14304 35% ( 
IB S '9-12 LOOK PROBLEMS/NEW WAYS TO SOLVE' 2462 3.33712 1 99195 33% 
19 cc '9-12 AVAILABLE CLASS/OTHER TIMES' 2472 3.70024 1. 81184 37% 
20 s '9-12 LOOKS AT WORK/SEE IF UNDERSTAND' 2427 3. 84 SOB 1 B4497 32% •: 
CRQNBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 20 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >= 13% IS 0. 971 
I 
DESCRIPTIVE = an abbreviated label used to Identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE = S = original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating Item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
3R= revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating Items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
N = total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
MEAN = the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each Item. 
VARIANCE = the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance Is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores are, from the mean, for a 
given group. 
ITEM DISCRIMINATION = A question Is considered to be most 
effective when it has a high level of item discrimination. 
This means that the question Is useful in separating high 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13% equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value of 
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level of 
significance. 
192 
APPENDIX 0. 
1991 CAVE CREEK STUDENT RATINGS OF TEACHERS 
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY 
OMATANI DATAI CCES SPRING 1991 MEENE-TOLSMA APRIL 30, 1991 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 827 SUBJECTS IN 26 GROUPS 
2 
3 
ITEM N MEAN VARIANCE SS TOTAL SS WITHIN SS BETWEEN ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
1 797 1.50314 0.40808 325. 24216 285. 49896 39. 74320 12% 
2 789 1. 36755 0. 34653 273.40938 248.86222 24. 54716 9% 
6 3 798 1.16416 0. 15977 127.49499 118.77643 8. 71856 7% 
' 4 792 1. 27525 0.27525 217. 99495 195. 16486 22. 83008 10% 
• 5 796 2. 36307 0. 57296 456.07412 415.34329 40. 73083 9% 
6 798 1. 71679 0 64912 517.99499 352.22154 165 77345 32% 
7 798 1. 25063 0.25548 203.87469 184. 56343 19. 31126 9% 
8 785 1. 13758 0. 18744 147.14140 140. 39221 6. 74920 5% 
9 797 1 76286 0. 52720 420.18068 299. 26182 120. 91886 29% 
10 798 1. 46992 0.64759 516. 77820 468.07078 48. 70742 9% 1— 
11 794 1.28212 0. 37129 294. 80605 273. 24491 21.56114 7% w 
12 794 1.27330 O.26158 207. 69395 190.95410 16. 73985 8% 
13 793 1. 36444 0.35773 283. 67718 256.13894 27.53824 10% 
14 795 1.39371 0.37958 301. 76855 264. 89866 36. 86989 12% 
15 793 1. 18537 O 30649 163. 75032 152.00037 11.74995 7% 
16 798 1.44486 0. 43242 345. 07393 312.46482 32. 60911 9% 
A I  17 795 1.52453 0. 45569 362. 27170 312.24517 50. 02653 14% 
2 1  18 796 1. 33543 0 38121 303. 44095 274. 69478 28. 74617 9% 
» 19 796 1. 67085 0.53739 427. 76382 357. 72913 70. 03469 16% 
20 793 1. 27869 0. 28173 223.40984 195. 55804 27.85180 12% 
CRONBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 4 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >= 13% IS 0.739 
OMATANI BMES DATAS MENNE-TOLSMA SPRING 1991 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 1497 SUBJECTS TN 55 GROUPS 
ITEM N MEAN VARIANCE SS TOTAL SS WITHIN SS BETWEEN ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
1 1491 3.84306 1.34894 2011. 27565 1533. 29414 477.98151 24% 
2 1494 3.65328 1.42999 2136.39893 1746. 11325 390.28568 187. 
_3 1489 3. 68905 1. 78847 2663 03156 2155. 98734 507. 04423 laZ 
4 1489 3.59033 1.98664 2958.10074 1651.28589 1306.81485 44% 
5 1490 4.18389 1. 07894 1607. 61342 1429.40028 178.21314 11% 
6 1488 3. 49866 1.78494 2655.99731 2110. 49819 545. 49913 21% 
7 1490 4.05034 1.40753 2097. 22483 1721. 91137 375. 31346 18%  ^
8 1487 4. 20377 1. 16964 1739. 25891 1354. 00752 385. 25139 22% vo 
9 1481 3. 77245 1. 3B036 2044. 31600 1758. 64228 285. 67373 14% 
10 1486 3.30754 2.01107 2988.45559 2449. 23471 539.22087 18% 
11 1487 3.83457 1.53282 2279. 30330 1837. 20930 442.09400 19% 
12 1485 4. 25522 1. 03587 1538 27205 1180. 62782 357. 64424 232 
13 1490 4.13020 1.48372 2210.74094 1710.96009 499.78085 23% 
14 1489 4.10678 1.21157 1804.02149 1404. 98985 399.03164 22% 
15 1489 4. 05104 1 38087 2056.12089 1671. 92221 384. 19868 19% 
16 1478 3.84844 1.40870 2082.05142 1729.50129 352.55013 17% 
17 1480 4.09797 1.19783 1772.79392 1370.11667 402.67725 23% 
.IB 1476 3.-88229 1. 49642 2208. 72290 1764. 59120 444^ 13170 20% 
19 1468 3.93188 1.44768 2125.10801 1775.67643 349 51158 16% 
20 1413 4.35173 1.15937 1638.18825 1241.54437 396.64388 24% 
CRONBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 19 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >= 13% IS 0.937 
OMATANI DAMS DATA3 MENNE-TOLSMA SPRING 1991 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 2159 SUBJECTS IN 98 GROUPS 
ITEM N MEAN VARIANCE SS TOTAL SS WITHIN SS BETWEEN ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
1 2146 3. 56151 1. 71406 3678. 38071 2740. 85642 937. 52429 25% 
• ' 2 2146 3. 81407 1. 54092 3306.81500 2690. 55166 616.26335 19% 
' 3 ?14a 4. 14051 1 23796 PA57 AP533 2149. 69546 507 92978 19"/: 
4 2142 4.16760 1. 20487 2580. 83147 2124. 69213 456. 13933 18% 
5 2123 4. 23457 1. 36372 2895. 18229 2194. 98562 700.19667 24% 
6 2139 3 75077 1 63325 3493 59314 2832.16471 661. 35843 19% 
7 2134 4.04405 1. 30171 2777. 85942 2306. 87851 470. 98091 17% 
#" 8 2120 3. 80283 1. 46961 3115.58302 2651.25601 464. 32701 15% 
« 9 2122 2.95335 1 98133 4204. 38124 3406. 35864 798.02261 19% 
10 2139 3.64843 1. 70903 3655. 62225 2959. 47896 696.14330 19% VO 
11 2146 3. 88117 1. 57255 3374. 69944 2752. 79603 621. 90341 18% Ul 
12 2132 3 67589 1 62056 3455 04081 2776. 98034 678. 06047 20% 
" 13 2136 3.60773 1. 79434 3832.71863 2907. 71553 925. 00310 24% 
#" 14 2122 3. 85297 1. 57782 3348. 12630 2729. 59360 618. 53269 18% 
15 2125 3. 15341 1 98964 4227. 98776 3321.46962 906. 51814 21% 
16 2123 3.56288 1. 76183 3740. 35516 2857. 61667 882. 73849 24% 
17 2122 3.97926 1. 56036 3311. 08765 2193. 70664 1117.38102 34% 
18 2113 3.52769 i 83560 3878 63038 2974.81895 903. 81143 23% 
a 19 2123 3. 70089 1. 68020 3567. 06830 2826. 88075 740. 18755 21% 
20 2080 3. 65240 1. 93447 4023 6879Q 3320. 07040 703. 61758 17% 
CRQNBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 20 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >= 13% IS 0. 948 
- -
OMATANI CSHS DATA4 MENNE-TOLSMA SPRING 1991 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 2085 SUBJECTS IN 47 CROUPS 
ITEM N MEAN VARIANCE SS TOTAL SS WITHIN SS BETWEEN ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
« 1 2071 3.53066 1. 53443 3177.80299 2321. 27607 856.52692 27% 
» 2 2073 4.09793 1. 12452 2331. 12108 1964, 86525 366.25583 16% 
3 2064 4.43798 O 90701 1072. 06202 1613. 98252 258 07949 1 4% 
' 4 2063 4.05332 1. 15663 2386. 13476 2092. 00903 294. 12572 13% 
• 5 2065 3.65860 1. 55463 3210. 30993 2591. 89686 618. 41306 19% 
» 6 2068 4 13540 1 05420 PlfiO 08897 1883. 79565 296 29333 14% 
10 7 2066 3.62246 1. 59706 3299. 51791 2700. 99375 598.52415 18% 1—' 
8 2064 3.78052 1. 41355 2917. 57703 2544. 67904 372. 89800 13% vO o\ 
9 2035 4. 0S209 1. 34569 2738. 47862 2172. 59373 565. 83489 21% 
10 2037 3.87923 1. 52984 3116.29161 2662. 10431 454.18729 15% 
" 11 2050 3. 94439 1. 37252 2813. 66049 2435. 34437 378. 31612 13% 
12 2039 3.66797 1. 59010 3242.21873 2482.56498 759. 65375 23% 
13 1948 3.52669 2. 30062 4481. 61191 3050. 62242 1430. 98948 32% 
14 1980 3.15556 2. 23540 4426. 08889 3359. 27569 1066. 81320 24% 
15 2051 3 99025 t. 30951 2695 80497 2270. 61054 415 19443 15% 
16 2054 4.04625 1. 29338 2656.60613 2215. 35973 441.24641 17% 
17 2040 3.70588 1. 73997 3549. 52941 2761. 88103 787.64838 22% 
18 2040 3.72990 1. 48146 3022. 17598 2489. 37112 532. 80486 18% 
19 2049 4.07565 1. 24904 2559.27477 2129. 23339 430. 04137 17% 
20 2028 4. 05769 1. 37685 2792. 25000 2261. 56594 530. 68406 19% 
CRQNUACH'ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 19 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINAT ION >= 137. IS 0.950 
